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in praise of ourselves
stories to tell

william A wilson

of the twenty seven faculty members who have occupied
this podium since the inauguration of this lectureserieslecture seriesserles in 1964
only two have represented the humanities my fellow folklorist
thomas cheney in 1967 and arthur henry king in 1976 in a
world challenged by polluted air disappearing natural resources a
depleted ozone layer unchecked diseases crowded highways and
airways burgeoning crime rates killing drugs and rapidly shifting
geopolitical borders and alliances a commitment to the study and
advancement of the humanities may seem at times an unaffordable
luxury it is in such a world seeking desperately for solutions to its
problems in improved technology and more effective social orders
that president bush can as he did in his recent state of the union
address sound a clarion call for excellence in education can
demand that by the year 2000 united states children be first in the
world in math and science and can pass by in deafening silence a
corresponding need for our children to excel in their understanding
and appreciation of arts and letters of the humanities

A few years ago when I1 was teaching at another university
the faculty became embroiled in one of those too typical wran
glingsclings over allocations of resources one faculty member or so it
was reported to me I1 was not at the meeting addressed his
colleagues from the english department with the scornful and in
his judgment rhetorical question you certainly wouldnt give up
a cure for cancer for poetry would you I1 have always been sorry
I1 was not at that meeting so I1 could have responded for one poem
maybe not but for poetry yes

and I1 would have said that as one who has watched his own
father and several loved relatives die of cancer and who has
suffered two primary cancers himself one quiet night in the
darkened silence of my hospital room with the terrifying words of
the pathology report swirling again and again through my head

william A wilson is a professor of english and chair of the english department at brigham young
university this essay was originally presented as the 1990 distinguished faculty lecture
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well differentiated carcinoma it was not the hope of some
miraculous cancer cure looming on the horizon that got me through
to morning but rather defiant phrases like those of the poet dylan
thomas hurled angrily and repeatedly at approaching and inevi-
table death and reminding me all the while of my individual and
human worth

do not go gentle into that good night
rage rage against the dying of the light

I1 would not for a moment belittle or detract from the serious work
of any of you in the social and physical sciences as you try to solve
problems that bedevil the world I1 would simply remind you and
all of us that it is the humanities the products of the imperishable
human spirit that teach us your struggles are worth carrying on
that we and this world we occupy are worth saving

but I1 do not wish tonight to make yet one more defense of
the humanities I1 trust that before this audience such a defense is
not necessary I1 would hope rather to broaden our concept of
what we call the humanities and of literature in particular and to
suggest that as we seek evidence of the significance of human life
we turn not just to those canonized masterworksmasterworks taught in our
literature courses but to works of our own invention and to our
own capacity to create and appreciate beauty I1 would suggest that
is that we seek courage to face the future by learning to celebrate
ourselves

many of you are aware of recent attempts to expand the
traditional literary canon to include those who have been excluded
from it on the bases of race class or gender in our pluralistic
society with its many voices all different but all american
we have come gradually to understand that if we really cherish
the democratic ideals of equal worth of all our citizens then
we must learn to listen to their diverse and endlessly interesting
artistic voices not just to those who happen to be primarily white
male middle class anglo saxons we have in recent years
made considerable progress in reaching these democratic ideals
as more and more minority ethnic and womens literature has
made its way into university literature courses but one group of
people we have continued to neglect ourselves we may have
studied the novels of white male william faulkner or of black
female toni morrison but most of us have neglected the swirl of
stories that has surrounded us since we were bomborn stories we
listen to or tell about the events of everyday life and about the
worlds we occupy of such stories neil postman has written
recently
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human beings require stories to give meaning to the facts of their
existence I1 am not talking here about those specialized stories that
we call novels plays and epic poems I1 am talking about the more
profound stories that people nations religions and disciplines
unfold in order to make sense out of the world A story provides
a structure for our perceptions only through stories do facts assume
any meaning whatsoever this is why children everywhere ask as
soon as they have the command of language to do so where did I1
come from and what will happen when I1 die they require a
story to give meaning to their existence without air our cells die
without a story our selves die 2

here too we have made progress as personal and auto-
biographical narratives have gradually become recognized by
critics as vital literary genres worthy of serious attention but
most of these efforts have focused on written rather than on oral
narratives a somewhat disconcerting fact since writing is a fairly
recent invention and since people were telling stories long before
anyone ever put pen to paper as long in fact as we have had people
indeed the capacity to tell and enjoy stories may be one of our few
cultural universals it is to these oral personal narratives that I1 wish
to devote my attention tonight

though we have been at the game longer than most
folklorists are not the only scholars to pay heed to such stories in
fact in recent years many people have gotten on the bandwagon
literary scholars have examined oral narratives to discover how
literary texts are constituted sociologists to catalog customs and
lifestyleslife styles organizational behaviorismsbehaviorists to record the corporate
myths that lend cohesiveness to organizations historians to take the
pulse of a particular era anthropologists to elucidate larger cultural
patterns but in all this the individual the creator and teller of the
stories gets lost his or her narratives become means to ends
rather than ends themselves however much the narratives may
help us understand the larger societies ofwhich they are constituent
parts and efforts to reachsuchreach such understanding have also been a
principal aim of folklore study from a humanistic perspective the
stories need no further justification for being than their own
existence it is as individual stories of individual breathing human
beibelbeingsngs not as dots on a chart of social norms that they speak to
us of our humanity

the most essential of these stories may be those we tell about
our own experiences and narrate primarily in family contexts I1

cant imagine that you will be overly interested in my particular
family but by showing you how such stories have operated there
perhaps I1 can lend you new lenses to look at the ways they operate
in your families but first I1 must tell you a little of my own personal
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narrative and to do that I1 have to begin with the principal
storyteller in my family my mother lucile green wilson

my mother is a product of welsh and english stock her
inothersmothers welsh parents were hardworkinghard working loyal to their church
fiery in temperament and stubborn especially stubborn for
example when my mothers grandmother jane morse was being
courted by the man she eventually married jonah evans her
parents opposed the marriage because he was twenty years her
senior and already had two wives and a passel of children says my
mother her parents liked grandpa all right but they didnt want
her to marry him because she was just a kid and he was old theyd
lock the doors so she couldnt get out and shed climb out of her
window out of her bedroom window to go meet him one of the
children of this unionunion my mothers uncle victor matched his
parents in hardheadedness and in a rather strange way character-
ized the familysfamilys persistence to principle

they said when he baptized uncle victor uncle victor didnt want
to be baptized uncle victor was always kind of a rebel and he
didnt want to be baptized and grandpa baptized him anyway and
every time he would come up out of the water uncle victor would
swear and he would duck him in again and it went on for I1 dont
know how many times before uncle victor finally quit swearing and
got baptized pause I1 dont think it ever took 3

my mothers english grandfather robert green a widower
the whole time my mother knew him was a different sort
according to family tradition he had been given a name and a
blessing by joseph smith in nauvoo but that must not have taken
either because he was not much of a churchgoer and liked an
occasional drink one day in his cups he drove his favorite team
ofhorses old cap and seal full speed into the farmstead and almost
mowed down my mother an event that stirred to a considerable
pitch his daughter in lawlawss welsh temper but robert green was
also a soft and gentle man never speaking harshly to anyone
generous quick of wit a lover of books

from these forebears then came my mother an amal-
gamationgamation of their characteristics plus others forged by the
harshness and poverty of frontier life intelligent sensitive
eager to learn witty hardworkinghard working proud of her achievements
determined but shy and during her teenage years embarrassed
in the presence of townspeople by her country girls dress and
manners out of her inheritance and out of her experiences came
also an ability to capture inin concrete detail the events of her life and
to make them memorable to others that is the capacity to tell
stories
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1I owe my own love of words to my mother although my
father had many virtues verbal dexterity was not one of them my
mother on the other hand grew up immersed in words and she
immersed me in them in the homesteadinghomesteading cabin of her youth her
own mother would gather her children around her each night and
read from books borrowed from the library 1I can still remember
my mother says how fun it was for all of us just to sit around and
listen to mama read describing her experiences in elementary
school mother says 1I remember that one morning when she her
teacher picked up that book and said tom oh tom and I1 ijustjustajust got
goose pimples I1 knew we were going to hear another good story
it was tom sawyer

during my own formative years we were fortunate enough to
live in a house with no electricity surrounded by almost no
neighbors and with few means of entertainment besides ourselves
I1 can still remember those dark winter nights when my mother
dressed me and my sister in our pajamas then before tucking uuss inin
bed gathered us into the light of the coal oil lamp and like her
mother before her read us magical stories from books

but my mother also taught me to love words in other ways by
using them well by bringing to life the world of her past through
well wrought oral narratives her family simply lived by the
spoken word family gatherings at my grandparents home were
in fact one long stream of story with my mothers brothers
railroaders all regaling each other with accounts of their occupa-
tional and heroic exploits each narrator trying to top the others
my mother did not participate much in these exchanges though her
storytellingstory telling ability matched that of her brothers hers were more
quiet narratives told in the privacy of our home and bringing to life
for me and my sisters the village of her youth a place called
riddyvilleRiddyville west ofmccammonmccammonof idaho where following the turn
of the century thirteen families homesteadedhomesteadhomesteadered neighboring sections
of land recently released from the fort hall indian reservation
through my mothers stories the excitement the passion the
sorrow and heartbreak experienced by those riddyvilleRiddyville pioneers
became a treasured part of my life

when I1 entered brigham young university in 19511951 1I
attempted at first to leave behind the experiences of my youth I1

majored in political science and began studying russian I1 think
I1 had dreams of one day parachuting into the soviet union as a spy
and saving our country from that evil empire but my love of words
artfully employed finally proved too strong I1 couldnt resist
them I1 abandoned my dreams of saving the nation and began
instead to study english and american literature rediscovering in
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the process much of the magic I1 had first discovered in the
flickering light of a coal oil lamp under the spell of my mothers
voice by the time I1 had completed an MA howhowevereveryeverl I1 had grown
weary of the narrow elitism of the new critical or formalist
approaches current at the time approaches that jerked literature
from cultural context and tended to look with condescension at the
kinds of stories I1 had learned from the good people of my rural
idaho and mormon youth

so I1 switched and earned a phd in folklore my research
centered first on the folk culture of the land where I1 had served my
LDS mission finland then switched to the mormon and western
culture that had produced me focusing for the next twenty years
not just on the privileged few whose works had made their way into
university courses but on people like you in this audience and on
the richness and artistry of the stories many of you tell

through all this however I1 was still collecting analyzing
and celebrating the stories the creative efforts of other people
and still using those stories primarily to elucidate larger cultural
patterns I1 learned a great deal about mormon society and I1 hope
through my studies helped other people bring that society into a
little sharper focus but all the while in the back of my mind
haunting my reveries tugging at me in ways I1 did not understand
demanding my attention lurked those stories I1 had learned from
my mother and the country village they had brought to life
riddyvilleRiddyville finally more to exorcise a nagging spirit than anything
else I1 plunkedflunked my mother in front of a tape recorder and said all
right tell me again about riddyvilleRiddyville and she did for the next ten
years whenever the possibility allowed we filled tape after
tape grew closer together throughout the process and experienced
together the short but moving life of riddyvilleRiddyville

the place itself actually got off to a rather inauspicious
start when the fort hall land became available for homesteadinghomesteading
farmers lined up at the marsh creek bridge on merrill road near
mccammon someone shot a gun in the air and the race was on to
file claims at the government land office at blackfoot some took
the train others rode horses with exchange relays set up along the
way to speed up the trip still all managed to arrive in blackfoot
about the same time As the train pulled into town one hopeful
homesteader max cone eager to file his claim ahead of the others
and thus get the best land jumped from the still moving train and
broke his leg the rest of the crew arrived safely at the land office
only to find it closed not until several days later did they finally
manage to file their claims evidently without much contest and
then return to their new homes such was riddyvillesRiddyvilles beginning
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although my grandparents lived on their farm the required
time each summer to prove up their claim they did not move the
family to riddyvilleRiddyville from their home in woodruff utah until
1915 when my mother was eight at that time they moved into a
newly constructed two room log cabin where for the next twelve
years they lived with their seven children and at times with my
grandfathers unmarried brother uncle jim who also owned a
homestead but took turns living with his relatives in 1927 my
grandfather finally gave up the effort to wrest a living from 160
acres of andaridarddanid idaho land took a job on the railroad and moved to
town by then my mother was twenty years old soon to be married
and riddyvilleRiddyville had become a part of her past living from then on
only in her stories

when I1 first began collecting these stories I1 sought primarily
to recount my mothers history and to the extent possible to recon-
struct the history of riddyvilleRiddyville I1 quickly gave up this attempt as I1
discovered that while the stories were based on history and occa-
sionallysionally approximated history they themselves were not history

this fact was bomeborne home again just the other day my
mothers brother ralph recently wrote his account of the familysfamilyfamilyss
riddyvilleRiddyville years and sent a copy to my mother the next time I1 saw
him he said with a chuckle well I1 just got a corrected copy of
my history back from your mother my mother in turn explained
that she had to correct ralphs history because it contained so many
errors As I1 reflected on their comments I1 recalled the words of
historian hayden white historiography has remained prey to the
creation of mutually exclusive though equally legitimate inter-
pretationspretations of the same set of historical events or the same segment
of the historical process 4

if my mother and her brother might be called local historiog
raphers if their equally legitimate stories about the past derived
from equally legitimate perceptions are based on history some-
times approximate history but are not history that is are not
verifiable accounts of what really happened then what are they
the answer is they are fictions stories created from carefully
selected events from their own lives just as short stories novels
and epics are created from carefully selected details from the
worlds of their authors and their appeal is not the appeal of
history and dont misunderstand me I1 have nothing against
history but of literature

in the passage I1 cited earlier from neil postman he argues that
the stories told by ordinary people about the events of their lives are
more profound than novels plays and epic poems I1 think not I1
think these stories are important precisely because they have the
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power of literature because as I1 shall try to argue they actually are
or can be novels or epics this explains why I1 have not been able
to get my mothers stories out of my head these many years like
other works of literature I1 cherish they have stayed with me
because of their artistic power because of their ability as sir philip
sidney might say to hold children from play and old men from the
chimney cornercomer 5

reduced to cold print the stories may not seem to you
particularly artful but if you could have been there during the
tellings and remember that I1 am talking about oral narratives if
you could have seen my mothers gestures and facial expressions
if you could have heard her voice rise in excited exclamation drop
now to a hushed whisper move to aa dry chuckle break into tears
if you that is could have heard these stonesstories inin live performance
with a charged and ongoingon going dynamic relation occurring between
teller and listeners you would have understood their power to
excite my fancy engage my sympathies and move me with joy or
terror

this fact really should have been obvious to me much
earlier one of the advantages of growing uupp in a family and
hearing someone like my mother tell her stories again and again
is that one soon leams to separate recurring structured narratives
from regular discourse this is the reason by the way why each
of you rather than an uninformed outsider should collect the
narratives told by the storytellers in your families you know what
they are originally I1 attempted to collect my mothers life history
from beginning to end but as noted with few satisfactory results
then I1 sat down one day and made a list a long list of the
discrete stories I1 had heard my mother tell many times from then
on inin our sessionssessions before the tape recorder I1 tried to ask questions
that would lead her into the natural telling of these stories for
example if I1 asked about dry fields and struggles over irrigation
waters I1 knew I1 would probably learnleam little about irrigation but that
I1 would in all likelihood get the story about uncle jim and ike alienallenailen
fighting over water a story ill relate in a moment using this
method over a ten year period I1 often managed to collect the same
story three four or five times and I1 discovered that different
tellings of the same story were remarkably similar in structure and
even in phraseology

for example not only my mothers unmarried uncle jim but
also her grandfather robert green took turns living with different
sons and daughters and thus became close to his grandchildren my
mother whom robert green called dolly considered herself one
of his favorites in 1980 she told me
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when grandpa would stay with aunt vira her house was kinda
up on a hill he could go out at the back of their lot and look
down where we came with the cows he was always worrying
about me wondering where I1 was he wouldnt rest until he could
see those cows cominghomecoming home nona my mothers cousin used to
get so mad shed say he wouldnt care if I1 never got home and
he has to go out there and say 1 I wonder where dolly is she
ought to be coming by now said hed walk out there two or three
times

three years later mother embedded the same story in a string of
other narratives she was telling

nona used to get mad at him when bernice and I1 used to go
get the cows when grandpa was up living at aunt viras you
could see way down where part of the way where we had to go
after the cows and nona said he used to go out hed say 1I
wonder ifdollysdallys home yet he didnt worry about bernicebemicebehice I1 guess
hed go out there and watch two or three times every night cause
wed fool around run races on our horses and let the cows mosey on
home and we didnt hurry any and hed worry until hed see us
coming and then hed settle down she said ya he wouldnt worry
a bit if it was me but he always has to see that dolly gets home all
right

the second narrative is slightly more detailed than the first
otherwise they are almost exactly the same though told three years
apart clearly then from the many details she could have talked
about my mother has selected only a few and fromthemfrom them has con-
structedstructed identifiable recurring narratives when she has told these
stories over the years she has not been reciting history she has
been presenting herself to the world and capturing through these
artistic forms the values and people she holds dear

how do my mothers stories work as literature they work
I1 would argue the same way a novel works in fact I1 would call my
mothers stories not the family history but the family novel sandra
dolby stahl calls stories like those my mother tells single
episode narratives 6 but such a characterization misses the mark
my mothers stories do to be sure recount single events but they
do not stand alone they are always related to other stories and
background events and can be understood only as they are associ-
ated with these something literary critics call intertextualityintertextuality it is
through this textualityintertextualityinter that characters in the family oral novel
emerge into full blown three dimensional individuals just as
well developed characters emerge gradually from the pages of a
written novel no character is ever fully defined on the first page
of a novel it is also through this textualityintertextualityinter that events in a
number of the stories interlink into coherent meaningful wholes
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just as events in a novel unfold and interlink as we push our way
through page after page really to understand one of these stories
then we have to have heard them all and have to bring to the telling
of a single story the countless associations formed from hearing all
the stories

unfortunately you can never fully comprehend my familysfamilys
novel because you have not lived my life have not heard the
total body of stories I1 ihavehavechave heard do not recognize the connec-
tions that are obvious to me but you have heard the novels of
your own families you can make those connections that exist
between their various episodes and you can let the coherent
wholes that emerge from the stories play forceful artistic roles
in your lives

let me try to demonstrate this intertextualityintertextuality with an
extended example the dryland homesteads of riddyvilleRiddyville were
located on a bench above the vallevalievailevalleyvaileyy floor where ancient lake
bonneville once made its rush to the sea the actual farmsteads
where the people lived were strung along a winding road below the
bench parallel to lake bonnevillesBonnevilles dying remnant marsh creek
both on the bench and in the gardens below water was always in
short supply especially at my mothers home where it had to be
carried from a neighbors well a fact responsible says my mother
for her long arms in equally short supply was any money to buy
delicacies with those facts in mind consider the following brief
story

one time we had we carried water all summer to water some
pumpkins you never heard of canned pumpkins and we all liked
pumpkin pies and we carried water all summer and those pumpkins
were so nice and on halloween ikebeedeedoe aliensallens kids came and tipped
our toilet over and put all of our pumpkins down in it

A typical rural halloween prank maybe but in another telling of
that same story my mother said after he alienallenallenailenalien got on the
rampage being omeryornery thats when their kids tipped our toilet
over and put all our pumpkins down the toilet hole clearly when
my mother says after he got on the rampage she is depending on
my already knowing other connected stories

of the thirteen families that lived in riddyvilleRiddyville all but one
the alienallenailen family were related either by blood or marriage and stuck
together like glue ike alienallenailen was friendly enough at first until he
ran for trustee of the village school his family voted for him the
other twelve families voted for their family candidate and ikes
political career came to a quick end so too did his good cheer he
used to call us the cat family said my mother he hated us
a fact borne out by the following story
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there was one patch on top of the dugway that belonged to ike allenalienailen
and we used to always go there was a little road went right through
it into our field and when he got on the rampage he fenced our gate
shut and dad went up there one day and couldnt get through so he
cut the wire and ikeeke came after him and was going to hit him over the
head with a club

now lets move for a moment to my mothers uncle jim A
shy sensitive man with a perpetually watery eye that made him
look less attractive than he actually was he had been jilted in his
youth by his one true love and never again tried to marry A little
slower in wit than his married brothers with their dry but quick
paced frontier humor uncle jim occasionally became the subject
ofhumor himself though almost always in an affectionate manner
he bought a car but never learned to drive leaving that task
primarily to his nephews one day two of these trickster nephews
took him to lagoon amusement park in his own vehicle and
somehow coaxed him onto the roller coaster when the coaster car
arrived at the crest of the first hill and uncle jim surveyed the trip
that lay ahead he decided not to take it and stood up to get out only
the most strenuous efforts of his nephews kept him in his seat the
following story which might have come right out of james
thurber casts in relief not only uncle jim but many of the
riddyvilleRiddyville characters of which he was a part

orville harris my mothers cousin lived just up above us up the
road from us and he and hazel had gone some place detta another
cousin was staying there and she wanted bernice and me to stay all
night with her and so we talked she had been working in
pocatello and she told us about one night when she was on her way
home from work and somebody followed her and how scared she was
and how she went up on somebodys steps until this man disap-
peared or went away so we were already in a scary mood and then
there was a hole in the window and there was a black catdcaad keep
jumping in through that hole and wed put him out and hed come
right back we were spooky anyway but we finally went to sleep or
bernice and I1 did and after while detta woke us up and she said
there was a man in the house we told her oh its just your
imagination after all this stuff we had been talking about she said
no sir she saw him on his hands and knees in that bedroom door

so about this time we could hear somebody walking outside we lit
the lamp had lamps you know and started to dress because we
werent she said we couldnt stay there any more so we each got
aholdabhold of our shoe to defend ourselves and clyde ketchum her
brother in law walked up to that window and laughed and its
funny we didnt all have heart attacks we were so scared and he
claimed that he couldnt sleep so he came up to orvillesorvilleeOrvilles he lived
I1 imagine a good mile and a half or more away but he said he came
up to orvilleeorvillesOrvilles to see if he could get some of his records he wanted
to play but detta didnt believe him she figured he came up there
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because he knew she was alone anyway we all dressed and decided
to go down to our house to spend the resttest of the night well in
the meantime leland harris deltas brother and glade alienallenailen had
gone to the showandsholandshoshowwAndand they had guns a gun or something with
them theyd been to mccammon to the show and on the way
home when they got about even to our house our dog sport
went out after em barking and one of them shot just to scare the
dog and the dog disappeared albert my mothers brother and
uncle jim were sleeping outside in the summer time we always
put the cot that they slept on outside and they slept out there so
albert kept worrying about old sport thought maybe those kids
really had shot him and so he finally got uncle jim to get up and
of course there were never cars or anything in riddyvilleRiddyville in the
night he got uncle jim to get up and go with him and they went
up the road looking for old sport just about the time that we were
coming down to come to our place to stay all night and they heard
us coming and they ran poor old uncle jim with his bare feet just
a storming at albert for doing this we were already scared and
then we saw these two white things a running down the road they
had their underwear on of course we didnt know it was them but
we decided wed rather face whoever it was than go back up to
Orvilles house so wewe went on home and when we got there albert
wasjustwas just in hysterics laughing cause hed and uncle jim was so mad
at him for getting him in such a predicament and his feet hurting
running on those rocks then we all got to laughing about it
afterwards

but uncle jim was not just a humorous character he was a
generous and kindly man much loved by all his family often using
his own money to come to the aid of his more financially strapped
brother my grandfather bert green when my mothers sister
jessie died a little girl to whom uncle jim had grown very close
she would climb into his lap and call him gee uncle jim dug into
his own pocket to help pay for her casket at the same time vowing
that he was never going to get that attached to another youngun
cause it was too hard

we must really know all this and more before we can finally
bring uncle jim and ike alienallenailen together in the following story and
make it understandable

the water we had came down dry holler we always called
ernem hollers and it went past ikedeencebee allensaliens house and it was uncle
jims turn to have it but ike allenalienailen just turned it off his it was a
dry year I1 guess and he turned uncle jims water off and put it on
his crop there whatever he had and uncle jim went up and turned
it back and ike alienallenailen came out and hit him in the face and poor old
uncle jim he had a tender skin anyway and when he came
home why it was just the skin was just knocked off of his cheek
where he had hit him and I1 usually didnt hate anybody but that
day I1 hated ike allenalienailen cause I1 couldnt stand it to have anybody hurt
uncle jim
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weve come some distance from the pumpkins in the toilet
and a little closer I1 hope to understanding the textualityintertextualityinter that
can tie seemingly dispbispdisparatearate narratives together providing texture
and unity to the oral novels that circulate in our families

one of the most interesting things about my mother as a
storyteller is that she has absolutely no sense ofchronology 1I cant
remember she says when all these different things happened
and she cant remember not because she lacks the capacity to do
so she has a quick and agile mind but because she simply has no
interest in chronological sequence

what is true of my mother is probably true of most family
storytellers their narratives will focus primarily on recurrent
values and themes for example in studying the narratives of a
famous texas storyteller ed bell richard bauman argued that
eliciting a life course history from bell would not be very produc-
tive he chose instead to examine bells active performance
repertoire stories that bell like my mother told again and
again to show how bells personal narratives were systemi-
cally related that is how they clustered around and illustrated
particular themes important to bell 7

commenting on this tendency of narrators like my mother or
ed bell to focus on themes sharon kaufman writes

though they are not deliberately fashioned the themes people create
in their storistorlstorieslstorieseslesi are the means by which they interpret and evaluate

their life experiences and attempt to integrate these experiences to
form a self concept

in the description of their lives people create themes
cognitive areas of meaning with symbolic force which explain
unify and give substance to their perceptions of who they are
and how they see themselves participating in social life through
the themes drawn from their life experience individuals know
themselves and explain who they are to others 8

my attempt in studying my mothers stories and the
approach I1 recommend to you has been to discover how the
individual narratives through which she explains herself to others
are systemically related that is linked together into an artistic
whole by clustering around certain themes and individuals
important to her the unity in her family novel lies not in a linear
plot leading from event to event toward a logical conclusion but
rather as in some modemmodern novels in this clustering of motifs around
given themes with her always at the center this process isis also
similar to what one finds in epic traditions where unity is derived
from the accretion ofnarratives around cultural heroes and heroines
and around dominant cultural values
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I1 could spend the next several days elucidating themes in my
mothers stories and showing how they relate to her and to her
world but time will permit only a few examples one of the major
themes in her stories is the grinding poverty that characterized her
riddyvilleRiddyville youth year after year she watched her father watch the
skies for clouds that seemed never to bring rain in time to save the
crops from ruin listening to him come in from the fields and say
well it looks like the south fortys beginning to bum when he

would get up in the middle of the night dress and pace the roads
of riddyvilleRiddyville worrying about the survival of his family she would
lie awake herself worrying about both him and the family once he
borrowed money to buy a herd of holstein cows to try to get ahead
my mother explains the results

they just couldnt make the payments we had em for quite a long
while it was so nice to have a nice herd of milk cows then the bank
finally foreclosed and that day they came over we didnt know
how we were even going to live cause thats all the money we had
was cows anyway I1 dont know who came from the bank but they
went down the road with our cows and we all stood on the porch
that was a sad old day wejustwehustwejust stood there and watched them take our
living away all of us crying we all felt the end of the world was
coming we had no money no way to live except cream checks we
survived somehow

when my mother reached high school age and began riding
her horse each day to attend school in mccammon about four
miles away she felt the effects of her familysfamilys poverty even more
keenly as she now had to compare herself with the better to do and
supposedly more sophisticated girls from town

I1 made one dress in the fall sent for some old ugly material and made
a dress and I1 had to wear that all winter I1 had to wear it to school
I1 had to wear it to church I1 had to wear it anyplace I1 went A school
teacher who lived across from us loaned me her dress one night to
go to the new years eve dance over to robin and oh I1 felt like
I1 wouldnt have been so stupid and backward ififldaieldaid a had some clothes
and couldacoulta looked like other people that night I1 just felt like a
different human being to have that pretty dress on it was a kelly
green it had a wide belt I1 danced a lot and I1 just felt like I1 was
somebody else you dont know how that makes you feel to have to
look like a dope all your life they didnt have any my folks didnt
have any money

such accounts make my mothers story of finally getting a
pretty dress even more poignant

it was one of the first times for a long while that I1 had new clothes
I1 had a new dress id made this dress at the end of my senior year
in school and it was really pretty and mama had managed somehow
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to get me some new shoes and a new hat and I1 was so happy to have
a whole new outfit and we were gonna go to stake conference in
akimoarimo and we had to go in the buggy and I1 had to run out to the
corral to do something before we left and I1 didnt want to get my new
shoes dirty so I1 put on my old horrible ones that I1 used to milk cows
in had manure and milk and everything else all over em and I1

went out and when I1 came back I1 forgot to put my decent shoes
on we got almost up to arimoakimo and I1 discovered what shoes id
had on so then I1 it was too late to go back so the rest of them went
to church and I1 drove the team down under the hill and sat there
all day all by myself waiting for two sessions of conference to end
it was horrible I1 was so proud of my new clothes I1 thought for
once I1 never had new clothes I1 hadnt had any for ages and I1 was
so happy to have a whole complete outfit all at once then I1 ruined
it I1 dont ever remember wearing it any other time ofcourse I1 did
but I1 cant remember it all I1 remember about that dress was that
terrible day

in spite of the poverty my mother loved riddyvilleRiddyville loved the
horses she rode the games she played with friends the visiting
among neighbors the smell of baking in the house when she came
home from school her mother bakedeightbakedbake eightdeight loaves of bread every
other day she loved the generosity of the people the kindness of the
men the faith of the village women who gathered en masse at her
house formed a circle around her mothers sickbed and knelt in
prayer but always there was the ambivalence everybody was
just like family everybody helped each other and everybody loved
each other and we were just it was just a nice place to grow up
when you didnt mind not having any money

but a compensating theme just as strong as that of poverty
also pervades the narratives that of never giving up no matter
what the odds I1 could illustrate this theme with a dozen stories
from mothers learningleaming how to deal with cows by learningleaming how
to swear at them to her bringing runawayrun away horses under control
but I1 will use just one weakened by an earlier case of mumps
and by too much hard work for a young girl my mother first lost
thirty seven pounds and then came down with rheumatic fever
while she was in high school the breakdown occurred something
like this

this one winter day I1 rode my horse to school and it was thirty below
zero I1 was just so cold and then when I1 gotjustgotjust about where you turn
to go into mccammon I1 felt like it was getting warm I1 thought
gee that weathers changed its warm now but by the time I1 got

into town where I1 had to tie the horse up I1 knew that it wasnt warm
that I1 might be trying to freeze

anyway I1 could hardly tie the reins and I1 got up to school and
on the way up there if id had much further to go I1 think id laid
down that snow looked so soft and I1 was so tired but I1 got there
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she got there but that was about all the doctor who exam-
ined her the next day said she wouldnt live six months that the
valves in her heartwerehearhearttwerewere gone her response to that death sentence
nngsmoredingsrings more strongly in her own words

I1 stayed in bed for about six weeks and then I1 started to getupget up about
eleven and stay up two or three hours and I1 kept doing a little more
and one day in february she had taken ill at christmas it was nice
and warm kinda thawing warm sun was shining on the porch
mama went to town and 1I said go ask that doctor if I1 can go
outside when she came back she said he about had a fit he said
why if I1 went outside id have pneumonia and thatd be the end of

me but I1 said well ive been out all day all afternoon id
bundled up and sat out there and I1 kept doing it and that spring I1

rode my horse and went back to school

not only did she go back to school of the thirty students who
started with her fourteen finished and she graduated second in
the class

from the events of her past then my mother has selected
details and created a body of stories that place her in the center of
aandnd in control of her universe stories that may not always be
historically accurate but that have over time and through repeated
tellings become what T S eliot might call objective correla
tives 9 artistic representations for what she holds most dear and
would mosteagerlymost eagerly communicate to others 9 though I1 have been
able to give you only a brief glimpse of her stories I1 intend
eventually to bring them all together I1 hope I1 have demonstrated
that through their textualityintertextualityinter and their systemic unity they form
a powerful whole capable of moving us as good literature always
moves us I1 hope also that I1 have inspired some of you to seek in
your family narratives thenovelsthe novelsnoveis thatmaythalmaythat may help shapeyourshape your lives As
elliott oring points out folklorists while employing the method-
ologies of other disciplines have been more willing to viewtheirview their
own immediate environments and behaviors as material worthyofworthy of
serious contemplation analysis and interpretation such study
he says can begin simply as an encounter with objects and
behaviors in ones own living room 10 if in your living rooms there
are storytellers like my mother I1 encourage you pick up the tape
recorder and get to work

As you do so dont be overly concerned with meaning what
do these stories mean to my mother since she is here tonight I1
suspect I1 will find out when this lecture ends but as you seek to
understand your family stories I1 recommend the words of paul
ricoeurRicoeur like a text human action is an open work the meaning
of which is in suspense 9 it is because it opens up new references
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and receivesreceivreceivees fresh relevance from them that human deeds are also
waiting for fresh interpretations to decide their meaning in other
words stories like my mothers do not have fixed determinate
meanings even to the narrator and having once created the
stories the narrator in future recitations becomes both teller and
audience they serve rather as the means by which as annette
kolodny might argue the storyteller structures her life and presents
it to the world 12 through such stories as sharon kaufman points
out

the self draws meaning from the past interpreting and recreating it
as a resource for being in the present from this perspec-
tive individual identity is revealed by the patterns of symbolic
meaning that characterize the individuals interpretation of experi-
ence people formulate and reformulate personal and cultural
symbols of their past to create a meaningful coherent sense of
self and in the process they create a viable present in this way the
ageless self emergeemergess its definition is ongoing continuous and
creative 13

what do the stories mean to me and what might similar
stories from your families mean to you even if these narratives did
contain fixed meanings we could never get at them precisely
because that symbolic and imperfect system we call language
would stand always in the way but that shouldnt dishearten us
because as we listen totheto the stories we also are creating a meaningful
coherent sense of self constructing our own lives in the process if
literary criticism has taught us anything in recent years it has taught
us that meaning lies as much in what we take to a text as in the text
itself what robert scholes says of reading can apply equally well
to listening to stories

if a book or a story or any other text is like a little life and if our
reading actually uses up precious time in that other story we think of
as our lives then we should make the most of our reading just as we
should make the most of our lives reading reminds us that every text
ends with a blank page and that what we get from every text is
precisely balanced by what we give our skill our learning and our
commitment to the text will determine foreachforbachfor each of us the kind of
experience that text provides learning to read is notjustnot just a matter
of acquiring information from texts it is a matter of learning to read
and write the texts of our lives 14

scholessholessecholessSc statement explains why it might be best to call
my mothers narratives both a afamilyfamily novel and a personal novel
it is family because it belongs to us all each of us in the family
having heard the same stories about the same family members
in similar family settings and each of us having access to many
of the associations that make the stories meaningful it is personal
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because it belongs to each of us differently each of us having
filled in the blank page with which the novel ends in an individual
way according to individual need and each of us having moved
from the stories themselves to compose the individual texts of our
lives

for this reason I1 prefer to speak not of what the novel means
to me in any ultimate sense of meaning but rather of what it does
for me it can give me a glimpse as sandra dolby stahl points out
of a pearl of great price another persons soul 15 that in itself is
enough but it does still more on a lazy summer afternoon with the
oblique rays of an idaho sun flickering through the curtains and
highlighting the deep wrinkles in my mothers face we have sat
before the tape recorder laughing together arguing sometimes
crying as my mother has told her stories still another time and as
a young girl from riddyvilleRiddyville has ridden once more through both our
imaginations

As 1I have listened to my tapes of these sessions I1 have heard
in the background the steady constant ticking of my mothers old
grandfathers clock her grandfather robert green bought the
clock for himself and later gave it to my grandparents on their
marriage my mother inherited it from them and I1 hope one day to
inherit it from her I1 have heard the ticking of that clock all my life
just as I1 have heard my mothers stories all my life As I1 listen to it
on the tape it seems not just to tick away time but to dissolve time
making me one with all those people in riddyvilleRiddyville and placing me
in the center of narratives like the one ill read now in closing a
nnarrativearrative about the first owner of the clock robert green who had
fussedbussed over my mother worried about her spoiled her and whom
she probably loved above all other people one time says my
mother

I1 went when he was up to aunt viras when he was real sick and I1
went up to see him and I1 was going to comfort him and he wound
up comforting me I1 just looked at him and started to cry cause I1

couldnt stand it if anything happened to grandpa he said now
dont cry dolly ill be all right

because she couldnt stand it if anything happened to him
robert greens accidentally poisoning his beloved team of horses
old cap and seal proved to be one of the most tragic days in my
mothers young life here is the story

grandpa thought nobody had horses like his and nobnobodyodyss watch told
time like his even the railroad time if his was a little different
it was the railroad that was wrong not his watch he always said he
had the correct time anyway we used to have poisoned oats and
put them out around the fields to kill the squirrels in the summer
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because they would eat the crops and grandpa always bought his
horses oatsheratsheoats he always had oats to feed old cap and seal and this one
time he got in the wrong he was staying with uncle dan then or
the horses were and he got in the wrong sack of oats and fed them
the poisoned oats and anyway they got real sick and I1 wasnt up
there I1 wasnt in on this first part the whole town was there doing
everything they could possibly think of to save those horses and old
cap was grandpas favorite cap was just a plain bay and old seal
had a little bit of brown mixed in with him and he loved them both
but cap was his favorite and old seal died first and then they
were all still trying to save old cap and grandpa came down to our
place he couldnt stand it anymore to be around them and he
came down to our place and stayed all night and the next morning
uncle jim came down and grandpa went out to the gate to meet him
and he says well what about it jimmy anduncleand uncle jim says
well the old boys gone then of course all of us started to cry

mama and everybody and we missed grandpa we didnt know
where he was and mama kind of had an idea so she went out to the
old outside toilet and he was sitting in there crying and then
uncle jim he dragged old cap and seal down in the hills there
and laid them just straight so they would be side by side

A couple of years ago I1 drove my mother to what once
had been riddyvilleRiddyville she showed me where their home had been
across from the two room schoolhouse where aunt vira had
lived where uncle dan had lived where she had spent the after-
noon in a tree chased there by a raging bull where she had
jumpedherjumpjumpededherher horse across a rock filled ravine none of her com-
panions dared jump nothing remained except one old house
that would soon join the others in ruin I1 left my mother in the
car briefly and walked over to it startling out a deer taking shade
under a decaying roof from the afternoon sun As I1 walked back to
the car through sagebrush and weeds grown higher than my head
across fields rutted by erosion I1 could almost feel all the life that
had once been there children playing fox and geese teenagers
racing their horses down the road men sharing labor during
threshing women scrubbing plank floors until they were white
young homesteadinghomesteading couples tilling their fields and dreaming of
independence

now only the stories remain but they do remain and that
family novel developed from those stories created first by my
mother as she shaped her life and then recreatedre created by me as I1 have
shaped mine persists in my mind as powerful and as artistically
moving as the works of literature that line my library shelf

As I1 lay in my hospital bed years ago wondering what that
well differentiated carcinoma would finally do to me it was not
just dylan thomass do not go gentle into that good night that
brought me through the dark it was also my mothers line and
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that spring I1 rode myhorsemchorsemy horse and went back to school more than
that it was all that vigor all that passion all that humor all thatjoythat joyjos
and tragedy all that life that had been riddyvilleRiddyville living in my
memory not as historical narrative but as the artistic rendering of
significant human experience that is as literature literature that
testified to me once again of the indomitable nature of the human
spirit and of its divine capacity to create and enjoy beauty

william faulkner tells us that it is the poets duty to write
about these things to lift our hearts by reminding us of the courage
and honor and hope and pride and compassion and pity and
sacrifice which have been the glory of our lives 16 too long we
have looked for the expressions of this glory only in the canonized
works of the received literary tradition it is time now to realize our
democratic ideals by listening finally to all the voices in our great
land especially is it time to seek in our own family stories the
riddyvillesRiddyvilles that have created expressed and given direction to our
own lives it is time at last to celebrate ourselves we all have stories
to tell
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A landowner chides
brigham young

for not speaking to him
at buffalo canyon

and receives an answer

thomasthomasa A kuhlman

I1 call it buffalo canyon but real westemerswouldwesterners would scoff at
that the ravines edges at their steepest point plunge down an
awesome thirty feet the canyon floor is eighty feet across at its
widest and perhaps a thousand feet north to south gentler hillsideshillsides
rise up to the east west and south to a grand height of 130 feet
magnificent inspiring breathtaking

so its not much of a canyon I1 call its lowest most level
section buffalo wallow I1 want to believe that bison hooves
pounded down the dusty earth on this spot a century and a half ago
but if they didnt at least the city fathers of florence nebraska
early in this century gave the name buffalo street to some pparallelarallelarallen
lines on a map of this place they never actually constructed
buffalo street and when florence was annexed by the city of
omaha the prosaic designation north thirty fourth street was
given to an imaginary line straight down the center of the canyon
the florentine officials actually built some streets in the vicinity
like elk on the ridge of the bluff to the west and prospect on the
bluff to the east which are called thirty sixth street and north
ridge drive today clay and fillmore the cross streets retain their
original names on todays maps but they were not constructed
which is why I1 can almost afford to own my little piece of historic
wilderness

I1 long dreamed of being a landowner as my maternal ances
tors had been until the depression I1 wanted too land that was
clearly historic not just any land but a parcel of property that had
witnessed episodes in the epic of the american west and it had to
belandbe land rich in quiet spirit refreshing natural beauty but six years

thomas A kuhlman is an english professor at creighton university
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ago I1 chose to buy a fine old georgian mansion close to the
university where I1 teach and though because of its inner city
location it was not unusually expensive the payments on its
mortgage took enough of my professors salary that there was
really nothing left over to spend on country property it was just
about certain that I1 could not afford a riverbank cabin a lakeside
summer home or any sizeable chunk of forest or prairie nevert-
helessth after about three years in my house inin town which I1 did not
want to give up I1 began scrutinizing the real estate ads in the omaha
world herald A year went by and I1 saw no rural land I1 could
afford

then in the spring of 1988 came the announcement of an
auction a single lot 66 by 140 feet in florence I1 drove out to
search for the address but found that 8834 north thirty fourth
street existed in name only the next morning I1 called the auction-
eer he had not been able to find the lot either except on paper but
it had to be there somewhere at the bottom of the ravine the
auction had been announced for 613 that evening why at 613
exactly I1 asked assuming that there was some obvious legal
explanation I1 was too ignorant of real estate law to know because
I1 thought that time would arouse peoples curiosity he explained

the time may possibly have aroused mild curiosity but it did
not attract purchasers before leaving for the auction I1 promised
my wife that I1 would go no higher than five hundred dollars in my
bidding deep within I1 feared that id be so caught up in the
dramatic competition that id break my promise by two or three
hundred dollars my fear was unnecessary no one else showed up
for the auction which was conducted in the front seat of the
auctioneers pontiac I1 bought the lot price one dollar

no one else wanted this ridiculous piece of property on no
rroadoad with no utilities in a part of the city with no significant
development but it had to be sold in order for its owners sisters in
their eighties to receive government assistance with their nursing
home bills I1 would of course be responsible for five years of unpaid
taxes which now totalled eighty dollars and there would be
another hundred dollars in court costs

it was the end of march and the day after the sale I1 tramped
through the ravine in search of my lot a xeroxed plat of block 115
and an aerial photograph from the city planning department in my
hands my boots sinking to their insteps into the mud of earliest
spring having decided upon an approximate location for the
property I1 went to the library to convince myself that the land was
as historic as I1 had assumed it was when I1 first read of its address
even without library research 1I had known that lewis and clarkdarkmark
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had passed by on the missouri river less than half a mile to the east
on their historic expedition in 1804 and 1805 then the fur traders
manuel lisa and jean pierre cabanne and peter sarpy brought
commerce to this area in succeeding decades with the protection
briefly of the soldiers offort atkinson ten miles or so to the north
major stephen long had passed by as well on his way to tell the
world that this was the beginning of the great american desert
land that would be forever unfit for agrarian life and my own
ancestors in 1856 and 1857 had almost certainly gazed upon these
bluffs from the decks of the steamboats taking them to their pioneer
settlements in northeast nebraska but most significant of all on
this land quite probably on my very two tenths of an acre the
latter day saints had paused for two years on their epic migration
to the great salt lake

their story was somewhat familiar to me when my wife and
I1 moved to nebraska in 1967 from our first home in washington
DC we had entered the state by crossing the mormon bridge to
florence during our seventeen years of living three miles to the
north we heard and read much about the mormon experience at
winter quarters several times we took out of town guests to the
cemetery where perhaps six hundred of the four thousand who lived
on the west side of the river had been buried victims of starvation
cold and plague in the terrible years from 1846 to 1848 we knew
that the mormonscormons here had been visited by the indians big elk and
logan fontenelle and by the famous jesuit missionary pierre
desmet now I1 read more of these people and of general george
crook the indian fighter who headed the department of the platte
in the 1870s just two miles to the south at fort omaha where
during world war I1 the army maintained its first and largest balloon
school I1 read too ofofponcaponca chief standing bear who crossed this
land with his tribe on their way to exile in oklahoma and who dared
to come back to their homeland without government pennispermissionsionslon an
act whose ultimate consequence was the official recognition of an
indians constitutional rights

this was historic land then that I1 had purchased if I1 listened
I1 told myself I1 would hear the ghosts of these figures from history
the jesuit the explorers traders soldiers indians and mormonscormonsMormons
but first I1 would get to know the nature of the land itself

my lot was one of four on the western edge of block 115 that
first morning of my possession of it brown leaves from the
previous year still covered earth warming under a gradually
strengthening sun no foliage yet shaded the forest carpet and no
green shoots punctuated the dull colors of winter each afternoon
for a week I1 drove out to work for an hour or two or three opening
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up trails with a variety of cutting tools sometimes with just my
hands gloved usually but not always after a day of teaching and
its concomitant reading and paper work I1 relished the rhythm of
mindless physical labor my younger colleagues and much
younger students expended their calories with the currently fash-
ionable aerobic exercisesexercises to the sound of rock music I1 preferred
this exerciseexercise with its background chorus of the new seasons first
robins so I1 blistered my fingers and palms so ruthlessly that upon
returning home one day I11 discovered I1 could not play the piano as
I1 was accustomed to do each evening before dinner so I1 let my
thighs and hips and sometimes even the back ofmy neck or my face
be whipped by stinging branches that left welts and scratches I1
didnt care this was my piece of woods it was a warm spring and
after a half hour of sawing hacking breaking bending stooping
and lifting and hurling brush and dead timber and thorny vines id
removeremove my jacket and then my shirt soon my T shirt was soaked
with sweat but I1 was working in my own paradise and could not
stop

in a week as though in gratitude for my labors the land
responded with its first green instead of working I1 could come out
to my lot simply to enjoy it to discover dutchmansDutchmans britches and
purple violets and myrtle soon the brown leaves on the ground
were replaced by the leaves of woodbine and moonseed of false
solomons seal and raspberry columbine and honeysuckle and
clouds of blue phlox on a morning when fallen logs still glistened
with frost and my breath turned to steam I1 listened to hawks and
blue jays cardinals and orioles crows and meadowlarksmeadow larks by late
april it was warm enough to take some books histories of the
mormonscormonsMormons biographies of joseph smith and brigham young the
diaries of hosea stout and read in the sun on the canyon floor
where towering burr oaks and black walnuts and cottonwoodscottonwoods still
cast no leafy shadows

by may these trees were shading my canyon as earlier my
hillside paths had been shaded by dogwoodsdogwoods wild plums and small
elms it was now necessary to take my books and blankets on free
afternoons to the open meadow halfway up the hill to the east this
meadow was not on my land as some of the paths I1 had cleared were
not but it would be in the weeks since the auction I1 had come to
know the douglas county court house and its constituent parts
and what could be found in the treasurerstreasuresstreasurers office and in the offices
of the clerk of the district court and the register ofdeeds I1 found that
no one had been paying taxes on mostmost of the other lots on blocks
114 and 115 no one was planning to use this land or to develop it
more important it seemed no one had decided to love it
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1I searched through records hoping to find owners who would
let me pay their delinquent taxes and buy their lots for a price I1 could
afford fearing that owners could not be found that the land was
unsalable oh yes I1 had been bitten not only by mosquitoes at
buffalo canyon but by the more deadly bug greed I1 made phone
calls A man who owned two lots would sell me his so would
another eight contiguous lots were registered in the name of a third
owner but he was deceased and his estate not settled among those
eight two comprised the meadow which by mid may I1 had decided
was essential to the character of my special place and two others
lay on either side of my first purchase dear god I1 prayed let those
all become available

by early summer I1 was back at my labors stooping and
whacking with a sickle always careful to wear gloves to eliminate
the nettles and poison ivy that now threatened to overwhelm my
trails for a few weeks I1 had no classes to teach and then six weeks
of classes only until noon and each afternoon I1 was out at the
meadow with my blanket a picnic jug of ice water some suntan
lotion and books books on mormonscormons were succeeded by volumes
on trees and wildflowerswildflowers and I1 would stroll my paths pulling at
branches to see if leaves were simple or compound alternate or
opposite smooth edged or toothed I1 walked from silver maple to
hackberry to basswood to red cedar confident in the certainty ofmy
identification I1 searched for the eastern hop hornbeam that I1 knew
had to be there and worried over the difference between shagbark
and bitternutbittemut hickory I1 curcursedsedinin frustration when one book told me
I1 was looking at a white mulberry and another said it was a red
mulberry too many times I1 stupidly stabbed myself in an effort to
distinguish the shorter thornthom of the black locust from the longer one
of the honey locust

my study of the buffalo canyon flora depended on two
sources books and a local nature conservancy center the privately
owned fontenelle forest the major unit of the forest comprises one
thousand acres of heavily timbered bluffs and bottomlandbottomland just
south of omaha A recent addition is a unit of smaller tracts of
upland meadow and woods about two miles north of my land each
unit has a resident naturalist and when I1 was stumped by a leaf or
a blossom not clearly identified in a book I1 would take the
specimen to him or her when midsummer brought to my meadow
wildflowerswildflowers so showy that they would evoke pride in a serious
backyard gardener I1 took examples out to the young naturalist at
the north unit neale woods it was almost closing time but with
a broad smile on his face he cheerfully wrote out both the english
and latin names of my treasures wild bergamot or horsemint
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monardafistulosa tall bellflower campanula americana and
purple vervain verbena strictastrictstrickaa in the autumn I1 followed a young
woman guide through the wetlands of the south unit to identify
wingstemwingstern actinomerisactinomeric alternafolia white snakeroot eupatorium
urticaefolium and false boneset of course I1 knew my goldenrod
and brown eyed susans but she taught me how to pinch the tiny
pods of the cunning jewelweed or touch me not to send seeds
spurting out in an arc like intercontinental missiles how insistent
nature is in devising different ways to propagate her various
species back I1 went to buffalo canyon with my wife each of us
trying to outdo the other in touching the touch me notsbots

one of the most pleasant moments of the summer had come
when I1 was using books to help me identify flowers lying prone
on my blanket in the meadow a book propped against the small
rock I1 would eventually use as a pillow for an afternoon nap I1
needed to move neither my torso nor my left arm as I1 reached out
with my right and picked a blossom I1 held it up against a photo-
graph in the book in size and color the flower and the photo
matched exactly the fact that I1 already knew the name robins
plantain or daisyfleabanedaisydalsy fleabane inin no way diminished my joy let other
citizens of omaha savor their delight in BMWs and porschesmorschesPorsches in
sailboats and video recorders and gilt edged stocks nothing could
be more satisfying than what I1 was experiencing on my own piece
of land I1 rolled over and rubbed coppertonecopperstoneCoppertone on my chest watching
a hawk circling above in the deep blue sky buffalo canyon was my
paradise

one reason it was so was the paradox that while it offered me
the joy of country solitude just two blocks to the east on the
bottomlandbottomland below my bluff stood a public library the source of
these books on history and trees and wildflowerswildflowers could anything
be more deliciously convenient for a professor the offices of our
family dentist and veterinarian and buildings occupied by my
wifescifes hairdresser a druggist a barber and the state drivers license
testing station adjacent to them were the gas station where I1 had
my plymouth serviced a bowling alley a hardware store and a
pizza parlor locally owned not part of a chain two more family
restaurants an ice cream stand and a post office were no more than
a ten minute walk from the quietness of my canyon and my old
parish church id been lector and cantor there had written its
diamond jubilee history there at st philip neri my children had
made their first communionscommunions and been confirmed immediately
east of my land was the building of the florence arts and humani-
ties council of which I1 had been president in 19811981 this truly was
my community even if my residence was six miles due south
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did 1I want history right here was the red brick building of
the defunct bank of florence erected in 1854 now a museum
as was the nearby depot of the abandoned chicago minneapolis
st paul and omaha railroad but most historic of all just beyond
the brand new fire station just beyond the spot where brigham
youngs house once stood a tiny windowless shedlikeshed like structure
leaned precariously towards the missouri a hundred yards east
this was the mill erected by the mormonscormons in 1847 the only
building left from the days of winter quarters

thus every day I1 congratulated myself on my decision to
establish my country place where I1 did rus in urbe became my
motto country in the city I1 would adopt another latin phrase too
otiumodium cum dignitate leisure with dignity I1 could stand beneath
giant oaks in my canyon certain that at least some of them had risen
from this soil before the mormonsmonnonsmormans came surely brigham young
himself had stood beneath one of these trees and surely one of
these days I1 would hear what he had to say

but somehow on those halcyon afternoons he had nothing to
communicate to me perhaps he was questioning an indian or a
soldier or even father desmet himself about the best route across
the plains through the rockies to the great salt lake I1 liked to
imagine that but as this was a subject irrelevant to my situation the
mormon leader made no effort to include me in his colloquiescolloquies

the fact was my days were too painless too hedonistic the
blisters id acquired with my fanatic hacking of paths in the spring
had long healed and had never really been severe I1 was no pioneer
I1 had sought out this canyon not as a step towards fulfilling a
divinely ordained destiny for a whole people but as a place for
selfish escape for sentimental romanticizing walt whitman had
written lines that I1 might appropriate 1I loaf and invite my soul
brigham young had no time for loafers imagine a middle aged
man stretched out on his back watching as october inflamed the
sumac and turned the ash and elms to gold watching fat grass-
hoppers playing among the tall stalks of prairie clover oh I1 had
been practical enough to acquire four full acres by autumn twenty
more lots than I1 had in march and I1 had learned the names of several
dozen plants but had buffalo canyon given insight or truth or
wisdom

my twenty year old son had forced me to do at least some
rationalizing he was going through his socialist stage private
property is theft john was the later tolstoy his heroes were gandhi
and thoreau and martin luther king so I1 stressed to him that at
buffalo canyon my intention was to protect the environment to
hold it in trust for posterity as an ecological laboratory id planned
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my trails in such a way as to avoid causing erosion I1 cut no more
trees than were necessary for the passage of one body from one
place to another or following the example of famous eighteenth
century english landscape architect capability brown to open
up a charming vista

and I1 engaged in intellectual wrestling matches with ralph
waldo emerson A dozen years before I1 had written a modestly
prizewinningprize winning play on the theme of his poem hamatrayahamatrayalHama trayatrayal which
mocks landlords who think that because their names are recorded
on deeds at a courthouse they therefore are truly the possessors of
the earth the very week I1 purchased the hilltop lots that gave me
street access to my property I1 assigned my literature students
william faulknersFaulkners short novel the bear whose theme is once
again that only the fatuous believe they can ever own the land god
created for our stewardship

and so I1 was cautioned by the voices of many but for all my
reading of mormon history I1 heard nothing from brigham young
thanksgiving came and I1 gave thanks that I1 had a country place
where my son and his friends could build aa campfire and toast
marshmallows and drink hot chocolate lgaveagaveI1 gave thanks for all the
pleasure my family and I1 had enjoyed since I1 first purchased the
single tiny lot at the auction in the front seat of an automobile

but if I1 have implied that on balance the year had been a good
one one of happiness unalloyed I1 have been misleading it had in
fact been a terrible year I1 said to myself on the afternoon of
christmas eve as I1 stood on my buffalo canyon hilltop gazing in
silence across the mill creek valley to the gray brown ponca hills
to the north it had been the most painful year in a decade and its
ending was positively black in early march my expected promo-
tion to full professor so long worked for had been denied a denial
doubly crushing because it was a second one although the summer
heat and drought that had so terribly hurt midwestern farmers had
not hurt me economically id walked the brown lawns ofofnauvoonauvoo
in august trying to feel a mormon buffalo canyon connection
in unbearable furnacelikefurnace likeilke heat id been depressed to see my
regions land so burned and sere and my fellow citizens made
worthless personally I1 had found the constant humidity so energy
sapping that I1 could not bring forth creative scholarship thus
postponing even more any chance ofpromotion in the autumn the
novel id slaved over for half a dozen years was rejected by a
new york agent who had earlier suggested it was a good one wise
and witty and salable

then there had been the burden of my father whose stroke in
late 1987 had left him with the mind of a five year old all through
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1988 only seventy seven he had lain every day in a tiny room in
a nursing home window drapes drawn at his insistence in october
he had fallen dislocating a shoulder and would probably never
walk again A six footer he now weighed a hundred and twenty
pounds he refused to watch television and could not understand
the words in a large print book but organically he was sound as a
japanese yen he would go on this way indefinitely toothless
hollow cheekedchecked and with no pension his lifes savings having
been used up in september since his stroke I1 had been responsible
for his pitifully small business affairs and had lain awake
hundreds of nights contemplating the mountains of paperwork
concerning his medical bills his insurance and ultimately his
acceptance as a welfare client each of my twice weekly visits was
an ordeal as I1 contrasted his pitiful condition with what he once had
been

two other events though stood out as the tragedies of the
year and though they affected me only indirectly I1 stood on my
hilltop on christmas eve with a mood of weary resentment towards
god the afternoon was not cold and the snowless hillside lay dull
and brown A pale sun neared the treetops across my canyon to the
west as I1 thought of the twenty two year oldoid student at my univer-
sity who had been found on the floor of his car a suicide just a few
days before A high school classmate of my son he had been
missing two weeks having disappeared just before final exams
from the apartment he shared with three other creighton boys on
that night he had called one of my sons best friends hinting not at
all of suicide they had been dating on and off for a few months and
therefore in the days before his body was found she was summoned
to the police station to be questioned for an entire afternoon most
of those hours in tears two hundred of the boys high school
classmates formed a search party scouring the city for his missing
car the FBI joined the case but it was his cousin who discovered
the body with a plastic bag tied around his head no one had
suspected that the young man suffered something so terrible that he
would consider self destruction

then as christmas drew nearer a terrorists bomb sent pan
american flight 103 plunging in flames into lockerbie scotland
killing 280 among them thirty eight students from syracuse uni-
versityversity one of them was the sister of one of my daughters friends
why 0 lord does there have to be such suffering why have you
put us 1inn a world ocsoofsoof so much cruelty andpainandrainand pain what cause I1 asked
have we to be joyous on december 25th when our lives and the
lives of those about us feel hurt so out of proportion to our yearning
to do good
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for nine months now I1 had been coming to buffalo canyon
never had my spirits been so low as they were this afternoon of the
day before christmas I1 had health and so did my wife and children
so many things were good for us but I1 knew that all things were not
good for so many others was living worth its cost in inescapable
suffering

for nine months I1 had told myself that brigham young had
stood on this hilltop he must have gazed wistfully as I1 was gazing
at the beauty of the blue iowa bluffs but by now it had become clear
that whatever he had spoken whatever he had thought simply had
no relevance to me in 1988 our situations were too different he
had played the leading part in a romantic historical pageant and my
life had nothing in common with his the hum of trucks on the
interstate highway across the valley proved that my modem world
lacked any connection with the world of mormon handcartshandcarts and
sod roofed cabins for a long time I1 stood silent and alone empty
sick at heart grieving not just for myself but for the hopelessness
of humanity from omaha to earthquake devastated armenia and
around the globe back to omaha again

you re ready to hear me now brigham young said you
dlyn t know us before or really care about us we were to you
merely an element oflocalof local color characters in a technicolor movie
a program of entertainmentfromentertainment from disneyland you could use us to
decorate your leisure hours by giving a patina of age to apieceapiece of
real estateyoupurchased we were a tourist attraction distracting
attentionfiattention fromom the easy ordinariness of your comfortable life it is
easy to step outforoutformout for a momentfimoment fromtromom your air conditioned or heated
plymouth to read words on a steel sign and then go away saying

it sure must have been tough in those days and so you knew
nothing about me really however much you read as you lay
browning in the summer sun in the meadow below us I1I1 was
standing here beside these oaks and lindenslindenalindens it is true but what
was in my heart you were not ready to hear now think of another
christmas eve and consider my agony knowing that I1 had brought
four thousand human souls to this place to endure hunger and cold
so terribleterribieblethatble thatt fiopyoayototforporr one in ten their bodies were rotting think of the
blackfleshblack fleshtiesh the burningfeversburning feverstevers ofayofmyof my people parents wasting away
babies limp and starving do you think that I1 never stood on this hill
you claim as yours0117 S and demanded of my lord that he give me
understanding of why obeying his will brought so great a heart-
ache and do you think he gave me no answer isyouifyouifyou do come walk
with me

I1 felt not alone as I1 walked that late afternoon three blocks
south on north ridge drive to the mormon pioneer cemetery on
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state street I1 stood for a few minutes looking at fairbankssFairbankss heroic
bronze statue of mormonmonnon parents grieving over their childs grave
and finally to the west the sun seemed to grow grandly brighter as
it touched the horizon filling all the land around me with a golden
glory

and behold I1 am the light and the life of the woiworldid and I1I1 havehav e drunk
out of that bitter cup which the father hath givengienglen me and havehae
glorifiedglongionfiedtieytley the fatherfathel inin taking upon me the sinssins of the world inin the
which I1I1 have feiedsufferedsuf the will of the fatherfathel inin all things from the
beginning 3 ne 111111illiiiii11

it had taken nine months of visits to buffalo canyon to blend
my soul with its holy history

and the mommowmourningning and the weeping and the wailing of the people
who were sparedalivespared alive did cease and theirmourningtheir mourning was turnedtw nedney into
joyloyjoy and their lamentations into thepraisethepraisepi alseaisedise and thanksgiving unto the
lord jesus christ their redeemer 3 ne 101010loiololo10

westward westward towards the sunset brigham young had
led them because for them the god of us all had a plan grander than
any human mind could conceive the plan included sickness and
pain poverty and hardship but this afternoon I1 understood the
glory of its fulfillment each of us I1 realized mormon or gentile
must suffer as gods son suffered almost to the point of despair
but always I1 realized that christmas eve there was sunset and
glory and the promise of dawn

I1 walked back to my land at buffalo canyon and got into my
car I1 turned on the radio and though this seems too neat too pat
a writerwriters9 s trick this is what actually occurred as I1 drove down clay
street to thirtieth and what was once the center of the winter
quarters of the camps of israel I1 listened to the hallelujah chorus
from handels messiah it ended as I1 turned north toward the
mormon bridge and the announcer said you have been listening
to the mormon tabernacle choir

and at last I1 had been listening to brigham young



landscapes of the mind

A portfolio of paintings by wulfewulfE barsch

wulf E barsch is a professor of art at brigham young
university he once called his paintings landscapes of the mind 1

and they are certainly that symbolic archetypal brooding and
strikingly beautiful between 1966 and 1989 he mounted fourteen
solo exhibitions and took part in 144 group exhibitions including
a 1969 solo exhibition at the galerie werkkunstschule hannover
west germany the 1983 thirty eighth corcoran biennial exhibi-
tion of american painting and a 1986 exhibition at the museumaseu de
arte modema rio de janeiro brazil his works hang in thirty five
penpermanentnanentcanent collections including those at the library of congress
washington DC the museumaseu de arte Momodemaderna rio de janeiro
brazil and the states senate hamburg west Gengennanygermanydennanynany he
received the 1975 76 prix de rome in painting from the american
academy in rome italy and had two paintings chosen for the 1986
united states department of state art in embassies program his
works are reproduced in at least thirty four catalogs and books
brighamyoung university studies is pleased to reproduce six ofhis
paintings in this issue

hugh W nibley writes of barschsbarsachsBarschs paintings there is
nothing trivial contrived clever or cute about them they seem
more like a solemn summing up with something of both suspense
and finality about them his work has deep sincerity that
demands to be taken seriously strangely enough with all his
moving solemnity I1 find some of his things intensely romantic the
constant dialogue of the poplar and the palm is right out of the most
ancient traditions of romantic poetry whether barsch is aware of it
or not with echoes from the patriarchal romances of genesis the
poplar is the tree of the pioneers marking their farms on all the
benches and valleys from the red sands of moencopiMoencopi to the plains
of alberta it is becoming rare as business supplants the noble
windbreaks with billboards and the palm evokes the wandering
tribes of israel for it is their hope and succor in the desert 1321125322

NOTES

E frank sanguinetti in the desert A stranger inin a strange land salt lake city paragon
press 1983 2

wulfbarschWulf barsch looking totowardallaidali home catalog for looking towardtowton ai d home recent art by wulfWwiyif
barsch an exhibition at the museum of church history and art salt lake city 22 november 1985 to
13 april 1986 salt lake city museum of church history and art 1985 xiixii xiiijamxm



wulfewulfE barsch template oil on canvas 60 by 48 inches



wulfwulfeE Bbarsch templateforTemplatefor Adamantina oil on canvas 3366 by 72 inches



wulfwulfeE barsch the gate oil on canvas 60 by 90 inches
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towards a critical edition
of the book of mormon

royal skousen

over the past few years the foundation for ancient research
and mormon studies hereafter referred to as FARMS has pub-
lished a critical edition of the book of mormon in three volumes
1 1 nephi words of mormon 1984 2 mosiah alma 1986
and 3 helaman moroni 1987 1 during 1986 87 a second three
volume corrected edition was published the purpose of this
paper is not only to review the FARMS book of mormon critical
texttat but also to discuss some of the general problems that arise
when trying to establish a critical text of the book of monmormonmonnonnon
in this review article I1 will discuss the need for a critical edition
of the book of mormon consider the issue of joseph smiths
bad grammar review the FARMS book of mormon critical

text and propose an alternative critical edition for the book of
mormon

before considering these issues I1 will first address the ques-
tion of exactly what a critical edition is 2 simply put a critical
edition is composed of two main parts the critical text itself and an
apparatus consisting of notes at the bottom of the page below the
critical text usually the critical text attempts to represent the
original form of the text 3 while the apparatus shows the textual
variants and their sources the editors of the critical edition decide
which textual variant best represents the original and put that in the
critical text the apparatus shows all the significant variants of the
text and the sources for those variants manuscripts published
texts and conjectures the apparatus thus allows the reader to
evaluate the decisions of the editors

this kind of critical text is said to be eclectic because the text
itself is derived from a number of different sources the critical text
for the nestle aland greek new testament is of this eclectic type 4

royal skousen is a professor of english at brigham young university theauthorthe author expresses thanks to
grant boswell lyle fletcher don norton kent jackson and richard anderson for reading earlier
versions of this article to lyle fletcher for providing important information and helpful discussions
which clarified key ideas and to richard anderson for providing copies of some original documents
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another possibility is to have the critical text represent a single
textual source even though that source may contain textual errors
or less preferred textual variants in this case the apparatus will note
other readings some of which may be preferred over the reading in
the text the stuttgart hebrew bible is an example of this second
type of critical text its text is based on a single hebrew manuscript
the leningrad manuscript c AD 1008 or 1009 51

THE NEED FOR A CRITICAL EDITION

in establishing the text of the book of mormon we have two
manuscripts as well as a number of important printed editions
joseph smith dictated the book of mormon to several scribes
chiefly oliver cowdery and the resulting manuscript is usually
referred to as the original manuscript 0 oliver cowdery then
made a copy of the original manuscript 6 this second manuscript is
usually referred to as the printers manuscript P since this copy
was used by the printing firm ofofebofedE B grandin to set the type for the
1830 edition of the book of mormon unfortunately only about a
fourth of the original manuscript exists but the printers manu-
script is virtually extant 7 since the printers manuscript is not an
exact copy of the original manuscript a critical edition of the book
of mormon will undoubtedly have an eclectic text

there are several reasons for creating a critical edition of
the book of mormon for one a good deal of statistical work has
been done in trying to identify the characteristic style of various
authors in the book of mormon 8 the goal of such work has been
to demonstrate that the book of monmormonmonnonnon truly represents the work
of multiple authors the validity of such statistical analyses may
well depend on the text the analyses are based on for example a
good many occurrences of the phrase and it came to pass that
have been reduced to simply and in later editions of the book of
mormon 9 this deletion distorts the original frequency of occur
rence for this phrase thus making it a less reliable indicator of
stylistic differences than if one uses a critical text as a basis for
statistical analyses

another reason for having a critical edition of the book of
mormon is to facilitate studies of linguistic influences numerous
studies have been made on the question ofhebraismsofhebraisms in the book
of mormon 10 yet it turns out that the original text actually con-
tained a number ofpotential hebraisms that have been removed by
later editing consider for instance the use of and after a condi-
tional clause and before the main clause as in moroni 104
according to the printers manuscript and the 1830 edition
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11and if ye shall ask with a sincere heart with real intent having
faith in christ and he will manifest the truth of it unto you in
quotations italics are added to help identify the words in question
in the 1837 and all later editions this and has been deleted yet this
use of and is possibly a hebraism as in judges 420

im IsTs yabo duseelekusewielek weamarleamar
if anyone comes and asks and says

hayes poh Tsis
is there there anyone

weamartw65jnartweamart bylnayindyinayin
and you will say there isnt

in other words if anyone comes and says Is anyone there you
will say no there isnt

another possible example of a removed hebraism occurs in
1 nephi 3173 17 where the original and printers manuscripts as well
as most early paintingsprintingsprintings of the book of mormon have the phrase
for he knowing that jerusalem must be destroyed the use of the

present participle knowing rather than knows can be interpreted as
a hebraism consider a similar expression in genesis 35

ki yoma elohimel6himelohim ki
for knowing god that

the present participle form yodeay6d&abodea is tenseless and can be literally
translated as either is knowing that is knows or was know
ing that is knew given the context of genesis 3 this expresespres
sion should be translated into standard english as for god knows
that similarly in 1 nephi 317 the context implies that if knowing
is to be rendered in standard english it should be knows rather
than knew yet later editing of the book of mormon has replaced
the original knowing by the past tense knew rather than the present
tense knows

and all this he hath done because of the commandments of the lord
for he knew that jerusalem must be destroyed because of the
wickedness of the people for behold they have rejected the words
of the prophets 1 I1 ne 316 18 1981 ed

this emendation leads to a strange shift of tenses from the present
perfect hath done to the simple past knew then back to the
presenpresentt perfect have rejected moreover nephi is speaking
here to his brothers long before jerusalem was ever destroyed by
replacing the original knowing with knows the passage as deter-
mined by the original manuscript reads exactly right
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and all thishethisbethis he hath done because of the commandment of the lord
for he knows thatjerusalemthat jerusalem must be destroyed because of the
wickedness of the people for behold they have rejected the words
of the prophets

knows conjecture knowing 0 P 1830 1837 184118491841 1849 1852 knew
1840 1879&

in the above apparatus I1 first give the form as it appears in the
proposed emendedemender text that is knows followed by its evidence
the right bracket is used to separate the text form from other
variants in this example there are two variants the first one
knowing is found in the original manuscript 0 the printers
manuscript P and in most of the earlier paintingsprintingsprintings the second
variant knew is first found in the 1840 printing then later in the
1879 printing and in all subsequent printingspaintingsprintings which is represented
by 1879 followed by an ampersand

when we compare the biblical quotes in the book ofmormon
with the king james version KJV as well as ancient biblical texts
our conclusions are affected by which book of monmormonmonnonnon text iiss
chosen for example in a number of cases later editors of the book
of mormon have made changes in the isaiah passages in order
to attain better agreement with the KJV text of isaiah some
examples

22nephil318nephi 1318 their 1837
168 am 1837
171 and that 1837
195 is 1920
199 thethe0theothea0 1837

here the plus refers to an addition refers to a replacement and
0 stands for the null symbol that is the sequence 5 00 refers to
a deletion or the opposite has occurred later editors have made
changes in the book of mormonmonnon text that make the current text
differ from the KJV

2 nephi 166 seraphimsseraphimeseraphims seraphim 1920
169 understand understood 1837
1610 convert be converted 1837
1613 ininit0initait 0 1837

A critical edition of the book of mormon is needed further
because there are still textual errors that have thus far escaped
correction for example consider an error that occurred in pro-
ducing the printers manuscript from the original manuscript in
I11 nephi 831 the original manuscript reads prssingpassing that isstressi-
ng

pressi-
ng but this was mistakingly copied as feeling in the printers
manuscript
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and he also saw other multitudes pressing their way towards that
great and spacious building

pressing 0 prssingpassing feeling P 1830&

in all other passages in this chapter the text has press or pressing
and not feel or feeling as in verse 30 he saw other multitudes
pressing forward and they did press their way forward con-
tinually similar uses ofpressoppressof press andpressingand pressing occur in verses 21 and
24 this use of press parallels new testament usage as in philip-
pians 314 KJV 1ipressidressIpress toward the mark for the prize of the high
calling of god in christ jesus As in lehisgehis dream numerous new
testament passages also use the wordwordpresspress to describe individuals
trying to work their way through crowds for example mark 24
luke 819 193 in fact except for this textual error in I11 nephi
831831 there is no scriptural use of the phrase to feel ones way

yet another reason for a critical edition of the book of
mormon is that there has been considerable editing throughout its
many paintingsprintingsprintings and sometimes this editing has introduced errors
into the text in addition to the example of interpreting knowing as
knew in 1 nephi 317 consider the following emendation in
mormon 828 1981 edition

yea it shall come in a day when the power of god shall be denied
and churches become defiled and be lifted up in the pride of their
hearts yea even in a day when leaders ofchurches and teachers shall
rise in the pride of their hearts even to the envying of them who
belong to their churches

earlier this passage read as follows based on the printers manu-
script

yea it shall come in aa day when the power ofgod shall be denied and
churches become defiled and shall be lifted up in the pride of their
hearts yea even in a day when leaders ofchurches and teachers A in
the pride of their hearts even to the envying of them who belong to
their church

the caretcaretaA refers the reader to the place in the text where a variant
has been later inserted in order to eliminate the sentence fragment
the phrase shall rise was added in the 1911 edition yet a more
appropriate emendation would be to insert the parallel shall be
lifted up which occurs in the previous sentence and chuchurchesrchesaches
become defiled and shall be lifted up in the pride of their hearts

the editing of the book of mormon has been fairly extensive
A more accurate critical edition will allow the reader to note not
only the grammatical and other changes that have been made in the
text but also when they were first introducedintroducedmanymany of the changes
have eliminated archaic language that is typical of the KJV
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shew show

which the lord had shewnchewn unto him 1 ne 111515 shown
1911

compare which thou hast skewed unto me gen 1919

which whom when the referent is human

and my elder brethren which were laman lemuel and sam
1 I1 ne 25 who 1837

compare and lot also which went with abram had flocks
gen 135

exceeding exceedingly adverb preceding adjective

it was exceeding great 1 I1 ne 325 exceedingly 19811981

compare thy exceeding great reward gen 151511

do 00 nonemphatic modal in positive declarative sentences

they did do as he commanded them 1 ne 214 did 18318377

compare and did wipe them luke 738

a 00 preverbal prepositional a
the armiesanniesannles of the lamanitesLamanites are a marching towards the city of
cumenicumene alma 57357311 00 1837

compare I1 go a fishing john 213

that 00 preceded by a subordinate conjunction

because that he was a visionary man 1 I1 ne 211 00 1837

compare because that in it he had rested gen 23
after that I1 have abridged the record of my father 1 ne 111717

0018371837

compare then his lord after thatthatheteathehe had called him said unto
him matt 1832

how what relative pronoun preceding adjective

how is it that ye have forgotten how great things the lord hath
done for us 1 ne 711 what 1837

compare tell them how great things the lord hath done for
thee mark 519

sayethmayeth saith said historical present occurring in the greek new
testament and the KJV

the lord spake unto my father and sayethmayeth unto him
1lnellIlne2lne 2 1 saidsaldj1837183 7

compare immediately his leprosy was cleansed and jesus
saith unto him matt 838344

change in preposition

let us be faithful in him 1 I1 ne 712 to 1837

compare for this cause have I1 sent unto you timotheus who
is my beloved son and faithful in the lord 1 I1 cor 417 KJV
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removing mixup of sit and set

upon which I1 never had before sat my foot 1 I1 ne 11111iiiili1 set
1849

compare when he was set downclown on the judgment seat
matt 2719 KJV

the king sat him down to eat meat 1 I1 sam 2024 KJV

for 00 preceding the theinfinitiveinfinitive marker

after their many strugglesorstrugglesstrugglesorfor to destroy them alma 272711

to 1837

compare all their works they do for to be seen of men
matt 235

of course some but not all of these expressions can be
found in joseph smiths colloquial language for instance in his
1832 statement onhowolhowon how he translated the book ofmormon he wrote
but the lord had prepared spectaclesspectaclesorspectaclesforspectaclesorfor to read the book 11212

the book of mormon also contains numerous switches
between the traditionally singular thou and thee and the tradition-
ally plural ye and you as in alma 3737

counsel the lord in all thy doings and he will direct thee for good
yea when thou liest down at night lie down unto the lord that he
may watch 0verover you in your sleep and when thou risestrinest in the
morning let thy heart be full of thanks unto god and ifye always do
these things ye shall be lifted up at the last day 13

but this mixing of the second person pronouns should not be
interpreted as ungrammatical rather pronominal variation is a
characteristic of many writers from middle english through early
modem english lyle fletcher has emphasized this point in
chapters 3 and 4 of his thesis he identifies many examples of such
variationvariation1414

sir gawain and the green knight c 1370 90

bot ge schal be in yowrelowre bed bume at thyn ese
line 1071

chaucer canterbury tales wife of baths prologue c 1390

comcorncorm neer my spouse lat me ba thy chekechekel
ye sholde been al pacient and meke

lines 433 3416

shakespeare also has examples of pronominal mixing17mixing17

artemidorusArtemi dorus if thou beest not immortal look about you
julius caesar act 2 sc 3 line 7 1599159918

in fact the bible itself contains many examples of switching
between the singular and plural forms even in the original hebrew
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and greek texts this variation is reflected for example in the king
james translation of the following two passages

when thou shalt beget children and childrens children and ye shall
have remained long in the land and shall corrupt yourselves and
make a graven image or the likeness of any thing and shall do evil
in the sight of the lord thy god to provoke him to anger
beutdeut 425
0 jerusalem jerusalem thou that killestgillest the prophets and stonestsoonest
them which are sent unto thee how often would I1 have gathered thy
children together even as a hen gatherethgathereth her chickens under her
wings and ye would not matt 2337

moreover the original king james version itself had errors
in the use of the second person pronouns these errors were
removed in later paintingsprintingsprintings of the KJV mainly in the 1760s long
after thou thee and ye had dropped out of standard english 19

despite the prevalence of pronominal variation in the bible
and english literature editors of the book of mormon have altered
some of these pronouns as in these examples from I11 nephi

329 thou shaltshallshait go up to jerusalem again and the lord will deliver
laban into your hands ye shall 18318377

78 thou art mine elder brethren ye aatearere 1840

an analysis of the grammatical changes that various editors
have introduced into the book of mormon text shows that most of
the changes eliminate language characteristic of the king james
version of the bible yet few would criticize the bad grammar of
the KJV or suggest that the KJV should be cleaned up grammatigrammategrammati
cally or stylistically in the same way one suspects that later editors
have unknowingly removed king james expressions from the
book of mormon under the mistaken idea that they were simply
correcting grammatical errors

of course some of these errors are not found in the king
james bible but are representative of joseph smiths language
and of course editors have worked to eliminate these errors as
well consider for instance the many attempts to make the archaic
pronouns and verbal endings conform to their original historical
usage

because of the most plain and precious parts of the gospel of the lamb
which hath been kept back 1 I1 ne 1334 has 1 I8371837 have 18411841

nephis brethren rebellethrebelleth against him 1 I1 ne introductory
summary rebel 1920

other types of grammatical errors have also been removed
from the book of mormon text
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changes in the use of the irregular be verb

thy power and goodness and mercy is over all the inhabitants
of the earth 1 I1 ne 114 are 1837

they was yet wroth 1 ne 44 were 1830

simple past tense forms replaced by past participle forms

I1 had smote 1 ne 419 smitten 1830

I1 had slew 1 ne 426 slain 18183030

my father had read and saw 1 I1 ne 111414 seen 1920

the lord hath protected my sons and delivered them out ofthe
hands of laban and gave them power 1 I1 ne 58 given
1920

them those in modifying position

the tender mercies of the lord is over all them whom he hath
chosen 1 I1 ne 120 those 1837

this shall be your language in them days hel 1337 those
1837

number agreement

we had obtained the record which the lord had commanded
us and searched them 1 I1 ne 521 records 1852

word change

it was desirous above allailali other fruit 1 I1 ne 812 desirable
1837

oxford english dictionary OED

desirous definition 5 desirable

sample OEDQEDged citation from john gay the beggars opera
first performed in 1728 wine inspires us and fires us
women and wine should life employ Is there ought else on
earth lesidesilesldesirousdesiroustrousT act 2 sc I1120

of course this process of cleaning up a text is a never
ending one since there are differences over what is acceptable
usage for the overly prescriptive there are still grammatical
errors in the book of mormon

sentence ends in a preposition

god is mindful of every people in whatsoever land they may
be in alma 2637 0 1840

the 1840 deletion of the first in eliminates the original
repeated preposition but still allows the sentence to end in a
preposition

split infinitive not yet removed

it is that same being who put it into the heart of gadiantonGadianton to
still carry on the work of darkness hel 629
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besides grammatical editing there has been a good deal of
stylistic editing

attempt to remove potential ambiguity

he pitched his tent in a valley beside a river ofwater 1 ne 26
bythebythesideofs37side of 183 7

agreement of modalsmedals

that we might preserve unto our children the language of our
fathers and also that we may preserve unto them the words
which have been spoken 1 I1 ne 319 may 18318377

count nouns changed to mass nouns

and also of the seeds offruitsof fruits of every kind 1 ne 8811 firlitfiruitfruit
1840

avoiding a potential multiple negative

and I1 have not written but a small part of the things which I1 saw
1 I1 ne 1428 0019201920

avoiding the subjunctive were when referring to future time

he spake unto them concerning the jews how that after they
were destroyed 1 I1 ne 102 3 shouldbeshould be 1837

finally there are examples of direct addition to the text

avoiding potential misunderstandings

me thought I1 sawaakawaasaw A a dark and dreary wilderness 1 ne 84
in my dream 1837

clarifying doctrinal issues

the virgin which thou seest is the motherofmothemotherrofof agodA god 1 I1 ne
11ll185o018371118500183718 rhethe son of 1837

editorial comments

and are come forth out of the waters ofofjudahjudahaiJudahAIahalA 1 ne 202011

or out of the waters of baptism 1840

TIGHT OR LOOSE CONTROL
OVER THE translation

this supposed problem of grammatical errors leads
directly to the question of whether the book of mormonmonnon text
represents the lords actual language to joseph smith or simply
joseph smiths own translation using his own language in other
words does the book of mormon represent a direct and exact
revelation from the lord or did the ideas come into josephs mind
and then he put them into his own words if the revelation was
specific and exact then there would definitely be some value in
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having a text that would directly represent the original language
of course from a linguistic point of view a reader might adopt
the second position that the specific language of the book
of mormon is not directly from the lord but still wish to have
the text in joseph smiths own impure and ungrammatical
language

it might be worthwhile to consider in more detail the question
of loose versus tight control over the translation there is evidence
both for and against the idea of tight control

EVIDENCE FOR TIGHT CONTROL

statements on how the translation proceeded unfortunately
neither joseph smith nor oliver cowdery have told us much on
how the translation took place but four firsthand statements by
observers and participants show remarkable agreement21agreement 21

joseph knight between 1833 and 1847 now the way he translated
was he put the arimurim and thummim into his hat and darkneddarkened his eyes
then he would take a sentance and it would apper in brite roman
letters then he would tell the writer and he would write it then that
would go away the next sentance would come and so on but if it was
not spelt rite it would not go away till it was rite so we see it was
marvelous thus was the hoihol translated 22

emma smith 1879 in writing for your father I1 frequently wrote
day after day often sitting at the table close by him he sitting with
his face buried in his hat with the stone in it and dictating hour
after hour with nothing between us Q had he not a book or manu-
script from which he read or dictated to you A he had neither
manuscript nor book to read from Q could he not have had and you
not know it A if he had anything of the kind he could not have
concealed it from meme Q are you sure that he had the plates at the
time you were writing for him A the plates often lay on the table
without any attempt at concealment wrapped in a small linen
table cloth which I1 had given him to fold them in I1 once felt of the
plates as they thus lay on the table tracing their outline and
shape they seemed to be pliable like thick paper and would rustle
with a metalic sound when the edges were moved by the thumb
as one does sometimes thumb the edges of a book Q where did
father and oliver cowdery write A oliver cowdery and your father
wrote in the room where I1 was at work Q could not father have
dictated the book of mormon to you oliver cowdery and the others
who wrote for him after having first written it or having first read it
out of some book A joseph smith could neither write nor dictate a
coherent and well worded letter let alone dictating a book like the
book of mormon and though I1 was an active participant in the
scenes that transpired and was present during the translation of the
plates and had cognizance of things as they transpired it is marvel-
ous to me a marvel and a wonder as much so as to any one else 2313
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david whitmer G8871887 joseph smith would put the seer stone into
a hat and put his face in the hat drawing it closely around his face
to exclude the light and in the darkness the spiritual light would
shine A piece of something resembling parchment would appear
and on that appeared the writing one character at a time would
appear and under it was the interpretation in english brother joseph
would read off the english to oliver cowdery who was his principal
scribe and when it was written down and repeated to brother joseph
to see if it was correct then it would disappear and another character
with the interpretation would appear 24

ElizaellzaeilzaelizabethanneelizabethellzabetheilzabethbethAnneanne whitmer cowderyjohnsoncowdery johnson david whitmerswhittersWhitmers sister
oliver cowderysCowderys wife 1870 1I cheerfully certify that I1 was familiar
with the manner of joseph smiths translating the book of mormon
he translated the most of it at my fathers house and I1 often sat by
and saw and heard them translate and write for hours together joseph
never had a curtain drawn between him and his scribe while he was
translating 25 he would place the director in his hat and then place
his face in his hat so as to exclude the light and then 26

all four accounts mention an instrument of translation in a hat all
refer to joseph smiths ability to dictate extensively without using
the gold plates or any other physical text on the other hand we
cannot automatically accept everything in these statements the
testimonies of these witnesses are only valid with respect to what
they actually witnessed they obviously saw joseph smith trans-
lating but they could not actually know what joseph himself saw
in the hat since they themselves did not translate

spelling of names david whitmer and joseph knight both
refer to control over the spelling but this seems to be only true
for the spelling of names in the book of mormon in an 1875
interview whitmer said that joseph smiths spelling out words
was restricted to names that joseph was utterly unable to pro-
nounce many of the names which the magic power of the urimarim and
thummim revealed and therefore spelled them out in syllables
and the more erudite scribe put them together 51211121512727 actually joseph
smith probably spelled out names letter by letter rather than
syllable by syllable although it is quite possible that david
whitmer used the term syllable to mean letter the smallest unit
of writing 28

this spelling out of names is also supported by emma smith
in an 1856 interview

when my husband was translating the book of mormon I1 wrote a
part of it as he dictated each sentence word for word and when he
came to proper names he could not pronounce or long words he
spelled them out and while I1 was writing them if I1 made a mistake
in spelling he would stop me and correct my spelling although it was
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impossible for him to see how I1 was writing them down at the time
even the word sarah he could not pronounce at first but had to spell
it and I1 would pronounce it for him 29

this spelling out of names would explain for example why nephi
is spelled wiihphwith ph and notfnoffnot or why so many names in the book of
mormon end in the letter i a rather rare spelling in english for a
final vowel in multisyllabic words

nonetheless it also appears that joseph smith did not con-
tinue to spell frequently occurring names with the result that
spelling variation of hard to spell names like amalickiah does
occur in the manuscripts but for most names in the book of
mormon there is little or no variation it is obvious from the manu-
scripts that spelling variation of common words was allowed but
there does seem to be spelling control over at least the first
occurrence of book of mormon names

semitic textual evidence in a number of his books hugh
nibley has provided many examples of semitic and other near
eastern names and phrases in the book of mormonmonnon 3010 the phrases
give evidence for control at the word level while once more the
names provide evidence for spelling control As an example
nibley argues that the ph spelling of the name nephi shows an
egyptian influence 31 we also have the work of john W welch on
chiasmus in the book of mormon 32 his examples demonstrate a
tight control on the order of specific words and phrases

in addition there are some very interesting textual relation-
ships between book of mormon passages and corresponding
biblical passages consider for instance the case of the missing the
in 2 nephi 1318 23

in that day the lord will take away the bravery of tinkling ornaments
and cauls and round tires like the moon the chains and the brace-
lets and the mufflers the bonnets and the ornaments of the legs and
the headbandsheadlandsheadbands and the tablets and the earrings the rings and nose
jewels the changeable suits of apparel and the mantles and the
dimpleswimpleswimples and the crisping pins the glasses and the fine linen and A

hoods and the veils

here the text is basbaseded on the printers manuscript and the 1830
edition when we compare this passage with the corresponding
verses in isaiah 3 KJV we note that the occurrences and
nonoccurrencesoccurrencesnon of the little word the are identical except that
the book of mormon has the missing before hoods at the end of
verse 23 of course this missing the does appear in the masoretic
text the traditional hebrew bible but interestingly it is missing
in a number of textual sources in the vatican version of the
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septuagint33septuagint33 and according to the apparatus in the FARMS book of
mormon critical text in some of the catena quotations from the
septuagint in the syriac text and in the aramaic targumsTargums of all
the thes that could have been accidentally deleted in this long
list joseph smith comes up with the one that is missing in part of
the biblical textual tradition

EVIDENCE FOR LOOSE CONTROL

the most common argument against tight control is that
dosephtoseph smiths grammar is bad

B H roberts if the book of mormon is a real translation instead of
a word for word bringing over from one language into another and
it is insisted that the divine instrument urimarim and thummimThummim did all
and the prophet nothing at least nothing more than to read off the
translation made by urimarim and thummim then the divine instru-
ment is responsible for such errors in grammar and diction as occur
but this is to assign responsibility for errors in language to a divine
instrumentality which amounts to assigning such errors to god but
that is unthinkable not to say blasphemous also if it be contended
that the language of the book of mormonmonnon word for word and letter
for letter was given to the prophetby direct inspiration ofgod acting
upon his mind then again god is made responsible for the language
errors in the book of mormon a thing unthinkable 3431

richard L anderson but many anti mormonscormons have seized on the
implications of going further that is if joseph smith only dictated
divinely given english from his viewing instrument then god is the
author of some bad grammar in the original 3515

these arguments assume that the lord speaks only proper
english not joseph smiths own language but which variety of
proper english does god speak the kings english received

pronunciation network english the english of some contem-
porary grammar guru or according to the usage of orson pratt
james E talmage or bruce R mcconkie there is no evidence
that god himself prefers one variety of english over another or for
that matter one language over another in fact there is evidence
that the lord would have spoken to joseph smith in josephs own
language

behold I1 am god and have spoken it these commandments are of
me and were given unto my servants in their weakness after the
manner of their language that they might come to understanding
dacd&c 124

this same view was expressed by george A smith first counselor
to brigham young
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the book of mormonmonnon was denounced as ungrammatical an
argument was raised that if it had been translated by the gift
andandpowerpower of god it would have been strictly grammatical
when the lord reveals anything to men he reveals it in language
that accords with their own if any of you were to converse with an
angel and you used strictly grammatical language he would do the
same but if you used two negatives in a sentence the heavenly
messenger would use language to correspond with your under-
standing and this very objection to the book of mormon is an
evidence in its favor 36

A number of writers have referred to dac 98 in support
of loose control37control31control 3731 you must study it out in your mind then you
must ask me if it be right and if it is right I1 will cause that your
bosom shall bum within you therefore you shall feel that it is
right but the phrases study it out in your mind and 11you
shall feel that it is right do not necessarily imply a loose control
over the text joseph smith had to study it out in his mind till he
got it right

related to this interpretation is the belief that joseph smith
used his king james bible to help him translate biblical passages 3831

yet there is no direct evidence for this proposal in fact it is
contradicted by emma smiths statement that joseph had neither
manuscript nor book to read from given the statements of those
who observed the translation it seems more reasonable that it was
the lord himself who chose to quote from the king james version
when it agreed with the book of mormon

finally we must recognize that joseph smith permitted
editing of the book of mormonmonnon in fact he is probably directly
responsible for many of the editorial changes that areate found in the
second and third editions the title page of the 1837 edition states
that this edition was corrected by joseph smith and oliver
cowdery in addition parley P pratt and john goodson in the
preface to this edition explain the whole has been carefully
reexamined and compared with the original manuscripts by elder
joseph smith jr the translator of the book of mormon assisted by
the present printer brother 0 cowdery who formerly wrote the
greatest portion of the same as dictated by brother smith and in
the 1840 edition the title page indicates that the text has been
carefully revised by the translator

but there is another way to interpret the grammatical editing
of the book of mormon namely joseph smith allowed the book
of mormonmonnon to be translated from its original language into
standard english in other words joseph smith was perfectly
willing to let the book of mormonmonnon appear in another variety of
english that is standard english just as the church today is
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willing to translate the scriptures into english based pidginshidgins and
creolescheoles and numerous other languages so that every man shall
hear the fulnessfalness of the gospel in his own tongue and in his own
language dacd&c 9011

THE FARMS BOOK OF MORMON CRITICAL TEXT

the FARMS critical edition is an important accomplish-
ment it represents a tremendous amount of work and we are
indebted to FARMS and especially robert RF smith the compiler
and editor for preparing it anyone who is interested in the original
text of the book of mormon or in its editorial history can profit
from the FARMS book of mormon critical text most important
this critical edition marks the first time in the history of the book
of mormon text that the general reader can find evidence for how
the text has changed over time and evaluateevaluatealternativealternative readings of
the text

the FARMS book of mormon critical text brings together a
wealth of information important to any textual study of the book of
mormon consider the sample reproduced as figure 1 on page 57

the FARMS book 0of mormon critical text can be character
izediced as follows

1 the text is completely capitalized
2 each line of the text contains a single phrase as in the washburn

bible39bible3lBiblebibie39 which implies some kind of punctuation or an indica-
tion of a clause or phrase ending

3 no regular punctuation marks or even apostrophes occur in the
text which makes sense since the original and printers manu-
scripts originally had virtually no punctuation

4 the pagination and chapter headings from the 1830 edition are
included in square brackets in the text the symbol I1 represents
the original 1830 paragraphing

5 the left margin refers to the standard chapter and verse numbers
the speaker is also identified

6 the text contains raised footnote numbers that refer the reader to
the apparatus

7 the text contains special symbols for example that
refer the reader to suggested dates listed at the bottom of the
page

8 the apparatus contains different kinds of notes textual variants
scriptural cross references and commentary sometimes com-
bined in the same footnote

9 textual variants from all majormaj or editions are referred to by means
of a lemma system that is a reference system that repeats the
text in full in the apparatus before indicating the variant forms
each one in fullfulifull4040
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fig 1 1 nephi 1111 reproduced from the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text
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the FARMS book of mormon critical text is an important
beginning having the text before us with editorial decisions
already made permits us to evaluate these editorial decisions and
consider alternative ways of representing the critical text but as in
all critical editions of important documents the first edition is in
many respects preliminary with this idea in mind let us consider
some aspects of the critical text that might be improved

PROBLEMS WITH THE FARMS
BOOK OF MORMON CRITICAL TEXT

the text is sometimes difficult to read the use of only capital
letters in the text is the main cause of difficulty making it look too
much like old fashioned computer printout in fact the text was
constructed from an early computer based text of the 1830 edition
FARMS decided it was too difficult to convert the text into normal
lower and upper case

sometimes the lack of standard punctuation especially the
missing apostrophes causes difficulty in reading the text consider
the following example from alma 4624

EVEN AS THIS REMNANT OF GARMENT OF MY sons261

the modem reader readily interprets this as the plural sons yet the
context shows that jacob is speaking of his son joseph so the
correct form should be sons in fact sons appears in both 0 and
P with the consequence that in printed editions before 1849 sons
rather than sons occurred

quoted passages are full of symbols that interfere with the
readability of the text consider the page for 2 nephi 13610136 10
which quotes from isaiah 3 see figure 2 on page 59

the date system also interferes with the text sometimes
creating unintended words such as awaysadays see figure 3 a repro-
duction of 3 nephi 126 on page 59

occasionally a raised footnote interferes with the preceding
line in the following example a raised 730 footnote makes
FULLFILED look like FULLEILED see figure 4 a reproduction of
3 nephi 2012 on page 59

of course these problems are trivial but there is a very
serious difficulty with the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text it
relies heavily on secondary sources and not on a systematic
examination of the original manuscript the FARMS book
of mormon critical text is based on john L hiltonsholtonsHil tons and kenneth
D jenkinss computerized text of the book of mormon a text
constructed by comparing the 1830 edition with the printers
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forllnsbyshousemhereisnsither3breadnorsclothing1

becausefrtheiri TONGUE S

lahdttdoth ldeclresrheirfsimtobeseven asfsodom3

porhelorhe yf

fig 2 2 nephi 13613 6 10 reproduced from the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text

and&thus&thesnxketyand&second&yearsdxdybassvway

fig 3 3 nephi 1261 26 reproduced from the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text

fig 4 3 nephi 201220 12 reproduced from the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text
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manuscript about a fourth of the original manuscript is extant but
unfortunately hilton and jenkins decided to ignore the original
manuscript inin constructing their text

for most accurate wordprintwoodprintwordprint testing we would want josephs
dictated book of mormon words these are of course not available
nor is the original written manuscript sincesince it was mostly destroyed
therefore the printers manuscript a hand written copy of the first
written manuscript is presumed to be the next closest complete extant
text 41

of course portions of the original manuscript are available nor
can we assume that the printers manuscript is an exact copy of the
original manuscript the printers manuscript introduces many
changes although most of these differences deal with spelling and
capitalization 42 the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text does
include evidence from the original manuscript but this evideevidencence is
largely based on secondary sources such as stan larsons masters
thesis 4341 and a selective reading of the original manuscript

A systematic comparison of the original manuscript with
the printers manuscript and the printed editions of the book of
mormon provides a number of substantial differences that are
completely missing from the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text
in these examples the FARMS text follows the printers manuscript
and makes no mention of the original reading consider the
following sampling from the small plates of nephi first the
correct text based on the original manuscript and then the change
that occurred in making the printers manuscript

first nephi

211 and this they said that he had done 00
216 wherefore I1 cried unto the lord did cry
71 the lord spake unto him again A saying
71 his sons should take daughters to wife thatthata mightamightabight raise up

seed they
1312 1I looked and beheld a man among the gentiles which were

separated from the seed of my brethren was
1324 it contained the fulnessfalness of the gospel of the lord of whom the

twelve apostles bore record and they bore record according
to the truth bear bear

1326 which is the most abominable ofoallaallallaliail other churches above
1536 whose fruit is most desirable ofoallaallallaliail other fruits above
1750 if he should command me that I1 should say unto this water

be thou earth and it shall be earth 00 should
1811 the lord suffered it did suffer
206 thou hast heard and seen all this seen and heard
228 it is likened unto the being nursed by the gentiles nour-

ished
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second nephi

15 the lord hath consecrated this land unto me covenanted
compare v 7 this land is consecrated unto him

these changes all scribal errors entered the textual tradition when
oliver cowdery made the printers manuscript with the result that
these errors are found in every printed edition of the book of
mormon these errors also occur in the FARMS book of mormon
critical text because it too does not rely on a systematic reading of
the original manuscript 45

PROBLEMS WITH THE APPARATUS

the apparatus system in the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical
text is frequently confusing especially when the lemma refer
encingencina system combines variants to save space the referencing
system needs to keep variants separate inorderunorderin order to facilitate the
counting of different types of variation consider this example
from alma 4734

AND ALSO THEY which331WHICH331 WERE WITH HIM

331 also they which 0 P 18301830 also they who pcP all they who
1837 thru 191igi1911tccITCC RLDS 1908 all them who 1920 1981 all
typo

three separate changes are involved in this example

which to who in the 1837 and all subsequent editions

also to all a misreading that entered in the 1837 edition and is found
in all subsequent editions

they to them a usage change in 1920 and in the subsequent 1981

edition

sometimes the lemma system in the apparatus is difficult to
decipher for example textual insertions can be misinterpreted as
cases of replacement as in 1 nephi 1ililii11111

AND BADE HIM THAT HE SHOULD read50
50 should read P 1830 thru 1981 RLDS 1908 it Ppap0 cfcfalmachalmaalmaaima 5648

the word it is added after should read it does not replace should
read

finally the apparatus needs to refer to possible variations in
punctuation consider alma 4216 from the second edition of the
FARMS book of mormon critical text
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NOW repentance COULD NOT COME UNTO MEN
EXCEPT THERE WERE A punishment
WHICH ALSO WAS ETERNAL
AS THE LIFE OF THE SOUL SHOULD BE
AFFIXED OPPOSITE TO THE PLAN OF HAPPINESS
WHICH WAS AS ETERNAL ALSO
AS THE LIFE OF THE SOUL

the phrasing of the text implies the punctuation as the life of the
soul should be affixed this punctuation occurs in all printed
editions of the book of mormon on the other hand the first edition
of the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text phrases this passage so
that should be goes with affixed rather than soul

WHICH ALSO WAS ETERNAL AS THE LIFE OF THE SOUL
SHOULD BE AFFIXED OPPOSITE TO THE PLAN OF HAPPINESS

in other words the text of the first FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical
text implies a different punctuation soul should be affixed this
is undoubtedly correct especially in light of the last phrase in the
verse which was as eternal also as the life of the soul in any
event the critical edition must show important punctuation
variants such as this one 46

but the most serious difficulty with the apparatus is that not
all the variants are marked the editing of the book of mormon has
not been completely consistent and therefore by only giving a
sampling of the variants the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text
makes it impossible tato accurately study the language and textual
development of the book of mormon As an example of this
problem consider the massive 1837 change of nearly all cases of
which to whom or that when the referent is a human being one
example that is marked in the FARMS book ofmormonof mormon critical text
comes from the sermonsennon on the mount in 3 nephi 139 compare
matt 69

OUR FATHER which447WHICH447 ART IN HEAVEN

447 which P 1830 KJ who pc 1837 thru 1981 RLDS 1908

but many other cases of changing which to whom or that are left
unmarked in the FARMS book of mormon critical text 47 for
example in alma 4311 we have two examples of this

YEA AND THEY ALSO KNEW
THE EXTREME HATRED OF THE LAMANITES
TOWARDS THEIR BRETHREN
WHICH WERE THE PEOPLE OF ANTI NEPHI LEHI
WHICH WERE CALLED THE PEOPLE OF AMMON

no apparatus
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correspondingly in some cases the reader might think this
change has been made but in reality it hasnt in the following
example from alma 222211 the probable reason for leaving which
unchanged is that editors have interpreted the referent to be the
house of the king rather than the king

HE WAS LED BY THE SPIRIT TO THE LAND OF NEPHI
EVEN TO THE HOUSE OF THE KING
WHICH WAS OVER ALL THE LAND

no apparatus

other confusing examples of unchanged and unmarked whichswhicha
can be found in alma 4627 4923 3 nephi 102

another example of confusion occurs in alma 525 in this
verse the original phrase such an one was simplified to such
beginning in the 1837 edition yet the same phrase was left
untouched in verses 24 28 29 and 31 of the same chapter the
probable motivation for the change in verse 25 is the plural referent
that occurs later on in ihatthatahat verse

24 DO YE SUPPOSE THAT SUCH AN ONE CAN HAVE A PLACE
25 YE CANNOT SUPPOSE THAT SUCH AN ONEone269269 CAN HAVE PLACE

IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENheaven270270

BUT THEY SHALL BE CAST OUT
28 AND SUCH AN ONE HATH NOT ETERNAL LIFE
29 FOR SUCH AN ONE IS NOT FOUND GUILTLESS
31 wo279w0279 UNTO SUCH AN ONE

to be consistent all examples of such an one should have been
changed to such unfortunately the reader of the FARMS book of
mormon critical text cannot be confident that other examples of
such an one were not also changed to such 1

the reader of a critical edition needs to be sure about the
possible variants the solution is to mark every change that can be
considered a significant variant since one of the main objectives
of the proposed critical edition is to produce a text that represents
as closely as possible what joseph smith dictated a variants
significance will be determined by variance from what joseph
smith dictated in this way the reader can be sure that if the
apparatus contains no indication of variance then there is no
significant variance in the text moreover the marking of each
variant allows for an accurate calculation for example by com-
puter of the frequency of different variants it also permits the
reader to locate all the places where a particular change has been
made as well as all the places where it hasnt
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recommendations FOR A SECOND CRITICAL EDITION

I1 would submit the following goals for a critical edition of the
book of mormon first readability of the text second establish-
ment to the degree possible of the original text of the book of
Mormormonmonasas dictated by joseph smith and third an apparatus that
contains all the significant variants in the manuscripts and the
important editions these goals lead to the following specific
recommendations

1 the variants listed in the apparatus should be restricted
to the manuscripts and major editions a those that involved
joseph smith 0 P 1830 1837 1840 b subsequent paintingsprintingsprintings
for the LDS church which established readings that have persisted
1841 1849 185218791852 1879 1905 1911 1920 1981 as well as the

important RLDS 1908 edition which relies heavily on the printers
manuscript we can probably ignore insignificant and idiosyn-
cratic textual variants such as obvious typos that have not per-
sisted

2 the critical text should reflect joseph smiths language
as far as it can be determined the major sources for deter-
mining joseph smiths language will of course be the original
manuscript and the printers manuscript generally variants from
the published editions including later editorializing will appear in
the apparatus

3 there is a need for an accurate collation of textual
evidence rather than relying on visual comparison the collation
should be established by use of a computer first both the original
and printers manuscripts should be transcribed independently
by at least two different individuals then the consistency of
their transcriptions should be checked by computer second the
printed editions should be put into computable readable form by
the kurzweil or some other text reading system finally the
computer should be used to find all the textual variants in the
manuscripts and printed editions A transcript of each of the
manuscripts should be published and these and the major editions
should be on computer for future detailed study so the critical
edition can be limited to textual variants of significance to avoid the
tedious task of including every spelling variant or typographic
error

4 in order to establish the critical text an important study
will be to compare the printers manuscript with what remains of
the original manuscript at least three main correctorscorrectors or editors
have worked on the printers manuscript oliver cowdery the
scribe john H gilbert the compositor for the 1830 printing and
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the editors of the 1837 edition it is particularly important to know
how frequently the corrections in P restore the text of 0 A careful
comparison will then allow us to determine the general reliability
of corrections in P when 0 is lacking

5 conjectures will normally appear in the apparatus in a
few cases conjectures may appear in the text but only when no
reasonable explanation for the manuscript form can be maintained
and the conjecture is well motivated

6 in order to improve the readability of the critical text
standard spellings should be used as long as those spellings make
no difference in recovering joseph smiths language some spell-
ings in the manuscripts which reflect no perceived pronunciation
differences should occur in the apparatus for instance alma 3439
would read as follows

that ye may not be led away

led 01 PI 1830&1830&leadoplead 0 P

numbers after 0 and P refer to the corrector PPII1 refers to the first
corrector of the printers manuscript that is the corrector for the
1830 edition on the other hand p2pa will refer to the correctorscorrectors for
the 1837 edition

7 the text should reflect joseph smiths language we
should include his bad grammar and those spellings that might
represent his or possibly his scribes pronunciation some
examples of such spellings include the following

GRIEVIOUS grfgrigrfviosgnvissgraviosvios grievous mosiah 715
ARIVEN arivonororivonsrivsnsrivivonsn arrived mosiah 10101515
FRAID ifr6idlfreid afraid alma 472
melchesidekMELCHE SIDEK mcluzodikmelkfesdik still pronounced this way in the LDS

church melchizedek alma 1317
tremendeeous 0 tremendious P arim9ndiostrementnmndiss tremen-

dous alma 282
massacreedMASSA CREED m6szkridmassacredmsessknd massacred alma 4824
ATTACKTED ota&todstsktsd attacked alma 559595
DROWNDED drdundddrowneddraundaddraundad drowned 1 ne 42
GOVERMENT g5vonnontgsvsrmsnt government alma 6024
HEIGHTHheighthhaitbheighthditohuito height hel 1423

the pronunciation symbols are based on the international pho-
netic alphabet

8 the margins should contain the following helps a bib-
lical references when the book ofmormonmonnon quotes directly from the
bible b page numbers from the 1830 edition

9 in order to enhance readability the text should be written
in the standard text style of today both upper and lower case should
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be used with standard capitalization of names and sentence initial
words the chapter and verse numbers of the current 1981 edition
can be put in the margin or perhaps in an unobtrusive formfonfl within
the text the text should be set in paragraphs but not necessarily
the paragraphing of the 1830 edition

10 again for reasons of readability the text should avoid
the use of critical marks compared to the new testament textual
tradition the textual variance in the book of mormon is not that
extensive the apparatus itself can refer directly to the text as in
alfred rahlfssRahlfss septuagintaSeptuagintseptuagintala 41

11 the 1920 and 1981 chapter descriptions should be
ignored only the descriptions that joseph smith actually dictated
should be included for example the summary that introduces
1 nephi the headings added to the top of the pages in the original
manuscript can also be ignored

12 the punctuation should basically follow the 1981 punc-
tuation except in cases where other punctuation may be more
reasonable the apparatus should refer to cases of punctuation that
make a difference in meaning

13 there should be no commentary in the apparatus except
as it helps to establish the text no dates should be listed since this
is a form of commentary determining the critical text is a well
defined task but providing commentary is an open ended process
and is continually subject to revision extensive biblical and
scholarly references belong in commentaries not in critical texts
undoubtedly a helpful companion to the critical edition would be
a textual commentary much like bruce M metzgersMetzgers one for the
greek new testament of the united bible societies 4941

14 the text itself should contain no indication of how it
compares to the king james version instead textual comparisons
with the KJV should be restricted to the apparatus in fact I1 propose
a separate apparatus for comparisons with the KJV and biblical
manuscripts especially since these sources play no direct role in
determining the original text of the book of mormon

in conclusion I1 provide two examples of the proposed critical
edition first we have the opening of 1 nephi
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11 1I nephi having been bomborn of goodly parents therefore
I1 was taught somewhat in all the learning of my father
and having seen many afflictions in the course of my
days nevertheless having been highly favored of the
lord in all my days yea having had a great knowledge
of the goodness and the mysteries of god therefore I1

2 make a record of my proceedings in my days yea I1 make
a record in the language of my father which consists of
the learning of the jew and the language of the egyptians

3 and I1 know that the record which I1 make to be true and
I1 make it with mine own hand and I1 make it according to
my knowledge

4 for it came to pass in the commencement of thethefirstfirst
year of the reign ofofzedekiahzedekiah king ofofjudahjudah my father
lehi having dwelt at jerusalem in all his days and in
that same year there came many prophets prophesying
unto the people that they must repent or the great city

5 jerusalem must be destroyed wherefore it came to pass
that my father lehi as he went forth prayed unto the
lord yea even with all his heart in behalf of his people

6 and it came to pass as he prayed unto the lord there
came a pillar of fire and dwelt upon a rock before him
and he saw and heard much and because of the things
which he saw and heard he did quake and tremble
exceedingly

13 to be P 1830 is p2pa 1837& 11 4 of the first year PIp1pa 1830&
0OPP I1 the PI 1830& that P

second we have a passage from 2 nephi which quotes from isaiah
in this second example I1 provide two apparatuses the first gives
the textual evidence the second the KJV comparison in the
comparison I1 first list the book of mormonmonnon form then the king
james form

139 the shew of their countenance doth witness against
them and doth declare their sin to be even as sodom and
they cannot hide it woe unto their souls for they have

10 rewarded evil unto themselves say unto the righteous
that it is well with them for they shall eat the fruit of their

11 doings woe unto the wicked for they shall perish for the
reward of their hands shall be upon them

textual apparatus

139 shew P 1830 KJ show p2pa 1837& 1I woe spelling KJ wo
BM 11II 11 woe spelling kj1KJ wo BM

KJV comparison

139 dothdoth2dotha2 they I1 to be even 00 I1 and2 0 1I cannot hide it hide it
not I1 souls soul 11II 10 say ye I1 unto to I1 is shall be I1 them
him 11II 11 for they shall perish it shall be ill with him I1 their
his I1 them him
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the twentieth maine regiment
at gettysburg

on the first second and third the trident
of the bloods poseidon sank deeper afresh
to the sea of its origin and when godsentgodsendgodsent

it became the standard in lincolnsLincolns flesh
it sank again more firmly for sallow troops
prayed as penitentspenitentepenitents wielding sleeve and mesh

of arms with bayonets frantically in loops
of mind arresting and recovering to hold
A yard of rock or ground where the will droops

only into mire and lesion
A blade will mold

in time if kept there wet in misting sun
the fragrant hill below where peaches fall
the lisp of leaves the broken lines that run

into ditches the weaving and irruptingirrupting pall
of smoke the riband near a rose the trickle
of dew the twinge of thomthorn and the dying call

of a hom there the dull gray robe and sickle
prevail as the finger feels a fragile spear
of bone who were they of the bronze and nickel

medals who received canister and shot at the angle
devoid of power that flamed the face they railed
into death fumbling the flags of war that dangle

now from stakes off white and dimly unassailed
the monuments stand where the dying once impaled
in weeds flourish into the air of another century

As yield of newer orders and in christ are nailed
into lengths of rhetoric that seem less than fury
less than insurgency and less than incidental worry

clinton F larson

clinton F larson is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university



thomas bullock
as an early mormon historian

jerald F simon

thomas bullock was intimately associated with leaders of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints for more than
twentyfivetwenty five years he served twenty one years in the church
historians office and also clerked in many city county and
territorial positions acting as scribe clerk and personal secretary
to joseph smith jr brigham young willard richards and the
council of the twelve during this time he was privy to important
events of late nauvoo and early utah mormon history his was a
critical role not only in recording the history but also in gathering
and preserving historical documents bullock frequently referred
to himself as a man who was doing my duty 1 and he surely
fulfilled in his life the revelatory injunction it is the duty of the
lords clerk whom he has appointed to keep a history and a
general church record of all things that transpire in zion dacd&c
858511 this essay will focus on how well thomas bullock fulfilled
the duties he was given particularly as they relate to his contribu-
tions to mormon historiography

when joseph smith jr was celebrating his eleventh birth-
day across the ocean in leek staffordshire england thomas
bullock was bomborn on 23 december 1816 the ninth child of thomas
bullock and mary hall 2 very little is known about his early
childhood he attended school and was considered to be the
second best scholar in his class when he left school at age thirteen
to become a clerk in the law office of john cruso in 1830 3 bullock
worked there until 1838 when he was hired as an excise officer in
this capacity he inspected and rated articles liable to excise tax
sometimes calling himself one of her majesty queen victorias
officers of excise 1144 he was small in stature and occasionally
referred to as little tommy bullock 5

bullock married henrietta rushton also of leek on 23 june
1838 after at least five years of courting 6 they were baptized into
the LDS church three years later on 20 november 1841 71 bullock
jerald F simon teaches seminary in roy utah
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continued as an exciseman and labored as a lay missionary for the
church before departing for america on the ship yorkshire in
march 1843 en route to america he prophesied that the hull of
this old vessel would carry them safely to new orleans the vessel
nearly capsized in a storm as the masts snapped in two leaving
nothing but the hull but they completed the voyage boarding the
steamboat amaranth at new orleans and arriving at nauvoo
illinois on 31 may 1843 81

in the late fall of the same year bullock was employed as a
clerk to joseph smith he served as a letter copyist clerk of the
april 1844 general conference clerk of the steamboat maid of
iowa and clerk of the nauvoo masonic lodge in nauvoo he later
labored as deputy city recorder clerk to church historian willard
richards and clerk of the council of fifty a position he held from
1846 to 18821882 91 on 25 january 1846 thomas bullock married a
second wife lucy clayton sister of williamofwilliam clayton another
noted clerk recorder and secretary to church leaders 010O

As a trusted observer bullock was assigned by brigham
young to remainremain and record the events of the last days in nauvoo
after the main body of saints departed during the freezing exodus
of february 1846 bullocks 1845461845 46 nauvoo diary clearly depicts
the dismaldernisedismal demisedernise of the city beautiful in the fall of 1846
after the remnants of nauvoo had been driven to the west bank of
the mississippi river it was thomas bullocks pen that recorded
in greatest detail the miracle of the quail and the westward migra-
tion of the poor camp

when bullock arrived at winter quarters he continued his
duties for brigham young and the rest of the council of the twelve
he was chosen as clerk of the vanguard company of pioneers that
departed for the great salt lake valley in april 1847 in august of
the same year he continued as clerk for the company returning to
winter quarters the following spring he served as a clerk of the
company headed by brigham young

bullock continued his labors in behalf of the church and
community in the salt lake valley he drew plats of the city for the
land office assisted in the establishment of the monetary system
used in the valley was the first proofreader for the deseret news
served as recorder for the perpetual emigrating fund chief clerk of
the territorial house of representatives census taker salt lake
county recorder inspector of liquors for the territory clerk for
brigham youngs exploration parties and secretary of the nauvoo
legion of utah rising to the rank of lieutenant colonel prior to
his mission call to england in 1856 in addition he wrote an
emigrant s guide was president of the twenty seventh quorum
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of seventies helped divide the valley into wards was instru-
mental in copying and creating maps of the region and continued
clerking forbrighamforbrigham young and the council of the twelve he also
helped organize the first utah library and was a member of the
deseret theological institute and home secretary of the deseret
horticultural society he was frequently consulted on horticultural
matters he was also involved with the pioneer theater as a
prompter was an ardent reader served on the board of regents of
the university of deseret and was appointed by the board to
examine schoolteachersschoolteacheryschool teachers 12 from 1856 to 1858 he served as a
missionary in his native land of england

bullock married a third wife betsy prudence howard on
9 december 1852 13 he was the father of twenty three children
though only thirteen lived to adulthood 14 after his mission he
continued working in the historians office until 18651865 when he was
assigned to work in the courts and county government in summit
county he served as summit stake clerk historian and general
recorder from 1879 to 1885 on 10 february 1885 thomas
bullock passed away at his coalvilleCoalville home without prolonged
illness at the age of sixty eight 15

before examining thomas bullocks role as a mormon
historian it would be well to briefly review american historiog-
raphy from 1840 to 1860 when bullocks main contributions were
rendered then his contributions can be interpreted against the
backdrop of this era

the earliest attempts at historical writing in the new world
werewere initiated by the puripurlpuritantan religious leaders A strong sense of
dependence upon and acknowledgment of divine intervention were
prevalent themes in the seventeenth century by the late eighteenth
century european historical writers were being influenced more
by the ideas of the enlightenment the advance of machines
particularly printing presses and the beginnings of humanism
early nineteenth century american historians were fired with a
patriotic zeal and a deep love for this land yet many were also
influenced by ideas from abroad from about 1775 to 1830 some
american historical writers were affected by the germanic influinflux

ence of historicism the belief that anything in the present must be
understood primarily in terms of its historical development the
belief that the past makes and is the primary means of understand-
ing the present 16 another german influence was volkgeistVolkgeist the
idea that a distinct history creates a distinct people 111717

american historians such as jared sparks francis parkman
washington irving william H prescott and george bancroft
combined these ideologies with a concern for the relatively short
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time period of american history which resulted in historical
writings emphasizing stronger patriotic bonds and neglecting most
historical writings outside of the new world

nevertheless as feelings of nationalism swelled and as a
sense of destiny grew the pens of the patriotic historians were
instrumental in forging a unique history of america these histo-
rians valued common sense and maintained an awareness of divine
providence in their writings an approach that never fully
embraced enlightenment skepticism 18 most of them viewed their
work as a meaningful service for their contemporaries and for
posterity as well historians of this era have since been referred to
as patricians because patriotism was in part the purpose of their
preservation of the past

the people of the new nation seemed to thrive on discovering
portions of the past historical books became bestsellersbest sellers news-
papers frequently carried chronicles of yesteryear and historical
and genealogical societies grew and flourished particularly after
1836 the year the ancient prophet elijah visited the prophet joseph
smith in the kirtland temple and restored the keys of turning the
hearts of the children to their fathers 19 antiquarianism the
collecting and studying of historical documents rose dramatically

american historical writers of the early nineteenth century
were interested in making their histories read as smoothly as the
novels of the great authors of the era particularly emulating the
likes of sir walter scott like novelists they emphasized character
development they were generally college educated mature men
with time and leisure and money was not the major motivating
factor in their historical writing 2010 besides history some of their
reading interests were poetry novels and plays history as an
academic study was a fledgling field and university educated
historians would not emerge in america until late in the century
while the earlier nineteenth century historical writers espoused the
virtues of honesty accuracy and thoroughness they also prac
ticedticel plagiarism and used literary license to alter or conjure up
events to make the story flow 21 they tended to favor minutely
developed scenes and long flowing sentences they not only
corrected grammatical errors but sometimes developed
speeches or comments from fragments of phrases to portray the
historical figure in what they thought the best way possible As
callcott writes until about the time of the civil war people
trusted that a careful editing not only made documents more
interesting to the reader and fairer to the original author but also
more accurate in recreating the past 22 there was little perceived
difference between an author and a compiler or editor
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when the church of jesus christ of latter day saints was
organized on 6 april 1830 the lord instructed the saints that there
shall be a record kept among you dacd&c 22111 1 this was more
easily said than done as enduring persecutions moving to ohio
missouri and illinois going on missionsmissions building temples provid-
ing for basic needs and avoiding mobs were but a few of the
numerous intrusions that deterred the work in keeping with the
practice of the time joseph smith called various clerks who
functioned as literary or historical editors when john whitmer
was assigned to write and keep a regular history in march 1818313 1

he was promised the church history was to be given him inas-
much as he is faithful by the comforter dacd&c 471 4 2321 eight
months later whitmer was told to continue in writing and making
a history of all the important things writing copying selecting
and obtaining all things which shall be for the good of the church
and for the rising generations dacd&c 69369388 see vv 181 8 similar
counsel was rendered in november 1832 expanding the scope of
the clerks duty to include keeping records of apostates who
apostatize after receiving their inheritances church clerks would
know what to record because it would again be given by the still
small voice which whisperethwhispereth through and piercethpierceth all things
dacd&c 852 6 see vv 161 6

As the practice of baptism for the dead was commencing in
nauvoo it was revealed let there be a recorder and let him be eye-
witness of your baptisms that in all your recordings it may be
recorded in heaven dacd&c 1276712767 see also 1283 to joseph
smith the command to keep a record took on additional meaning
after 1838 when he stated if I1 now had in my possession every
decision which had been had upon important items of doctrine and
duties since the commencement of this work I1 would not part with
them for any sum of money 112124 after his incarceration at liberty
jail during the winter of 1838391838 39 joseph smith gave a greater
emphasis to the injunction to keep a history previously his clerks
had assisted in the translation of the book of mormon the bringing
forth of the book of commandments and had kept numerous local
church records and personal papers in kirtland and missouri in
1839 joseph began dictating his personal history to clerk james
mulholland he later testified just before his death as recorded by
bullock one of his concerns about the history

for the last three years I1 have a record ofall my acts and proceedings
for I1 have kept several good faithful and efficient clerks in constant
employ they have accompanied me everywhere and carefully kept
my history and they have written down what I1 have done where I1

have been and what I1 have said therefore my enemies cannot charge
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me with any day time or place but what I1 have written testimony to
prove my actions and my enemies cannot prove anything against

25me

it is characteristic of the historical style of the day that bullock
recorded this eighty six word quotation as a single sentence
instead of dividing it into several sentences 2621

several of josephs clerks apostatized or died in office which
resulted in problems of contincontinuityuitycity calling willard richards to
work on the history brought a man with a sense of purpose and
direction who had an indefatigable drive and dedication to com-
pleting josephs history shortly after richards began his work on
the history twenty seven year old thomas bullock would assist
him significantly

thomas bullock arrived in nauvoo in the summer of 1843
bringing with him not only his professional training as a law and
customs clerk but also his spiritual preparedness to sit at the feet of
the leading men of the kingdom he seemed to thrive on accurate
accounts and had a penchant for precision which perhaps had
been acquired as a law clerk and exciseman before emigrating
to america bullock had risen to the position of supervisor inin his
profession

within five months of his arrival in nauvoo bullock was
clerking for joseph and willard the clerks involved in compiling
the history of joseph smith took a very active role in collecting
materials and contributing to the written history herein lies
perhaps thomas bullocks most significant contribution to
mormon historical writing though he served only nine months as
a scribe to joseph smith he was frequently with the prophet and
his records are some of the most valuable written before the
martyrdom later when the history was continued after josephs
death church historian willard richards and his successorsuccessor
george A smith reliedheavilyrelied heavily on bullocks memory and notes

bullocks 1845 journal entries mention collecting copying
and filing items for the history sometimes spending the entire day
and week working solely on the history 2721 on 15 march 1845 he
wrote 1I have written fifty six pages the last seven days finished
the year 1839 one week later he added 1I1 was writing history all
day finished 1840 il28 ten of willard richardssRichardrichardsss journal entries
from 22 february to 30 april 1845 simply say history 29 by
20 august 1845 the manuscript history of the church was
completed through 1842 previous to willard richardssRichardrichardsss time as
church historian a total of 157 manuscript pages had been written
by the time bullock began clerking for joseph richards had
brought the total to 394 pages and at the prophets death 655 pages
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by 4 february 1846 an additional 674 pages of the churchschurche
history had been written richards and bullock wrote over eight
times as much material as previous clerks in a little over half the
time 10often30 often they spent twelve or more hours a day in this writing
marathon

when the histonhistoriansi ans office papers and books were packed on
4 february 1846 previous to the exodus bullock not only assisted
in the packing process but indexed and inventoriesinventoriedinventoried the materials
that were leaving with richards in may 1848 as brigham youngs
company left winter quarters for the salt lake valley bullock
drove the big wagon carrying the church records when the load
proved to be too heavy he helped cache some of the records that
would later be brought by another company As the records were
unpacked in the salt lake valley by willard richards bullock was
again there to assist him bullock and richards had so many
responsibilities in the salt lake valley that it was not until
1 december 1853 that richards wrote one line of history being
sick at the time and was never able to do any more 31

from 1854 to 1856 church historian george A smith his
chief clerk bullock and five other clerks compiled and wrote in the
history george A smith noted in a letter to wilford woodruff that
he had filled up all the reports of sermons by president joseph
smith and others from minutes or sketches taken at the time in long
hand by dr richards wilford woodruff thomas bullock
william clayton miss eliza R snow &cac furthermore he indi-
cated there were mostly only two or three words about half
written to a sentence from these accounts they produced 878
pages averaging 700 words to a page written in the large history
books 32 although the final years of the manuscript are in the
handwriting of clerks robert campbell jonathan grimshaw and
leo hawkins george A smith made clear the vital role bullock
played in this compilation

thomas bullock acted with me as chief clerk being a clerk in the
history office previous to and at the time ofofprestprest smiths death and
has continued in it ever since his pen wrote the principal part of the
rough manuscript from my dictation and his acquaintance with all
the papers was of great assistance to me 33

the authorship of josephs history later printed as the
history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints has
come under fire from both mormonscormons and non mormonsmonnonsmormans some
argue that it is defensive history that only portrays the mormon
perspective however it should be remembered that this history
was written immediately after the missouri persecutions and that
one of its functions was to disabuse the public mind and put all
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inquirers after truth in possession of the facts as they have
transpired because evil disposed and designing persons had
persecuted church members and authors had written against its
character as a church JS H 1111

another problem developed when B H roberts inserted the
phrase history of joseph smith the prophet by himself as part
of the title page of the history of the church As we have seen the
history was not written solely by joseph smith but rather was
compiled according to historical methods commonly practiced in
the early nineteenth century that is historical editors such as
willard richards george A smith and wilford woodruff
assembled the history ofjoseph smith joseph smith supervised
the writing and compiling to some extent and explained his method
to howard coray a clerk employed to work on the history in 1840
joseph was to provide all the resource material and our business
was not only to combine and arrange in chronological order but to
spread out or amplify not a little in as good historical style as may
be 34 at the time of the prophets death the history had only been
compiled to 5 august 1838 it was ten years after josephs death
before work on the history resumed therefore the compilers were
writing of events that had transpired up to sixteen years earlier
modem researchers have ferreted out the sources of much of the
material in the history and little other than the documents cited in
the history can be said to be from the prophet joseph himself A
more accurate personal view of joseph smith unfolds in dean C
jesseesjessesJessees the personal writings of joseph smith

another method of compilation used by the prophet during
the period just before the martyrdom involved his dictating to
willard richards what to write and then allowing richards to
expand according to his literary skill and style in carthage jail just
before his death joseph instructed richards how to assemble the
remaining history and richards and bullock later worked on it
according to his instructions following richardssRichardrichardsss death george
A smith and bullock were invited to read the rough manuscript to
brigham young heber C kimball and others of the twelve
sometimes from early in the morning until late at night seeking
their suggestions comments and approval 35

in these and other ways the history of joseph smith
was fashioned according to the style of the era yet its shapers
desired that it do more than merely chronicle the life of the
prophet willard richards and wilford woodruff were ever
impatient that more was not being done on it at winter quarters
in 1846 wilford woodruff said that he felt a great interest in
this history being a book of books and the one he should have to
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be bejudgedjudged out of orson pratt persuaded his brethren of the twelve
that a sufficient per centage be levied upon the property to

support the historian for his services 36 bullock recalled willard
richards having said A man must have his mind free who writes
a history that is to last for time and thro all eternity and not
bothered with other cares wilford woodruff further stated it is
the dutyofduty of the highlhigh council to let the dr have a box to put the
papers in to find wood beef and etc I1 rejoice that we have a
ready writer let the dr go to work and save the church history 111737

the early shapers and compilers of the history shared with their
contemporaries a view of historians as humanitarians rendering a
tremendous service to mankind however unlike many of the
noted historians of the day the mormon historical compilers were
not independently wealthy and had more than the historical frontier
to pioneer

thomas bullock in some ways contributed as much as
willard richards or george A smith to the history of joseph
smith though he was not the immediate author of the manuscript
his journals and memory were extensively drawn on he wrote the
final or rough draft of the manuscript for each year from 1839 to
1844 his participation in the history spanned from nearly the
beginning of the renewed emphasis on the work in 1843 until it was
completed in 1856 something neither richards or smith could
claim in this clerking capacity it appears that thomas bullock not
only fulfilled his duty but in a way more significant than has
hitherto been revealed 3818

thomas bullocks contributions as a clerk were not limited to
his work on the history by january 1844 it had become
apparent to captain dan jones half owner with joseph smith of the
steamboat maid osiowaofiowaof lowaiowalowd that the clerk of the little steamer a man
named derby was gambling away funds 3919 shortly after this time
thomas bullocks name was mentioned in connection with the
steamship and on 13 may 1844 joseph instructed him to take
charge of the books ofthemaidofiowaof the maidmald ofiowaosiowa and go on board as clerk 1140tygo40

the position of clerk on the maid was important because most of
the crew were members of the church and portions of their salaries
were deducted as tithing for the temple with potential tithing funds
being gambled away josephs intent may have been to get bullock
on board just long enough to straighten out the clerking problems
many of the steamboats on the mississippi were used for election
beeringeering since joseph was running for president of the united states
he might have wanted bullock not only to clear up the financial
records but also to clerk for him in not only prophetic but also
presidential pursuits
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bullocks clerking responsibilities during joseph smiths
presidential campaign of 1844 expanded to include being a copyist
of the political pamphlets views on the powers and policy of the
government of the united states the voice of innocence from
nauvoo and pacific innuendo 41 bullocks handwriting appears in
some of the important last letters sent by joseph to governor
thomas ford of illinois presidential candidate john C calhoun
and various church leaders such as john smith charles C rich
and wilson law 4241

in compliance with the eighty fifth section of the doctrine
and covenants regarding a clerks duty toward apostates bullock
served as secretary for the court martial of major general wilson
law and detailed antiantl mormonmonnon activity in the nauvoo area 4341 he
recorded josephs final three sermons in nauvoo and eleven days
before the prophets death bullock was transferred into his
personal office

bullocks single most significant contribution while clerking
for joseph smith was recording the king follett funeral discourse
delivered on sunday 7 april 1844 at the general conference of the
church held in nauvoo disaffected church members had hoped
on this sunday to proclaim joseph da fallen prophet in this swirl of
negative sentiment joseph delivered one of his most glorious
theological gems four of the most capable penmen in nauvoo
willard richards wilford woodruff william claytonclay ton and
thomas bullock recorded the sermon of these as donald Q
cannon has noted bullocks official conference minutes were by
far the most nearly complete 544 according to howard searles
count bullock wrote 3990 words clayton 2596 wilford
woodruff 2486 joseph smiths diary contains 1443 the times
and seasons account 4760 and the history of the church account
6.6366636 45

the first published version of this talk which appeared in the
times and seasons in september 1844 was made by combining
bullocks and claytonsclaytonaClay tons notes only in 1855 jonathan grimshaw
a clerk inin the historians office published a version of the discourse
using elements from all four scribes in a 1978 article stan larson
differed with grimshawegrimshawsGrimshaws method and used the following pro-
cedure to prepare a new amalgamation

the account of thomas bullock was used as the basic running text
william claytonsclaytonaClaytons version was then superimposed adding a number
of refinements such as extra clauses and clearer development of
ideas afterwards the parts recorded by willard richards were
compared with what already had been developed generally the
richards account merely conconfirmedfinned various parts though it added a
number of new elements also finally the wilford woodruff account
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was considered and its new material was added with the under-
standing that his material may not be as likely to represent the words
actually spoken by joseph smith though the basic meaning would
likely be preserved 4616

larson indicated he chose the bullock account because it was the
longest and there are indications that it was written down attheat the
very time that joseph smith was speaking 47 thomas bullock
usually sat at a desk near the stand when the brethren spoke of the
1844 general conference bullock said these were the greatest
best and five that 2148114848most glorious days ever were

bullock had studied a little of pitmansditmansPitmans phonography but
never fully developed the skills and techniques employed by it he
did however devise a modified version of shorthand that allowed
him to record as ronald K esplin has noted precise phrases
when sermons were delivered 4919 without bullock a knowledge of
joseph smiths final public discourses particularly the king
follett discourse could still be ascertained however with his
recorded accounts the understanding of josephjosephsIs declarations is
greatly expanded anddeepenedand deepened

another important dimension of thomas bullocks historical
work is found in the journals and diaries he kept while he served
in clerking capacities for the church or territory of utah As the
keeper of so many various diaries and journals bullock some-
times had difficulty keeping a separation of church and state and
family hence his personal journals may read like a defense of the
church some of his church entries are highly personal and
his territorial papers occasionally combine public church and
personal observations this was not uncommon for the various
scribes who were engaged in clerking at many levels perhaps it
says something about bullock as a man that he still kept personal
records while engaged in full time writing for the church and
territory

it also tells us how corporate his approach was to the mormon
community bullock was intimately involved with the inner circle
of ecclesiastical city and territorial leaders from 1843 to 1865 for
the sake of illustration we will examine his 1845461845 46 nauvoo diary
and his 1846481846 48 plains journals

As we havenotedhave noted bullock and his family were not among the
main body of saints departing from nauvoo in february 1846
because he was left behind to record the fateful end of an era on the
mississippi while other skilled clerks were writing for brigham
young in the westward migration bullock labored in nauvoo for
more i seven months without receiving one cent for pay 5010 by
jaj0juljui am had written to bullock requesting him to join them
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atwinteratwitterat winter quarters as we frequently need more writers 51 but
bullock and his family were sick with ague and barely able to tend
to their basic needs he expressed frustration that he could not
record more yet his accounts of the last months in nauvoo are
unparalleled 52

bullocks 1845 46 nauvoo diary gives a vivid picture of the
desolation of the once noble city the mob persecution the attacks
on the temple and the loneliness of the mormonscormons who had been left
behind since bullock had been in the inner circle of leadership in
nauvoo the mobbersrobbers came looking for him in september 1846 on
one occasion he and other sick saints were carried into the tall
weeds and woods while all who could hid themselves with
nightfall bullock and his family returned to the shelter of george
wardles home the next morning about thirty men armed with
guns and bayonets fixed pistols in belt the captain with a sword in
his hand and the stripes and stars flying about approached
wardles home bullock wrote that he was raised from my bed led
out of doors supported by my sister in law and the rail fence

the captain then stepped out to within four feet of me pointing his
sword at my throat while four others presented their guns with their
bayonets within two feet of my breast when the captain told me if
you are not off from here in twenty minutes my orders are to shoot
you I1 replied shoot away for you will only send me to heaven a
few hours quicker for you may see I1 am not for this world many hours
longer the captain then told me ifyou will renounce mormonism
you may stay here and we will protect you I1 replied this is not
my house yonder is my house pointing to it which I1 built and paid
for with the gold that I1 had earned in england I1 never committed the
least crime in illinois but I1 am a mormon and if I1 live shall follow
the twelve 53

when bullock finally left nauvoo he must have made a
pathetic picture As small as he was his sickness had reduced him
still further and his head had been shorn as the recommended cure
for ague but the records he brought with him by contrast were
meticulous and of incalculable value

As a plains crossing diarist thomas bullock detailed the
accounts of four major migrations from 1846 to 1848 the trained
eye of an exciseman who possessed a keen wit illuminates the dark
and dreary as well as the joyous and tender moments in the 1847
vanguard journey to and from salt lake valley and the 1848
company headed by brigham young bullocks handwriting
appears on nearly every letter signed by brigham young and
willard richards bullock kept the minutes ofpresiding priesthood
inner circle meetings and conscientiously took census of each of
the camps many of the pioneer trail letters left for following camps
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were written by bullock and during july 1848 he was writing
epistles in the name of the president of the church and the twelve
apostles 5414

other leading diarists on the trek benefited from bullocks
journal keeping assignment william clayton wrote that he had

the privilege of copying from brother bullocks journal 115555

clayton in turn allowed howard egan to copy from his journal in
trade for doing claytonsclaytonaclaytons laundry 5616

bullocks camp journals consist of brief phrasing usually
condensed statements giving a sense of urgency to his work he
recognized the historic impact of the treks and wanted his journals
to reflect his best efforts though what he wrote is insightful and
comparable to the work of other leading diarists his 1847 vanguard
journal is not what it could have been probably because he had
been assigned to drive a team of oxen and tend to the cattle all of
the men in the company had specific responsibilities such as taking
their turns at guard duty but most of the men could perform their
assigned duties during the day and have some time to themselves
in the evenings bullock not only had to tend the cattle but clerked
for brigham young and willard richards and kept the camp
journal and minutes of all the meetings of the twelve apostles and
the first presidency in this light his two camp journals each
indexed in the back seem to be a remarkable achievement

one of the most evident characteristics of bullocks writing
is his sense of humor on one occasion after a group of hunters
returned with their bounty bullock boasted ofhis own hunting skill
by stating that he had killed a mosquito another time he wrote of
porter rockwell and three others who left camp searching for two
horses stolen by a band of pawneesPawnees after finding the trail and
traveling almost the entire distance the camp traveled that day
rockwell got off his horse and leveled his pistol at what he thought
was a wolf which brought up the resurrection of 15 pawnee
indians 1157111757 when the companyvascompany wasvaswas returning to winter quarters in
the fall of 1847 bullock noted the cries of the wolves more than in
the spring at night we have a grand solo quartet and chorus
from the throats of a very musical band of wolves 5818 his wit very
naturally blends into the tapestry of history he wove

bullocks diaries and journals show evidence of an honest
man who wrote what he felt he did not withhold material as one
might do if he thought some future descendant would one day be
reading the diary along with many of the pioneers bullock
recognized the historic impact of their pioneering experience in
some of the official diaries he kept for the church he directed
future scribes to other minutes by himself or others that would be
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useful in the compilation of church history he specifically cited
william clayton as a key writer 59 in allowing clayton to copy from
his journals bullock was working in the tradition of nineteenth
century histhistoricalorical writers because historians usually felt flattered
rather than insulted when their words were used by another to
compile a better history 6010

bullocks polished penmanship was used by the church
and the territory of utah when petitions certificates or official
papers were needed much of the correspondence to washington
DC during the winter quarters era anandd the early settlement of salt
lake city are in his handwriting including the 1849 petition
for territorial status and the constitution of the state of deseret 61

bullocks participation in writing the constitution of the state of
deseret further defines him as a man who fulfilled his duty for
as peter crawley has pointed out there apparently never was a
constitutional convention 62 nevertheless detailed minutes in the
handwriting of thomas bullock accompanied the constitution to
washington DC bullocks involvement in this episode should
not mar or stain the rest of his written material for he accurately
wrote what he saw transpiring in this case the desire of the saints
4toatoto be governed by their own63own61 spawned hasty action directed by
the first presidency in which all of the leading men of deseret
directly or indirectly participated

thomas bullocks written volumes for the church the city of
nauvoo and the territory of utah are unnumbered his handwriting
appears in the nauvoo legion minutes the nauvoo municipal
court records nauvoo city council proceedings joseph smiths
diary letters and sensermonsnons maid of iowa steamboat records
pamphlets patriarchal blessings general conference minutes
personal journals kept for the church temple proceedings presi-
dential pamphlets maps church court records and the manu
script history of the church 664 in addition he helped preserve and
transport many valuable documents from the early history of the
church

A valuable resource for further understanding thomas
bullocks historical contributions are the numerous letters he wrote
to his first wife henrietta he was very much in love with her and
wrote lengthy letters 6561 most of what is known about his prepara-
tory development as a clerk and religious seeking man in england
comes from these sources and in addition these letters help to
clarify several important historical issues bullocks letters from
nauvoo to willard richards in winter quarters superbly blend his
wit and witness in his letters to the millennial star bullock refutes
the false allegations made by judge drummond his 1857 letters as
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a missionary in england relate the british reaction to johnstons
army

the newspaper editors in london are either very ignorant of
geography west of the mississippi or they believe and publish
lies rather than truth for instance the past fortnight one day they
publish brigham young arrested by col sumner and on his way to
washington guarded by troops in a day or two they publish he is gone
on a secret tour to hide away from the rebellious mormonscormonsMormons in a day
or two after that we hear he is in russian america establishing a new
colony next he is at the head of the utah troops within a 100 miles
of omaha city come to fight the US troops in a day or two after
we learn he is in council with col van vleit in the social hall
threatening to bum every house in the valley and go into the
mountains leaving all a desolate waste and today I1 learn that a large
company of mormonscormons dressed as indians have killed 500 US
soldiers somewhere in minnesota such conflicting statements
appear and they are all believed to be true no apology for the
previous lies no qualification for the rapid change of events no
telling how time and distance is annihilated or how he has the power
to be in several places hundreds yea thousands of miles apart at one
time 66

after bullock returned from his mission he was gradually
eased from the inner circle of power he had a home in summit
county and in 1862 brigham young began giving him assign-
ments there in 1865 he was called to work in the probate courts and
as county clerk perhaps bullock was too popular in the eyes of
governor cummings who was impressed with how well the
records of the territory had been kept and appointed bullock as
clerk of the territory maybe brigham wanted to remove the old
regime of clerks either because they were getting too old or too
attached to the office 67

in any event bullocks clerking days were not yet over his
final years in summit county reveal an interesting development in
his handwriting his once inminusculemuscule and meticulous penmanship
gave way to larger and somewhat less legible print surely a sign of
either eye trouble or a less sure hand due to his age nevertheless
he still rendered a fine service to the stake and the county when the
stake leaders considered whether he should be released as stake
historian they concluded that even in his advancing age no one else
was as qualified to record the history of the stake they knew as
few people today know that thomas bullock was instrumental in
forging and shaping the history of the church
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NOTES

thomasnomaswomas bullock to henrietta rushton bullock 30 july 1857 thomas bullock collection
library archives historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hereafter cited as LDS church archives this collection includes personal papers letters
appointmentsjoumalsappointments journals documents and microfilm copies of oforiginaloriginal documents on file inm the LDS church
archives

andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city deseret
news press 1901361901 36 25996025992 599 606044695695

james turner letter of recommendation thomas bullock collection LDS church archives
thomas bullock to henrietta rushton bullock microfilm of letters for 1839 thomas bullock

and henrietta rushton bullock collection LDS church archives
this term isis used inin a letter to the editor of the salt lake daily herald 12 february 1885 on

the occasionoccasion of bullocks death bullock mentioned inin his journal of 27 june 1848 heber C kimballsKimballs
calling him little tommy howard clair searle early mormon historiography writing the history
of the mormonscormonsMormons 183018581830 1858 phdph D diss university of california at los angeles 1979 96 gives
bullocks weight as 116 pounds the coat bullock wore crossing the plains inin 1847 isis on display inm the
daughters of the utah pioneers museum inin salt lake city it appears that it would fit a slight man
approximately 52 to 56 inin height weighing about 11040110iioilo 40 pounds

thomas bullock to henrietta rushton bullock 12 january 1856 thomas bullock collection
LDS church archives

ac1cC ward despain thomas bullock early mormon pioneer masters thesis brigham young
university 1956 9 before his baptism bullock was inin the anglican church and referred to himself as
a high churchman see millemalmillenialmillennialMilmiilemallenial star 14 3 july 1852 299 300 for further information about his
spiritual development see thomas bullock to henrietta rushton bullock thomas bullock and henrietta
rushton bullock collections LDS church archives

history of the church 5 5380415380415
ID michael quinn joseph smith illsIIIsliis 1844 blessing and the mormonscormons of utah dialogue A

journal ofmormonofmormon thought 15 summer 1982 697069 70 for a more complete study on the council offiftyof fifty
and its individual members see D michael quinn the council offiftyof fifty and its members 1844 to 1945
brigham young university studies 20 winter 1980 16397163 97

10katekatebB carter our pioneer heritage 20 vols salt lake city daughters of the utah pioneers
1958771958 77 82878982878 287 89

in december of 1987 brigham young university acquired this journal see thomas bullock
journal 1845461845 46 thomas bullock collection archives harold B lee library brigham young
university provo hereafter cited as lee library

most12most of these appointments can be found inin the thomas bullock collection LDS church
archives see also despain thomas bullock 6172919861 7291 98 bullock also wrote poetry and particularly
enjoyed reading novels see his 1839 letters to henrietta bullock thomas bullock collection LDS
church archives

13 carter our pioneer heritage 82899482898 289 94
family genealogical files inin the possession of the author
salt lake daily herald 12 february 1885 8

george H callcott history in the united states 1800 1860 its practice and purpose
baltimore johns hopkins university press 1970 7 see also michael kraus and davis D joyce

the writing ofamericanof american historyhistoryrevrev ed norman university of oklahoma press 1985 and david D
van tassel recording americas past america 160718841607 1884 chicago university of chicago press

1960 for an excellent bibliographic list and insightful article see david J whittaker histonanshistoriansHistonans and
the mormon experience A sesquicentennial perspective sidney B sperry symposium proceedings
26 january 1980 brighambnghambangham young university provo brigham young university press 1980 293-

327
17 callcott history inin the united states 8

ibid 151615 16
seeseebalseemalmalmai 456454 565 6 for the prophecy and dac 110 131613 1616forthefor the fulfillment ofmalachishalachisMal achis prophecy

also see callcott history inin the united states 195319 53 for a thorough description of the early nineteenth
century historianhishigtonan callcott demonstrates that genealogical and historicalhistoncal societies did indeed grow after
1836 the first historicalhistoncal society inin america was the massachusetts historicalHisthiltoncal society founded inin 1791

by 1800 there were five such societies in the 1830s there were forty five societies by the 1850s over
111 historicalhistoncal societies were established inin the united states and now the number of historicalhistoncal and
genealogical societies isis inm the thousands

21 callcott history inin the united states 47
21 ibid 12338123 38 the classic example of historicalhistoncal editors making up speeches isis found inin the

works of george washington compiled by jared sparks see whittaker historiansHistonans and the mormon
experience 303

211bidibid 134 see also 12934129 34
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whitterswhitmersWhitmers history was not published until the twentieth century see john whitmer an early
satterdaylatterdayLattlattererrayerDayday sainthistorysaintsuint history the bookofjohnofjohnwhitmerwhitmer kept by commandment ed F mark mckiernanMcklemanKieman and
roger D launius independence mo herald publishing house 1980 and whittaker historians and
the mormon experience 318 n 18

history odtheoftheof the church 2198119821989999
ibid 6409

26 many of thomas bullocks sentences run from fifty to a hundred words sometimes he wrote
nearly half a page before ending with a period

bullock2bullock journal 15 march 1845 LDS church archives see also dean C jessee the writing
of joseph smiths history BYU studies 11 summer 1971 46669466 69

bullock journal 22 march 1845 thomas bullock collection LDS church archives
willard richards journal 22 february 30 april 1845 LDS church archives richardssRichardrichardsss and

bullocks relationship was so intimate thatwhenthat when the law ofadoptionofadoption was revealed bullock andhisanahisand his family
were sealed to willard for further information concerning the law of adoption see gordon irving the
law of adoption one phase of the development of the mormon concept of salvation 183019001830 1900
BYU studies 14 spring 1974 291314291 314

jesseelessee joseph smiths history 468 by nineteenth century standards bullocks spelling
vocabulary and penmanship were superb if he had a fault inm his writing it was inin the punctuation and
capitalization of hastily penned items finished copies certificates or final drafts of reworked shorthand
notes were elegant

31slbidslbilibid 470
12 george A smith to wilford woodruff 21 april 1856 historians office letter book 1

16 september 185451854 5 december 1861 LDS church archives smith described the process of compi-
lation inin the following terms the greatest care has been taken to convey the ideas inin the prophets style
as near as possible and inin no case has the sentiment been varied that I1 know of as I1 heard the most of his
discourses myself was on the most intimate terms with him have retained a most vivid recollection of
his teachings and was well acquainted with his principles and motives the plan of compiling the
history of ofjosephjoseph smith from the journals kept by his clerks willard richards william clayton wilford
woodruff and thomas bullock was commenced by himself extracting items of necessary information
inin regard to general and particular movements from the times and seasons millennial star wasp
neighbor and other publications extracts from city councils municipal courts and mayors dockets and
legion records which were all kept under his direction also the movements of the church as found inin
conference minutes and high council records and the records of the several quorums together
with letters and copies preserved and compiled them under date of transaction acaccordingcordina to the above
plan which he while inin prison just previous to his murder requested elder willard richards to continue

A large amount of testimony has also been written from the verbal statements of individuals
which was afterwards embodied inin the manuscript of the history also affidavits taken for the same
purpose

33 ibid
dean C jessee ed the personal writings ofofjosephjoseph smith salt lake city deseret book co

1984 xivxiv
31 jessee joseph smiths history 473
36 bullock journal 17 december 1846 thomas bullock collection LDS church archives
PRrichardsichardsrichardg journal 17 december 1846 willard richards collection LDS church archives

bullocks3bullocks contribution to the manuscript history of the church spans almost the last three
hundred pages of ofvolumevolume 3 and most of ofvolumesvolumes 4 through 7 inin the currently published seven volume set
of the first 2407 manuscript pages bullock wrote 2013 george A smith did labor for approximately
seventy days inin nauvoo with willard richards so he was somewhat acquainted with Richardrichardssrichardsss system
for writing the history

31donald31donald L enders the steamboat maid ofiowaosiowaof iowalowa mormon mistress of the mississippi BYU

studies 19 spring 1979 32135321 35
history4history of the church 63776 377

41 joseph4josephajoseph smith presidential pamphlets 1844 papers particularly 7 february 1844 reel 4 off312of f312
joseph smith collection LDS church archives

besseelessee personal writings 38687507956870589386 87507956887507 9568 7058970589689711689711 see also history odtheoftheofrhethe church
65236 52324652324523 24

43 despainDespam thomas bullock 141614 16 192219 22 history oftheodtheof the church 6 6362494362494
donald Q cannon the king follett discourse joseph smiths greatest sermon inin historical

perspective BYUbyustudiesstudies 1818wmterwinter 1978 17992179 92 see also searle early mormon historiography
277

41 searle early mormon historiography 277
stan larson the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text BYU studies 18

winter 1978 193208193 208 see also van hale the doctrinal impact of the king follett discourse BYU

studies 18 winter 1978 20925209 25
471411larsonarson king follett discourse 193

bullock journal 7 april 1844 thomas bullock collection LDS church archives
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ronald K esplin in a personal conversation with the author in march 1987 made these
comments when comparing the notes of ofbullockbullock as secretary oftheodtheof the twelve from 1846561846 56 and the printed
works of george D watt in the journal ofdiscoursvsadiscourses esplin said the flavor and color of the speakers
were found in bullocks records he called watts wording polished phrases and bullocks precise
phrases george D watt was also a british convert who introduced phonography to the church he was
president of the phonographic society of nauvoo and also an adopted son ofofwillardonwillardwillard richards for mormoree
information on watt and phonography see ronald G watt sailing the old ship zion the life of
george D watt BYU studies 18 fall 1977 486548 65

50135113bullock5113ullockullock journal 25 september 1846 thomas bullock collection LDS church archives
5ijournafjournal history 7 july 1846 6
52 bullock52bullock journal 1845461845 46 thomas bullock collection lee library

millennial star 10 15 january 1848 28
bullock journal 16 july 1848 thomas bullock collection LDS church archives

55 william55william clayton william claytonsclaytonaClay tons journal salt lake city clayton family association
19211141921 114

561161161bidibidbid 176 343 23 may and 10 august 1847 it is evident in the journal history that the
history forthefor the 1846481846 48 treks was compiled after 19151915wheneganswhen egans journal wawas sprintedprinted butbeforebut before 1921
when claytonsclaytonaClay tons was typeset egan was quoted every day clayton hardly ever and bullocks official
records were used to some extent it appears that egan copied from clayton for the duration of the
vanguard trek

57131713bullock1713ullockullock journal 27 april 1847 thomas bullock collection LDS church archiarchiveses
ibid 5 9 october 1847
ibid 23 april 1847
callcott history in the united states 136
bullock6bullock journal I11 may 1849 thomas bullock collection LDS church archives

lpeterpeter6peter crawley the constitution of the state of deseret BYU studies 29 failfalifaifallfal 198911989 7227 22
611bidibid 20 see also 9 19

thomas bullocks handwritten materials are found not only in collections pertaining to his
various clerical assignments but also in the following personal collections in the LDS church archives
joseph smith brigham young willard richards thomas bullock and henrietta rushton bullock

61seesee the letters in the henrietta rushton bullock collection LDS church archives bullock
wrote so small a hand that often a single page of his handwritten material requires one or two single space
typewritten pages often in his letters he would squeeze notes above his salutation or add lengthy
postscripts when he had room left on the paper

thomas bullock to henrietta rushton bullock 25 november 1857 thomas bullock collec-
tion LDS church archives most of bullocks letters to henrietta during 1857581857 58 can be found in the
henrietta rushton bullock collection

searle claims that bullock was released in 1865 because of illness see searle early mormon
historiography 101011 wilford woodruff suggested that bullock was released because joseph young
complained to his father brigham young that bullock was getting too possessive of the materials in the
historianshistorian s office and brigham thought bullock would take items from the office that were not his
woodruff feltfeit bullock was a man of ofintegrityintegrity see wilford woodruff journal 26 march 186222 january
1865 wilford woodruff collection LDS church archives
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RICHARD VETTERLI and GARY BRYNER in search of the
republic totowanjtotowapotowa NJ rowman and littlefield 1987 xii 269 ppap
3295329532.9532q5 hardback 145014.501450 paperback

reviewed by william B allenalienailen professor of government at harvey mudd
college claremont california and member united states commission on civil
rights

in search of the republic provides evidence of a remarkable
change in american scholarship on the foundingfoundingof of the united
states this study by richard vetterli and gary bryner is all the
more valuable in proportion as the change they record has hereto-
fore passed unperceived where once scholarship debated the
question whether the united states were founded purely on
material considerations and a view of human nature as evil or
alternatively on moral considerations and possibly some particular
providence today the debate is radically altered that is why this
book is able to announce its purposes as to consider the evolution
of the idea of public virtue to discuss its central role in the
political thought of the founding and to describe its relationship
with the other political and cultural elements of the american
republic 2 the question now is whether virtue or morality
constituted a foundation of the united states constitution or
whether virtue is the goal of that enabling instrument superseding
all former quarrels this new debate installs virtue on each side of
the equation thus the old battle is terminated though it remains
obscure how that came to pass

vetterli and bryner seem to me correctly to have grasped the
metamorphosis taking place as is reflected in the title of lance

second virtue 151I neverthelessbannings essay thoughts on
no less recent a production than allan blooms the closing of the
american mind maintains with considerable persuasiveness the
thesis that the founding was radically flawed hobbesian and
altogether hostile to the claims of virtue and nobility this study on
the other hand situates the founding so squarely in two millennia
of concern for virtue that it creates the impression that the closing
of the american mind sprang purely from the brow of allan bloom
without any foundation in the american past
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every reader of blooms book however discovers the famil-
iar face of our own time in his account of the relativity of values
and indeed there are no moral values that are not relative and an

evident decline of moral consensus within the society thus the
portrait of moral continuity that vetterli and bryner draw serves to
set off in stark relief the portrait of moral decline depicted by
bloom sometime after 1832 the period in which tocquevilleTocqueville
visited the united states and up to which vetterli and bryner
survey and up to our own time a dramatic break has occurred
a break of epoch making significance

this picture is somewhat ironic for the accomplishment of
a view of the founding in which virtue is no longer problematic
resulted partly from a decision to see the revolution as no decisive
break with the past to the degree then that the american revol-
ution expressed moral continuity with the past rather than a radical
departure it becomes more urgent to discover where america did
inin fact depart in later years

I1 believe however that this excellent book errs in down-
playing the revolutionary significance of the founding in precisely
the opposite manner to that in which bloom erred in depreciating
the moral accomplishment of the revolution of the two errors
vetterlisVetterlis and brynersBryners is far the more acceptableforacceptable for they seem to
wish to resist the imputation of man standing alone cut loose from
his moral moorings in the judeofudeo christian heritage their insight-
ful discussion of private morality as the foundation of the repubredub
lic echoing washingtons first inaugural address therefore
integrates private morality with a moral tradition instead of leaving
it to be colonized by value relativism I1 submit however that the
idea of a historical break indeed even new revelation need no
more leavemanleleaveavemanman standing alone than did the flight from egypt leave
israel standing alone particular providence generally distin-
guishes itself by thwarting human plans

the eight chapters of in search of the republic chronicle the
conversation about virtue from the perspective of what american

colonialistscolonialists and founders were likely to have heard and said in
addition to generous reliance on primary testimony the study
demonstrates an admirable command of secondary literature the
account is compelling as far as it goes and prepares the way for the
next step that is from a virtue conceived as subordination to
community chapter 1 to the ultimate identification of virtue with
self interest rightly understood the authors carefully maintain

their focus on the relationship ofvirtue to the idea of republicanism
vetterli and bryner are far from the first to have imagined

ancient virtue and republicanism to be founded on generous
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expectations of human nature while modem virtue and repub-
licanismlican ism purportedly profit from the ultimate recognition of
mans fallen nature the facts are actually the reverse how-
ever the ancients believed few indeed were capable of true
virtue and thus salvation later the great modem breakthrough
was the affirmation that the many were capable of virtue that isis
self government this is nowhere so evident as in number 51 of
the federalist where publius argues the need to supply the defect
of better motives in representatives but not in the people with
66 auxiliary66auxiliary precautions such a conception would have been
incomprehensible in the ancient world and today folk often
misread this language as applying to the people because that still
seems intuitive compare page 187 with 194 where this passage is
discussed from both of these perspectives

the contrivances of american constitutionalism need to be
comprehended as aids to facilitate the peoples rule rather than
merely as checks upon their vices in search of the republic helps
us to see this truth with clarity in the last analysis we discover the
need to take virtue seriously at the founding only when we have
finally conceded the peoples copious authority for social and
political institutions

for that reason the discussion ofvirtue is the natural pair to the
discussion of equality virtue is important at the founding because
equality is the central principle of the founding there is no
foundation for republicanism apart from the consent of the
governed no consent apart from equality and no equality apart
from transcending moral law the equation is straightforward and
simple in search of the republic succeeds in the best way a book
can it not only leads the reader to the center of the conversation
about its subject virtue it also readies the reader for a new search

NOTE

lance banning second thoughts on virtue and the course of revolutionary thinking in
terence ball and J G A pocock conceptual change and the constitution lawrence university press

of kansas 1988 194 212
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DOUGLAS H THAYER mr wahlquist in yellowstone and
other stories salt lake city peregrine smith books 1989
154 ppap 7957.95795 paperback

reviewed by mary L bradford past editor of dialogue A journjournalal of mormon
thought now an author living in arlington virginia

this well designed book with cover art by royden card will
be warmly welcomed by douglas thayersthadersThayers many readers the
stories are vintage thayer well honed not recognizably mormon
but definitively western the five stories present themes familiar
to thayersthadersThayers readers young men in search of themselves testing
their wits and their courage against a challenging landscape
sometimes in a cowboy indian tradition they test their manhood
but unlike the old heroes they are not always victorious and they
are not macho they doubt themselves they are intrinsically
gentle and somewhere they have mothers who worry

the title story speaks in the voice of a young man working at
yellowstone lake as a summer ranger he is befriended by an
elderly couple who have been summer campers for more than
forty years mrs wahlquist feeds him and shares worries about
her husband since his retirement from sears mr wahlquist has
developed kidney ailments and a melancholy turn of mind my
husband was bomborn at least a hundred years too late she says and
the young narrator understands their trailer isis a small museum
full of books maps indian artifacts and photographs of famous
inindiandianthandlan chiefs wahlquist had spent forty years visiting the places
hed read about in the accounts left by the trappers mountain men
explorers and indians he liked to stand at the place and read from
what had been written 82

the wilderness is gone now mr wahlquist said you
can still find little pieces of it but its mostly gone its a land
of spirits thats all all you can do is think about what it was
like 83 when the unnamed narrator joins in the search for
the missing man the outcome is foregone but the grief is real
grief not only for a life but for the great disappearing spaces of the
west

the other four stories are also strong and movimovingng the red
tailed hawk first published in dialogue is a classic its careful
attention to detail an almost detached dryness renders this
coming of age story fit competition for hemingway in fact I1 like
thayer better than hemingway he wears better thayer not only
grows on the reader but he is obviously a growing writer he has
grown in his ability to depict characters other than young men
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coming of age he has developed the sensitivity to create women
and children of different ages and stages he has hemingwaysHemingways
unflinching eye but with a deeper moral vision his mormonism
influences him but without the sentimentality that sometimes mars
the work of mormon writers

the gold mine is told entirely through the eyes of mrs
miller a woman of uncertain age who has been attending the sick
the wounded and the dead at the bottom of a canyon with an
abandoned gold mine somewhere in the desert nevada to her
the quick and the dead have equal validity she speaks about the
processes of laying out a body with the same matter of factnessfastness she
applies to baking a cake or tending her flowers the reader knows
women like her women who have survived three husbands and
severe attacks of diabetes and who seemingly will go on until the
millennium however her energetic sanity covers a creeping
decay an unnamed dread

we do not really know who carl is the young man who lives
alone in a shack near the abandoned mine shaft but we sense that
he has been abandoned too we meet him when he comes down the
canyon to report the death of the boy richard whose body is in the
shaft richard has been living with carl richards father had
brought richard from provo utah in an attempt to reform him
he had explained to mrs miller that he wanted him to runtunrun
loose he just wanted richard to ride that dirt bike of his across
this desert till he got some of the hell out ofhis system hed decided
he couldnt keep richard from breaking his neck if thats what he
wanted to do the father had owned stock in the worthless mine
so he figured he would get something out of it 25 we hear the
scream of richardsrichards mother when carl calls to break the news we
listen to mrs millers litany of regret as she dresses the body and
speculates on the mothers grief for another abandoned son

the terrifying feelings of the almost silent carl somehow
break through the quiet economy of the writing the merciless
qualities of the lonely desert are contrasted with the social coopera-
tion of its ranchers its lawmen its nurturing women carl must
build a box for the body help mrs miller dress it and load it intcinac
the back of his pickup on a bed of ice for the long ride to utah mrs
miller shows him how feeds him lectures him and rides with him
the characters take shape through deft depiction of the telling
detail and small gestures assume symbolic power an unforget-
table story

all the stories in this collection are unforgettable 1I recom-
mend them unequivocally
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RICHARD D POLL history and faith reflections ofaovaof a mormon
historian salt lake city signature books 1989 ix 134 ppap
9959.95995

reviewed by S george ellsworth professor emeritus of history utah state
university

this declaration of faith by one of brigham young univer
sityssitas distinguished professors and mormonmonnon historians comes out
of a lifetime of studying writing and teaching mormon history
and as such deserves serious attention from a wide readership A
personal testimony on matters of faith it also evokes the richness
of richard D polls experience in teaching students and dealing
with their problems many will find the book both mentally
invigorating and religiously rewarding

these are not technical scholarly pieces the author tells us
but rather interpretative and reflective productions of a lifetime

the moral values they emphasize are tolerance consistency
and commitment all are derived from public addresses the first
was given as a sacrament meeting talk in the palo alto ward
august 1967 the others were given in secular settings to
predominantly mormon audiences drawing from his years of
teaching experience poll discusses the implications and problems
of studying and writing mormon history vii ix

the first chapter is polls widely read talk on the iron rod
and the liahona taking his figures from father lehi he distin
guishespuishes among good latter day saints persons of two different
persuasions as to how they approach faith and reason and are
guided in the gospel to the tree of life or lifes destination iron rods
and liahonasLiahonas by holding fast to the rod of iron one can follow
along and reach the tree of life 1 ne 819 30 liahona latter day
saints take their cue from the brass ball compass provided father
lehi whose pointers did work according to the faith and diligence
and heed which we did give unto them writing appeared which
did give us understanding concerning the ways of the lord the
words changing from time to time according to the faith and
diligence which we gave unto it 1 I1 neneinel61026Nel166102610 26 29 from these
figures poll has constructed an intriguing framework for charac-
terizingter patterns of thought and action of some latter day saints
today

the iron rod liahona paradigm was no doubt designed for
limited applications and is somewhat abstract from scriptural
meanings hence reception of the model has been and will continue
to be mixed while the model may be useful sometimes when taken
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seriously or pushed to limits it tends to create stereotypes and
divisions where none need exist taken separately the figures tend
to polarize abstractions are turned into personality traits the
original talk gave little or no room for the possibility of a person
following both the rod and the liahona it was one or the other
revisited allowed that a person might move from one to the other
20 since this reviewer sees more similarities than differences he

would prefer an equation of the iron rod and the liahona not alone
the iron rod or the liahona each points the direction that one must
follow to get to eternal life since the iron rod is the word of god
one presumably either hears or reads or receives it by direct
inspiration hence mental processes are involved as in the case of
receiving instructions and directions from the liahona following
the iron rod through mists of darkness may require as much faith
and diligence as operating a liahona one loses out if he ignores
either they both say live the word of the lord neither is
subject to the manipulation of an individual we are all iron rods
and liahonasLiahonas in differing degrees in differing situations or periods
of our lives it is the use of both in harmony that leads to the tree of
eternal life

in the remaining eight chapters poll illustrates the historians
method and approach and the values received from the study of
history among them the liberal education received by those who
read a lot of history compare writers study sources endeavor to
write and teach students in a kindly but emphatic spirit of gentle
revisionism and reform he would set the record straight and adjust
somewhat our understandings about mormonism and mormon
history

the practicing historian teachingcollegeteaching college students the history
of utah and the church meets in his students the greatest variety
of beliefs and understandings on major and minor points the
professor is bound to tell it as nearly as it actually happened as he
can based on an honest study of the contemporary documents the
reaction of students to that presentation depends on the students
attitudes of mind parental teachings seminary and sunday school
teachers and peers for a people who gain most of their church
history from the pulpit sunday school or seminary the contrast of
approaches and information can be threatening the primary
purpose of the pulpit is to sustain faith that of the college classroom
is the discovery and dissemination of truth some church speakers
and teachers take poetic license and enjoy exaggeration and
sometimes even out prophet the prophet

idealized versions of events that have happened poll
defines as historical myth his plea is for historical honesty and
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correctness although the process of desanitizing the myth account
can be traumatic he writes

ifpeople grow up believing that the heroes and heroines of their past
were a different kind ofpeople without the human traits and vulnera-
bilitiesbilities which we have they have been ill served by their history
the greater the disparity between myth and event the greater the
potential trauma in confronting the past as it actually happened
and the more natural the tendency to respond irrationally 70

and again 1I do believe in giving milk before meat but I1 do not
think children should be taught anything the unlearning of which
will be traumatic if we create in them the impression that the
church does not change or that only trivial things change we
create a risk because some changes are substantial 86

the authors discussion of the role of god and man in history
is a promising beginning for a definitive essay on a mormon
philosophy of history the lack of a monmormonmonnonnon philosophy of history
seems not to worry or concern anyone and that might be just as
well but the question of the role of god and man in mormon history
should be high on everyones list of topics to think through in what
ways is god intervening in history does mans free agency work
against gods foreknowledge does gods foreknowledge truly
allow for mans agency does god know the end from the begin-
ning Is there freedom for man to take an effective role poll
concludes the history of humanity is not already written not even
for the lord himself god is the producer and jesus christ is the
central actor in the play but what happens on the stage depends
significantly upon the choices of all members of the cast 37
when a mormon philosophy of history is written it must answer
for all peoples in all times and places it must go beyond our judeofudeo
christian tradition centered on the western world we must not
exclude the east as one of my students once tried to do by declaring
they are not gods people

while each talk stands alone there is a unity throughout the
same speaker deeply concerned over important issues involving
church doctrine and history later chapters contain recurring
reference to the subject of change in the church the inerrancy or
not of scripture the infallibility or not of prophets and the
problem of revelation and translation in confronting the skele-
tons poll demonstrates how well he can tell a story and analyze
a problem as he essays skillfully on the mountain meadows
massacre or mormon polygamy or tells of his visit with his
wife with president david 0 mckay and then president joseph
fielding smith the same day on the same subject these and some
other sections brighten the entire work into a readable whole
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one is isimpressedimpressed with the revelations of richard D polls
own thought and one wonders at his perceptions of the beliefs and
understandings of his audiences to warrant the contents and thrust
of these talks this rich little book will be a gold mine for future
historians of popular monmormonmonnonnon thought during the late twentieth
century

S GEORGE ELLSWORTH samuel claridge pioneering the
outposts ofofzionzion logan utah privately printed 1987 339 ppap

19.951995

reviewed by kenneth W godfrey utah north area director for the LDS church
educational system

in writing the biography of samusamuelel claridge S george
ellsworth fulfilled a lifelong dream As a teenaged boy living inin
kansas city he spent winter evenings taking dictation from his
mother as she with difficulty read from yellowed worn pages the
autobiography that samuel claridge sworthsellsworthsellsworthgEll grandfather had
left behind it was this activity that aroused sworthsellsworthsellsworthgEll historical
instincts and played a major role in his studying history at some of
the nations best universities throughout a career that included
writing his history of utah that is used in the states public schools
editing the journal ofwestern history and writing articles for the
utah historical quarterly ellsworth still kept the spark of his
dream aglow after retiring from his longiong professorship at utah
state university he began composing this literary labor of love
which was published in 11987987

A thorough perusal of the sources ellsworth used in writing
this book discloses the exhaustive nature of the research the same
kind of thoroughness that has characterized his scholarship now for
almost five decades in addition to claridClaciaclaridgesridgeses unpublished autobio-
graphical sketches he must have read every diary of every person
whose path crossed or paralleled that of samuel claridge in any
way the source documents range from published books some of
which are very old to journal articles monographs and letters as
well as diaries journals and the scriptures just reading through the
thirty five single spaced pages titled sources and notes is like
taking a course in pioneer history ellsworth has even measured the
size of the paper on which his sources wrote and describes what the
manuscripts look like he has also gleaned encyclopedic knowl-
edge of the english towns cathedrals rivers and streets that were
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part of his grandfathers early life he gives intimate insights into
claridgesClaridges missionary labors during this period indeed
ellsworthssworthsellsworthgEll research and storytellingstorytelling abilities enable the reader
almost to walk in claridgesClaridges shoes

perhaps the books greatest contributions are the insights it
provides into the struggles of the latter day saints in settling the
muddy and brigham youngs admission after a firsthand ininspec-
tion

spec
of this mission that he had been deceived by the reports of his

advisors his honesty in confessing that a mistake had been made
and his rescindingrescinding the colonization call allowing those who wished
to pull out is a refreshing not too often told episode of mormon
history that claridgesClaridges faith in brigham young did not falter as he
heard the prophets bold admission that he had erred is also
sensitively narrated

another major contribution is the account of the working of
the united order at the place and time it reached its zenith its
successes as well as its failures are clearly delineated chronicled
too are the advantages and disadvantages of this experiment in
communal life ellsworth develops with delicacy and care the
thesis that the lack of free agency was a major concern of those who
resided in ordervilledervilleOr and became the major factor together with
concern for the lack of economic opportunity for the young people
for the orders collapse the peace and security claridge experi-
enced while serving his british mission knowing that his large
family was being well taken care of by the united order is also
faithfully told ellsworth also tactfully documents the fact that
president john taylor did not have the same enthusiasm and
religious commitment for communal living as did brigham young
in fact when brother brigham died for all intents and purposes
the united order perished with him

the reader of this book has reason to be glad that ordervilledervilleOr
collapsed or at least was seriously weakened with the death of the
second church president because samuel claridge withdrew from
it and once more became a pioneer this time in thatcher arizona
in keeping with his habit of painstaking documentation ellsworth
has carefully researched the trail the claridgesClaridges traveled to reach
their arizona home he seems to know every rock every precipice
every watering hole and every obstacle they might have encoun-
tered along the way the reader is also able to visualize claridge
starting over at age fifty five acquiring land constructing a new
home and finally achieving after years of struggle a certain
economic security as he grows older perhaps the things he even-
tually acquired would not have been quite so impressive had he not
had some financial help from his millionaire soninlawson in law william
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mccune still the reader comes to believe that claridge by force of
will and faith would have somehow succeeded even without that
aid

ellsworth chronicles the life and times of claridge as a
pioneer bishop in thatcher without omitting any of the difficulties
challenges and annoyances not forgotten either are the spiritual
highs the acts of service and the whole souled involvement with
the people who made up his congregation sworthsellsworthsellsworthgEll samuel
claridge is a man whose life was dominated by conviction love
service and self sacrifice a man who seems to have lived free of
jealousy hate anger and with no lust for power or position his
days were spent transforming virgin desert lands into productive
farms building comfortable homes in ordered villages and becom-
ing a true latter day saint in many ways he represents the ideal
mormon

good as this book is it does have a few weaknesses there are
places where ellsworth repeats exact quotations from claridgesClaridges
writings more than once for example on page ninety nine and
again on 101011 1I1 bought me some good land and a lot for a vineyard
and made every calculation ofmaking it my permanent home the
author could have profited by having a good editor carefully read
the manuscript before the book was published

this reviewer would have preferred fewer long quotations
and more of ellsworth in the text furthermore the two pages on
which the author lists the entire inventory of property claridge
turned over to the united order I1 found rather dull and unimportant
I1 would have opted for placing such material in the endnotes there
are also a few cases where the author tantalizes the reader and then
fails to produce for instance on page 237 we read bishop
claridgesClaridges relations with christopher layton stake president
must have been generally cordial and supportive though evidence
suggests some tension I1 was ready for some examples of person-
ality conflicts theological disagreements or arguments over a
decision of a bishops court yet the only instance that is cited is a
brief dispute over the claridge children taking some trees from
layton land and this was amicably settled in the dozen years the
two men served together in their important ecclesiastical assign-
ments no other tension seems to have occurred which seems
remarkable and could have been stressed even more

in spite of a few flaws this is a fine biography that represents
one of the newer emphases in the writing of mormon history
dealing with the lives of the common folk I1 am confident that
historians will yet write about other mormonscormons whose names
threaten to become blown dust on the desert of the centuries I1 hope
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that some biographies are even written about those who did not
become bishops and patriarchs as did claridge but rather lived out
their lives faithfully following the decision makers we need I1
believe more of their histories too

on the first pages of his book ellsworth writes that mormon-
ism is both a look backward and a look forward it looks back to the
primitive church and believes the latter day organization is a
restoration of that movement first formulated by the master in the
meridian of time it looks forward to the second coming of christ
and teaches that the churchschurche mission is to prepare the world for
that event in looking back at the life and times of samuel claridge
this book shows us what the church was like how it operated
and what its goals were in pioneer times S george ellsworth
has painted for us with no small amount of love a clear picture of
a man his wives and his posterity that motivates us to look
forward to a future day when we might meet samuel claridge
until then we can be sure wherever he is that claridge is living with
humor penning some poetry talking with friends and family and
displaying faithfulness and dedication

MARVIN S HILL quest for refuge the mormon flight from
american pluralism salt lake city signature books 1989 xxiixvii
288 ppap 199519.951995

KENNETH H WINN exiles in a land of liberty mormonscormons in
america 1830 1846 chapel hill university of north carolina
press 1989 x 284 ppap 325032.503250

reviewed by mark grandstaff a doctoral candidate in american history at the
university of wisconsin at madison and a historian with the office of air force
history in washington DC

A current popular movie portrays a scholarly team comprised
of a father a medievalist and his son an archaeologist on a last
crusade in quest of the holy grail this interdisciplinary duo after
a series of epic adventures and a number of life threatening
gyrations comes within inches of obtaining the mythical cup
failing in their materialistic quest the father assures the son that
they have received something far greater than the grail itself they
found what every scholar hopes to find illumination
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similarly many fine scholars have made the illusive quest in
search of early mormon ideological and social origins the books
and articles in print are legion the names of the various authors
read like a whoschos who of both american and mormon history
alexander alienallenailen arlingtonarrington brodie bushman cross davis
de voto de pillis edwards odea quinn shipps and wood to
cite but a few whether in advancing a new thesis or in challenging
and revising old ones each has greatly enriched our understanding
of the mormonmonnon movement this quest is furthered by marvin hills
questforquest forpor refuge and kenneth winns exiles in a land of libertyofliberty

as they attempt to shed new light on an already impressive body of
literature

there is no doubt that hillhillss work is a significant contribution
largely an update of his doctoral dissertation at the university of
chicago in the late 1960s it is a serious attempt to place mormon-
ism within the context of its times schooled under daniel Bboorstinoorstin
sidney mead and martin marty and reacting often to becker
beard schlesinger and hofstader hill incorporates within his
analysis ofofmormonismmormonism important elements ofboth the progressive
and consensus traditions class and political conflict relativism
and status anxiety

quest for refuge is a masterful synthesis of primary
research and perceptive analysis not only does the work expand
upon hills previous research it also advances a number of
provocative interpretations As he develops his major theme anti
pluralism a different panorama of early mormonism develops
albeit for some a controversial one while primarily focusing on
the movements ideological development hill deftly describes
the emergence of the early churchschurche profound aversion toward
american pluralism 1 in fact it is this dialectical clash
between the way america was supposedsupposedased to be and the way it was
developing that was responsible for the internal and external
persecution the mormonscormons received while not the only group to fear
the divisiveness of pluralism the mormonscormons perhaps reacted most
strongly to it they viewed competition among religious and
secular institutions as evidence of an underlying social turmoil that
stemmed from social disintegration that is the breakdown of
family church and community caused by westward expansion
and felt that pluralism would eventually ruin america

if quest for refuge is a tribute to the progressive and con-
sensus traditions kenneth winns exiles in a land oLiollof olibertolibertyolibertyberty also
a doctoral dissertation represents the republican school of
american historiography pioneered by historians such as J G A
pocock bernard bailyn and gordon wood this interpretation
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focuses on an eighteenth century country party ideology of the
ultimate formfonn of society as a republic composed of a virtuous
citizenry willing to sacrifice their wants and desires for the com-
mon good property ownership was the key to making dispassion-
ate decisions about the needs of the community luxury was
viewed as antithetical to good government and could only promote
tyranny or anarchy virtuous citizens were thus expected to choose
good leaders and ensure by force if need be that the voices of
liberty and freedom were not subverted by a selfish tyrannical
minority

winn unlike hill finds mormon antipluralismpluralismanti just a part of
a much larger ideological problem themormonthe mormon republican vision
which winn calls communal republicanism was out of step with
its time it looked backward to a preindustrial setting while the
emerging republican paradigm of the 1820s and 1830s had become
more individualistic and pluralist for winn this competing set of
republican definitions and for hill the mormonscormonsMormons reaction to
sectarian strife and pluralism set the stage for conflict that followed
the saints wherever they settled

the mormon movement for these authors is a primitivist
craving to stave off the changing social order of jacksonian
america by replacing it with the mormonscormonsMormons own order both hill
and winn find the book of mormon an important source of the
movements ideological consistency hill persuasively argues that
the book of mormon is the story of a society caught in the throes
of social upheaval caused by problems similar to those facing
jacksonian america religious disillusionment materialism
political and societal corruption poverty and violence were major
problems found within the nephite culture that eventually led to
their destruction the major theme of the book of mormon
according to hill is that a society must not only believe in the true
gospel to survive but that godly men must rule xiii thus the
contention and strife caused by competing factions inherent in the
emerging american social order could be reduced only if unity
would prevail As hill sees it the quest for refuge was the search
by a group of the socially disaffected for that unity

in contrast winns interpretation portrays the book of
mormonmonnon as a republican document demonstrating that god
approves of a nation of yeoman farmers who strive to remain
virtuous and free of corruption men like nephi abinadi and
moroni were classical republicans who put the needs of others
above their own nephite society prospered when faithful to repub-
lican principles it became corrupt and decadent when luxury class
fonformationnation and masonic like movements permeated the cultural
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fabric antebellum america was equally in trouble as liber-
tarianismtarianism pluralism and capitalism took their toll on virtue for
winn joseph smith was a radical who from the very beginning
sought to reform society with his view of communal repub-
licanismlicanism the prophet and his people sought a return to their
puritan and revolutionary traditions in order to subvert the increas-
ingly individualistic and corrupt society by fostering a religious
community that would reestablish civic virtue and other republican
tenets

hills interpretation of joseph smith is much different
joseph was no radical rather he sought consensus in society by
creating a movement void of the generalities and conflicts that
plagued jacksonian america his doctrines often were reactions or
responses to the major issues causing contention the doctrines of
the plurality of gods and multiple heavens for instance were
attempts to resolve the divisive bickering between trinitarians and
universalists

what is more satisfactory about hills interpretation is his
grasp of the primary sources and his rich understanding of joseph
smiths early years while winn relies on traditional sociodeter
ministicmonisticmini stic accounts of the events leading to the first vision hill
offers an important revision in his view joseph a product of a
puritan background a religiously anxious and status seeking
mother and a disconcerted alcoholic and unbelieving father
found himself unable to participate in an evangelical conversion
experience he was an ambivalent victim of the revivals rejecti-
ng to a certain extent the 1838 vision account hill finds no
revival in palmyra in 1820 that would precipitate josephs teenage
conversion rather it was after his brother alvinsalbins death in 1823
that his mother actively campaigned to convert her family to
religion his mothers constant importuning and his fathers con-
tinued ambivalence no doubt stirred within joseph deep and
poignant feelings at this time though he remained unconverted

most important is hills assertion that it was not until 1827
that josephsmithJosepjoseph smithhSmith became a religious seeker while accounts ofhis
first vision especially the 1838 version do acknowledge josephs
reaction to the competition and sectarian strife that caused him
great anxiety hill adds a number of compelling forces that guided
him into a quest for the primitive gospel it was not only his
maturing religious disposition but a desire to escape the competing
denominations that he faced during his life and now especially
at harmony he also sought to harmonize his mothers and fathers
differences in religion please his new wife and her family and
find a church that could offer him association additionally his
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impoverished condition combined with his tarnished career in
treasure hunting his court trial over money digging and his expul-
sion from the methodists left him outside the usual religious and
social climes hence in hills view joseph smiths strong sense of
alienation was produced by a combination of environmental factors
that together produced anxiety and alienation and led to a search for
the pristine gospel

in this imaginative revision unless I1 misread it josephs
early conversion experience the first vision the translation of the
book of mormon and his final conversion to seekerism were
brought about by distinct phenomena that separated the incidents in
time and space there was no specific connection of these events
in josephs mind until after his seekerism led to his assuming a
prophetic role in other words the various first vision accounts are
josephs attempt to synthesize a series of religious experiences that
occurred over a period of at least a decade into one single account
of mythic proportions

hill unlike winn does not overlook D michael quinns
work on josephs magic worldviewworldview he also provides a perspective
for those who might find magic tied to mormonmonnonmonnon beginnings
unsettling it is logically consistent according to hill for those
associated with a prereformation style of religion not only to look
for the divine in magical forms but also to be among the most
fervent millennialistsmillennialists and seekers after a new zion and a heavenly
social order mormonism at its foundation was joseph smiths
attempt to revitalize this magic worldviewworldview and interweave it with
some of the doctrines of christianity to formfonn a theocratic society
void of the competition and corruption found in the place where
he lived converts of this magical predilection saw their view of
an omnipresent divinity bifurcated into two fiercely competitive
factions one sacred the other profane mormonism promised
unity by divine guidance

hills theocratic society orwinns communal republic was
to be found only in the kingdom of god both authors agree that
early mormon writings present the notion of a kingdom separate
from the united states oliver cowdery parley pratt and sidney
rigdon were only a few of the most prominent who wrote about the
impending subjugation of the united states government by a
mormon theocracy caught up in millennial fervor many of the
early saints looked toward an almost immediate second coming
with themselves ruling with christ hill contends that after a series
of revelations dampened immediate millennial hopes joseph often
had to stifle his more zealous followers from wanting to establish
a kingdom by militant force
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both hill and winn see joseph smith as having been
convinced of a need for a separate kingdom by a series of events
and turning points including internal dissent outside perse
cutionscautionscutions political confrontations and a failure to get redress
from the local state and federal governments according to hill
his conversion to a separate kingdom came only after years of
political involvement and attempts to save society as an insider
when president van buren refused aid in 1839 joseph saw
separation as the only possible route for the mormonscormonsMormons winn
while finding van burens rejection important sees continued
hostility in illinois and non mormon apathy toward mormon
grievances as evidence that the great experiment had collapsed
josephs campaign for the presidency was the american republics
last hope for salvation failing that separation and building their
own republic were the only solutions for the mormonscormonsMormons both
authors however find temple rituals as well as thethenauvoonauvoo legion
and the council of fifty integral to an eventual mormon political
hegemony

these two books also touch on other stimulating issues their
analyses of the dissent at kirtland and in missouri are enlightening
hill describes in great detail how dissent was formed shaped and
handled by church leaders the more exclusive the organization
became the more the dissent grew additionally hill portraysportrays
disaffiliates like orson pratt orson hyde and thomas B marsh as
human beings whose views were shaped by what they experi-

enced

i

and thought it was not simply the devil or some stolen milk
that put these men at odds with mormon ecclesiastical power
neither was it simply a republican dissent while winn is aware of
many of the dissenters arguments as they relate to republican
tenets of tyranny and natural rights he fails to distinguish among
the many dimensions of religious disaffiliation moreover he tends
to ignore those dissenters such as pratt hyde and marsh who fail
to fit his interpretive model

in their accounts of the clashes betweenmormonsbetween mormonscormons and their
neighbors hill and winn cite regioregloregionalnalnai differences pluralism
political abuses and mutual hostility as key factors in the persecuperselu
tionseions more importantly they distinguish the variousvadiousvarious perceptions
the opposing sides had of each other Missourmissouriansians saw the saints as
belligerent politically dangerous and wanting their land in
nauvoo the rise of the kingdom was predicated upon the founda-
tion of apostles and prophets a ruling elite joseph was viewed as
a powerful religious leader who fused the role of speculator
political candidate and commanding general of a standing army
and competed directly with the economic and political elite of the
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county and state according to hill mormon actions proceeded
from a worldworldviewworidviewview that could not separate the sacred from the
secular 2 from the mormonscormonsMormons perspective they were persecuted
only for religious reasons winn in contrast views these clashes
as being between distinctive republican definitions thus both
gentiles and mormonscormons saw their opposites as tyrannical and
subversive to republican ideals

both authors however do need to reevaluate some of
their thinking about the kirtland experience they contend that
persecution was minimal in kirtland because of the small pop-
ulation base the little land acreage owned by the mormonscormonsMormons
and the inhabitants similar new england backgrounds winn
incorrectly asserts that ohioans never made the transition
from exposeexpos6exposi to political violence because the saints posed no threat
to kirtlandsKirtlands social structure by 1837 kirtland mormonscormons had
twice the population of non mormonscormons owned most of the prime
acres in the center of the community and had effectively assumed
the major political offices in the town the community did not
simply acquiesce because of their common backgrounds but
worked from a framework adapted from their new england heri-
tage to handle community problems their town leaders met
determined that the mormonscormons were hostile to their interests and
then proceeded to implement several tactics in order to force the
mormonscormons to leave they warned them to leave hired philastusphilistusPhilastus
hurlbut to expose their beliefs took economic sanctions and by
1836 began to use force the persecution may not have been as
dramatic as in missouri or nauvoo but it was nevertheless strongly
present

more attention should also be given to how newspapers
created an image of the saints from which others could draw
conclusions about mormon intentions what ohioans said and did
about the mormonscormons undoubtedly had an effect on how missouriansMissourians
perceived the saints it may even have dictated some of the tactics
they used the same could be said of the people in illinois certainly
thomas sharps rhetoric was shaped by the Missourmissouriansians percep-
tions of the saints as presented in their newspapers thus by the
time the mormonscormons arrived in nauvoo a perceptual paradigm had
already been set up from which their intentions could be judged and
a plan for persecution could be drawn

perhaps a more serious criticism of hills book involves his
basic assumption about american pluralism hill cites james
madisonsmatisonsMadisons federalist number 10 as proof of the founding
fathers intention to insure that no single interest group or
faction would be able to dominate thus protecting americas
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freedom this interpretation has come undeunderr attack as anachron-
istic and distinctly modem 3 hill is no doubt aware of the argument
but fails to address it with much ofhis interpretation based on this
idea this omission is conspicuous

winn has a similar interpretational problem while the
discussion over republican ideology has blossomed in the last
decade its definition is still imprecise the age old question of
exactly to what extent general ideology actually motivates people
is still unclear moreover classical republicanism has become a
vague term often substituted by historians for rigorous analysis
finally I1 am not sure if winn gives us anything that hill has not
discussed already under the rubric ofpluralism the significance of
winns work however lies in his contributing to a growing body
of literature that finds differing visions of classical republicanism
as a major cause of conflict in early and antebellum america 4 the
mormonscormonsMormons antebellum experience may prove an excellent micro-
cosm from which to gain further insight into the events leading to
the firing on fort sumter in 1861

both of these books are important for reasons already
enumerated the fact that winn relies heavily on hills work is
indicative of the importance of questquestforfor refuge marvin hill has
written a monograph that could well supplant brodies no man
knows my history as the book heralded by secular scholars as the
definitive work on mormon origins winns work in contrast has
brought mormonism into the mainstream of current historical
debate both works are long overdue and like our two friends who
sought the grail and failed hill and winn have given us if not the
chalice at least illumination

NOTES

for the essence ofmoffommofhillslills argument about mormonismsMormoni sms response to pluralism see his counter-
revolution the mormon reaction to the coming of american democracy sunstone5yneune 13 june 1989
24 33

while hill owes a great deal to robert FlandHandfiandflandersshandersssandersserss interpretation of nauvoo he differs markedly
in his assertion that joseph smith was a true believer in his cause flanders often views the mormon
prophet as a megalomaniac vying only for power and status see robert bruce flanders nauvoo
kingdom on the mississippi urbana university of illinois press 196519651 esp chaps 4 6 see also robert
bruce flanders dream and nightmare nauvoo revisited in the restoration movement essays in
mormon history ed F mark McKieman et al independence mo herald house publishing 1979
141 66

muringcuring a period of intense debate about coalition politics in the 1930s and 1940s modem
pluralist theory in american political culture evolved and was popularized by charles beard harold
laski and walter lippmann A major critique of applying modem pluralist theory to madisonsmatisonsMadi sons
federalist no 10 is paul L bourke the pluralist reading of james madisonsmatisonsMadi sons tenth federalist
perspectives in american history 9 1975 271 95 see also sean wilentz on class and politics in
jacksonian america reviews in american history 10 december 1982 45 63

see for instance paul goodman toward a christian republic antimasonry and the great
transition in new england 1826 1836 new york oxford university press 1988 and james oakes
the ruling race A history ofamericanof american slaveholdersSlaveholders new york vintage books 1982 esp chap 1
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BRENT L TOP the life before salt lake city bookcraft 1988
xii 212 ppap 9959.95995

reviewed by charles R harrell assistant professor of technology at brigham
young university

brent tops informative and inspirational book the life
before traces the idea of preexistencepreexistence from early recorded history
through the most current secular and LDS thinking on the subject
from the wealth of quotations alone the book is a valuable
reference book that any student of LDS doctrine will discover
worth perusing in this respect the author has undertaken a com-
mendable work of compilation and organization of subject matter

the stated objective of the book is to provide information
that will enlighten the mind and prepare the heart for the inspiration
that can change our lives and buoy us up spiritually as we pass
through this second estate x the book succeeds in this regard by
providing a positive and reaffirming witness of the doctrine

the first chapter and a half comprising twenty three pages
gives a historical overview of the doctrine presenting both
ancient and modem beliefs including glimpses of early jewish and
christian teachings on preexistencepreexistence while most of the quotes bear
directly on the subject some have dubious relevancy such as
herman hessesbesses notion of our inherited ancestral past of slime
and eggshellseggshells or M scott pecks related concept of collective
consciousness that is the inherited wisdom and experience of our
ancestors

the remaining 176 pages of the book are devoted to expound-
ing major LDS themes related to the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence
topics are treated on a level suited to a general mormon audience
and are kept well within the bounds of accepted LDS orthodoxy
nearly eveveryery aspect of the doctrine is presented with only a few
topics omitted such as the origin of the sexes and the actual location
of the preexistent spirit world

readers will find the authors personal musmusingsings stimulating
such as the thought provoking probe into the fathers motive in
asking whom shall I1 send knowing full well he had already
chosen his firstbornfirstborn the war in heaven is especially well treated
with a comprehensive and thoughtful analysis of the issues
involved

the author broadens our perspective of the doctrine of
foreordination by presenting numerous possible instances in
which the doctrine applies one aspect of foreordination does
appear problematic however the author declares among those
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foreordainedforeordained to the house of israel were those who were further
ordained to specific callings as ministers inin the kingdom of god
159 but if as the author claims no one receivesreceives the priesthood

in this life unless he was foreordainedforeordained to do so and if those who are
foreordainedforeordained are among the most elect of those bom into the house
of israel then one is left wondering why the churchschurche current
policy is to ordain individuals to the priesthood regardless of
lineage

overall the book is well written but there araree a few aspects
of the treatment ofofpreexistencepreexistencepreexistence that caused me a bit of concern the
author sometimes lacks objectivity inin treating issues and makes
several blanket statements that are not well supported for
example in spite of the numerous quotes from modem christian
thinkers in support of the doctrine ofpreexistenceofpreexistencepreexistence topinsiststop insists that
modem christianity vehemently rejects the doctrine yet no
evidence at all is presented to warrant this assertion further the
author accuses the christian world of either ignoring or grossly
misinterpreting new testament teachings on preexistencepreexistence

this indictment seems a little harsh especially in light of what
is offered as being the correct interpretation of these teachings
on page 28 for example top presents pauls references to christ
as the firstbornfirstborn then asks how can paul be referring to anything
other than christs preeminent role as firstbornfirstborn of all ofgods spirit
children actually it is quite possibilepossibile that paul may be using the
term figuratively as he often did for example in colossiansincolossians 111818

he refers to christ as being the firstbornfirstborn from the dead by saying
that the savior was the firstbornfirstborn of every creature col 115
paul may be merely calling attention to christs preeminence as the
first of the creations of the father after all if the statement were
taken literally all of gods creations would be begotten not just
human beings the author himself points out later that the hebrew
word translated as firstbornfirstborn actually means preeminent one

even if paul did intend to convey that christ was literally the
firstbornfirstborn of the father in the spirit it does not necessarily follow that
others were bombornbormbomm as spirit children of god to the contrary paul
teaches that one reason we know that christ was the firstbornfirstborn is
that everything else that came afterwards was created by christ
col 111515 16 furthermore paul explicitly states that the way in

which christ becomes the firstbornfirstborn among many brethren is
through the righteous being adopted into the family of god
rom 829

on page 31 and again on page 55 the author uses romans
816 as evidence that we are the spirit offspring of god careful
reading shows that this passage clearly refers to the adoption of the
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righteous as children of god in examiningexaminingthis this passage and others
referring to god as our father such as those cited on pages 26 and
27it27 it is interesting to consider the followingobservationfollowing observation made by
bruce R mcconkie

few doctrines are better known by members of the true church than
the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence what is not so well known is that
nearly all the passages of scripture both ancient and modem which
speak ofgod as our father and ofmen on earth being the sons ofgod
have no reference to our birth in preexistencepreexistence as the children of
elohim but teach rather that jehovah is our father and we are his
children

the point to be made is that most of pauls teachings that are cited
by top provide neither obvious nor conclusive evidence of a spirit
birth and certainly do not warrant dismissing alternative scholarly
interpretations as being gross misinterpretations

even some modem scriptures and teachings are used as proof
texts by the author in an attempt to provide added support for the
doctrine of preexistencepreexistence the doctrine of a literal spirit birth for
example is represented as being consistently and emphatically
taught from the time of joseph smith to the present to say that
joseph smith emphatically taught the doctrine is a bit of an
overstatement since no recorded teachings of the prophet exist
wherein he taught that god is the literal father of our spirits the two
references that are cited 55 are at best tenuous as a support for
spirit birth the first reference for example is dacd&c 7623 24
which has been interpreted by many authorities not to mention the
interpretation given in the subject matter summary at the beginning
of the section as having reference to spiritual rebirth not premortal
spirit birth the second quotation attributed to joseph smith is
actually the prophet quoting paul rom 816 with apparent
reference only to the doctrine of adoption and not to spirit birth

I1 raise these objections not to disprove tops thesis but only
to express disapproval of the methodology in which such tenuous
evidence is used to strengthen the support for the doctrine of pre
existence there is ample evidence of scriptural and authoritative
support for preexistencepreexistence without the need to reach for questionable
evidence

one of the more interesting discussions in the book is on the
nature of intelligence unfortunately the labels given to the two
schools of thought on intelligence are too restrictive given the
references cited tops obvious intention is to discuss whether we
had a beginning as individuals or whether we always existed
individually the label he gives to the first school of thought
however is intelligence the primal element which does not
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intelligence while some references do equate intelligence with
spirit element bruce R mcconkie and charles penrose others
define intelligence as an inherent attribute of primal spirit element
parley P pratt A third view considers intelligence to be a quick-

ening agent infused into spirit element by god brigham young
joseph fielding smith

the author admits that the issue of whether or not we always
existed as individuals is unsettled yet the evidence presented is
clearly weighted in favor of the belief that individuals were created
only orson pratt and B H roberts each of whose credentials are
undermined are cited as proponents of eternal individualism even
though it is the only view that has been presented in general
conferences in recent years despite the authors apparent effort at
objectivity his own bias is apparent

with respect to premortal progression the author represents
brigham young and joseph fielding smith as teaching that differ-
ences in the attainment of intelligence are due solely to the exercise
of agency not represented is the fact that both of these church
leaders also taught that spirits were created with varying capacities
and that this also accounts for differences in level of progression 2

in addition to these examples where passages and teachings
are not presented as objectively or as completely as they might have
been the book contains several minor errors such as references to
cicero and seneca as greek philosophers rather than romans
eliza R snows hymn 0 my father is also erroneously dated to
1843 instead of 1845 thereby giving the false impression that the
doctrine of spirit birth was well established during the prophets
lifetime

overall the book is much more uplifting than disturbing and
I1 recommend it without reservation to general LDS readers if
the authors occasional overzealousness can be overlooked the
book also contains many thought provoking ideas worth examin-
ing by the serious scholar the author has done an admirable job
of conveying the spiritual depth and far reaching impact of the
doctrine

NOTES

bruce R mcconkiermcconkiemcconkle the promisedmessiahpromised messiah salt lake city deseret book co 19783511978 351 52
2seeaseeee joseph fielding smith answers to gospel questions 5 vols salt lake city deseret book

co 1979 5138 139 brigham young journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 1258125842684268 697
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WAYNE C BOOTH the company we keep an ethics of
fiction berkeley and los angeles university of california press
1988 xii 557 ppap 299529.952995

reviewed by neal W kramer professor of english ricks college rexburgredburgRexburg
idaho

in a time when it has become difficult for scholars whose
expertise is increasingly limited by their own specialization to
communicate across disciplinary boundaries a work that both
contributes importantly to its own discipline and shares vital
human concerns beyond its captive audience is genuinely worthy
of celebration for this reason alone wayne C booths the
company we keep marks for me a high point in the recent history
of literary studies and perhaps more importantly it rejuvenates
the once powerful idea that reading stories can indeed influence the
development of character our day to day ethical practices the
fundamental purpose of the book is to provide readers with a
legitimate means of talking about stories and character without
jumping too quickly to dogmatic conclusions that limit our capac-
ity to make complex ethical choices since it would be impossible
to offer all of booths ideas in a short review I1 will address what
I1 believe to be three of the more powerful critical tools he provides
us for ethical discourse about literature the languages ofpluralism
friendship and emulation hypocrisy upward

somewhat surprisingly pluralism has gotten a bad name in
the last twenty years or so like criticism it has taken on negative
connotations and lost for too many its genuine meaning one of
booths important lifetime projects has been salvaging the idea of
pluralism from attacks from groups he calls in this book lumpersbumperslumpers
and pursuers of openness in other contexts these groups might
be called monists and relativists but both are characterized by
booth as dogmatic lumpersbumpersLumpers choose to see the world always
from one perspective believing that their vista is singularly and
always absolutely correct pursuers of openness accept all values
recognizing the existence of a variety ofviewpoints but denying the
need for evaluation of ideas and points of view

in literary criticism moral lumpersbumpers have chosen to take stands
against novels plays and poems for a varietyofvariety of different reasons
but the general goal has almost always been the same they want
a work banned or rejected outright on the grounds that it contains
some material that may be offensive to a particular groups values
or because they perceive its influence to be corrupting most of us
are aware of this mode of thinking and even have favorite examples
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of valuable works that shortsighted narrowmindednarrow minded readers have
had banned for what they call moral reasons

perhaps more prevalent among academic literary critics
today are the purveyors of openness this mode of thinking recom-
mends accepting a much broader literary canon than has tradition-
ally been considered it dogmatically rejects the idea that ethical
evaluation has any role in the literary critical enterprise booths
critique of openness that it rejects any possible dialogue about
ethical standards among academic critics and ordinary readers
alike is extremely elucidating in the light of allan blooms recent
critique of openness in the closing of the american mind while
bloom rejects the notion that you or I1 will ever be capable of
understanding why certain books should be read or not booth
presents us with genuine tools for making important distinctions
ourselves bloom believes that only an elite can read well
but booth sees us all making educated ethical decisions while
reading and thereby building a better and more democratic society
while blooms work often relies on polemic and rather loosely
constructed arguments booth presents clear well developed
arguments and a wide variety of careful ethical readings of many
different works to illustrate the viability of his method in fact
booths demonstrations ofpluralist understanding show us how we
actually can make ethical evaluations

the capacity for understanding other peoples views is the
centerpiece of booths pluralism but along with understanding
comes the need to ask serious questions of the works we read and
to let them ask similar questions of us pluralism does not reject
truth instead it recognizes that in practice truth can only be found
among various often competing ideas booth recognizes that this
is especially true when we read works of fiction A major difficulty
anyone attempting ethical criticism faces is finding a method
appropriate to achieving ethical understanding As booth states
when talking about standards ofevaluation the goal is not to pack
into our traveling bag only the best that has been thought and said
but to find forms ofcritical talk that will improve the range or depth
or precision of our appreciations 113 it is not only important to
know what is best but also why the complexity ofhis model makes
it difficult for a reviewer to present all of its details but the general
metaphor booth develops and explores makes his pluralism quite
clear books as friends

while talk of books as friends or of friendship as requiring
ethical evaluation is hardly new booth has found a very rich and
rewarding merger of these two ideas in his notion that the offers
made to their readers by works of fiction are very similar to offers
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of friendship made from one person to another As the phrase the
company we keep clearly implies one crucial set ofofjudgmentsjudgments we
all make as living thinking human beings involves the friends we
choose and the lasting rewards good friendships bring to good lives
but what are the criteria we use for determining who our friends
are are those criteria as dogmatic as some of our rejections of
works of fiction are they as open as some of our standards for art
have become

before booth discusses criteria for friendship he distin-
guishes among different kinds of friends borrowing aristotlesAristotles
classifications booth presents three categories of friendship
useful pleasant and self justifying As we can readily see our
reading can also fall into these three different categories we
regularly choose to read stories because they seem to us to be useful
or pleasurable but these seldom are stories that we come back to
more than once the most important kind of friendship the kind
that lasts a lifetime and leads to better lives justifies itself this is
the analogy booth wants to have inform our ethical studies of
fiction

self justifying friendships are those that allow both friends to
build better moral character by virtue of their association if we
think of our own best friends we will likely discover that the reason
we like them so much is that we are edified morally built up when
we are around them thebestthebertthe best works of fiction offer us the chance
to become better people by virtue of having associated with the
characters they present As booth maintains

most of the great stories show characters of a moral quality roughly
equal to that of the implied reader the reader the author expects to
read the book a distinction booth introduced in the rhetoric of
fiction the plots are built out of the characters efforts to face
moral choices in tracing those efforts we readers stretch our own
capacities for thinking about how life should be lived as we join
those more elevated judges the implied authors we cannot quite
consider ourselves their equals they are more skillful than we at
providing such exercises in moral discernment but they imply that
we might become their equals in discernment if we only practiced
long enough 187

if we think for a moment of the characters we have encountered in
the finest works we have read alyosha karamazov levin
stephen dedalusdedalisDedalus huckleberry finn elizabeth bennet pip
dorothea brooke even flemflernfiemfiern snopesknopes we recognize that their
dilemmas are our dilemmas how they choose to live as explored
by the authors of their stories allows us to think seriously about
how we might make similar choices do we choose them as friends
or not do our encounters really make us better moral agents
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ifwe are in reality moral agents it would seem that we would
never be compelled to make choices that are bad for us but expe-
rience tells us otherwise many offers of friendship end up as they
did for pinocchio transforming us into something we never wanted
to become hence the need for us to make informed choices about
what we read and hence the desire to emulate the best we can find
booth calls this kind of emulation hypocrisy upward hypocrisy
because we are pretending to be something we are not yet and
upward because we hope to become better by acting better

one of the more distressing discoveries any of us makes can
be learningleaming about the real life of an author whose work we
genuinely admire milton was cruel to his daughters shakespeare
spent years away from his wife moses killed an egyptian
faulkner was an alcoholic great writers as imperfect as they often
are aspire to teach us to be better than they were they are
sometimes the worst examples of do as I1 say not as I1 do but the
point of talking about hypocrisy upward is not to focus on the real
moral weaknesses of actual authors we are interested after all in
the effects of reading on the readers themselves how does this
story affect me

in this section I1 believe we find booth at his critical best
today many critics would characterize any talk about emulation
as silly and naive for them literature is much more than presen-
tation of idealized characters and lifestyleslife styles for us simply to
identify with and those critics are right to a degree it is quite
foolish for us to identify with soap opera characters sports stars
romance heroines or the sappy characters of many popular novels
aimed at the LDS market but readers who engage in a story
readers who enter the pattern of hopes fears and expectations that
every story asks for will always take on characters that are
superior on the scale of a books fixed norms to the relatively
complex erratic and paradoxical characters that they cannot help
being in their daily lives 255 even more than this though the
desire to emulate real friends as well as the friends we find in stories
keeps us alive to moral growth and development when we lose
ourour capacity to succumb when we reach a point at which no other
character can manage to enter our imaginative or emotional or
intellectual territory and take over at least for the time being then
we are dead on our feet 257 we do not make a few simple
choices that fix our characters for the rest of our lives character is
vital and grows with each successive encounter with for example
a new neighbor or someone from another country but it also
changes grows and diminishes largely as a result of our imagina-

tive diet 257 hence the need for a pluralistic outlook that allows
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us to seek character in a variety of areas trying all things and
holding fast to the good

I1 have not entered into the very sophisticated account of the
actual decision making process booths majestic work offers I1
leave that to the reader who is willing to invest the hours such a
work requires let me conclude however by saying that the
implied author here makes us an offer we can hardly refuse this
booth is a man whose virtues we do not want to live without whose
sincere concern with our character is laudable in the highest sense
As booth says to those who have moved him to higher ground I1 feel
comfortable saying in return

you lead me first to practice ways of living that are more profound
more sensitive more intense and in a curious way more fully
generous than I1 am likely to meet anywhere else in the world you
correct my faults rebuke my insensitivities you mold me into
patterns of longing and fulfillment that make my ordinary dreams
seem petty and absurd you finally show what life can be not just to
a coterie a saved and saving remnant looking down on the fools
slobsblobs and knaves but to anyone who is willing to work to earn the
title of equal and true friend 223

LARRY M LOGUE A sermon in the desert Beliebellebeilebeliefandbeliefbelleffandandany behavior
in early st george utah champaign university of illinois press
1988 xiii 165 ppap 19.951995

reviewed by armand L mauss professor of sociology and religious studies at
washington state university

in recent years scholars like ben bennion and larry foster
have discovered that nineteenth century mormon polygamy
strictly speaking polygyny was far more pervasive and influen-

tial than we had realized indeed as an institution polygamy was
utahs analogue to southern slavery though perhaps not involv-
ing a majority of the population nevertheless it was extensive
enough to be a formative institution one that influenced nearly
every aspect of the culture in one way or another such is the major
theme ofofloguesloguesbogues book whether intentionally or not almost as if
in metaphor the theme of polygamy permeates the book just as the
institution permeated social life in st george of the 1860s 1870s
and 1880s

in some ways the book does not deliver what it promises in the
preface where we are led to expect a comprehensive community
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case study with broad theoretical significance what we get as it
turns out is an important but limited study of family and religion
as understood through census and diary data but very little about
the other important institutions of the town what passes for
theory here furthermore is a series of plausible explanations

rather than anything at the global level of the venerable frontier
thesis or even at the lower order of theory to which the author
aspires I1 do not mean to denigrate the aauthors explanatory
creativity which is an important contribution in itself but the
reader does not really find much here that can be generalized
theoretically

we do get a tremendously inventive blending of demographic
and diary data from which the author draws a number of intriguing
inferences about the whysghys and wherefores of life in st george this
blend of qualitative and quantitative data is frequently compared
with findings from community studies of other contemporaneous
towns both in utah and elsewhere inthein the united states so that we
have a basis for judgingforjudging whether this or that aspectofaspect ofst george life
was really unique for its time sometimes it was and sometimes it
wasnt when the authors explanations stay close to his data they
are quite convincing but now and then he overreaches the data

two examples will illustrate in comparing infant mortality in
st george with that in other american communities the author
finds an anomaly the infant mortality rate during the first year of
life was relatively low in st george though eventually by age
five it pretty well converged with that in the rest of the country
why was it so low at first from diary and other documentary
accounts the author finds strong evidence that breastfeedingbreast feeding was
much more common and of longer duration in st george than
elsewhere accordingly the smallest infants benefited both by
natural immunity from mothersmilkmothersmothersmilkmilk and by suppressed ovulation
which tended to reduce the risk of early conception of a successor
sibling thats all pretty plausible and is an interesting example of
interaction between cultural customs and demographic variables

on the other hand when the author finds that momortality
I1
rtalityreality rates

for adult women were higher than those for adult men in st george
even when compared to the rest of the country he blames

patriarchal privilege with very slim evidence indeed As far as I1 can
tell the evidence consists solely of occasional references in diaries
to the self sacrificing proclivities of women we cannot tell
whether st george women were more likely than men to glorify or
even accept self sacrifice or whether they were more likely to do
so than other pioneer women nevertheless the author draws the
inference that the women were giving up their food for the men in
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the nameonnameofname of patriarchy and self sacrifice with the consequence of
higher mortality from malnutrition this undocumented claim is an
entirely unnecessary violation of the principle of parsimony in
scientific explanation certainly a sufficient explanation for higher
rates of female mortality can be found in the higher average
frequency and duration of childbearing compared to elsewhere
which the author had already established

the main contribution of the book will be found in chapters
3 4 and 5 dealing respectively with marriage fertility and
mortality in these chapters the author leads us through a kind of
dialogue between demographic data and diary accounts from this
dialogue he teases out the kinds of intriguing inferences noted
above about daily life in early st george he is inventive in filling
gaps in the demographic record but he is also meticulous in
explaining the risks that he has run in doing so two methodologi-
cal appendixes detail his techniques for using diaries appendix A
and demographic data appendix B the first two chapters give us
an overview drawn from secondary sources of the early history
and religious beliefs of the people of st george an epilogue
reviews the major implications of the study and how they fit with
mormon and other history more generally to the academically
savvy the book has the appearance of a revised dissertation
chapters 33454 5 and the appendixes to which have been grafted the

opening two chapters and the epilogue it must be conceded
though that this process has been done more smoothly and skill-
fully than with most revised dissertations

besides his display of an unusual and impressive methodo-
logical virtuosity the authors main contribution in this work in
my opinion lies in what it reveals about the far reaching implica-
tions of polygamy logue employs an unusual way of measuring
the extensiveness of polygamy on the assumption that most
husbands wives and children lived in relationships that were
sometimes monogamous and sometimes polygamous depending
on the comings and goings of new and departing wives he argues
that the most meaningful way to calculate the extent of polygamy
is in person years which he then does for men women and
children the result validates but does not greatly inflate the
findings of other recent investigations into this matter polygamy in
early st george and probably in most other utah towns involved
more than a third of the person years of the men three fourths of
the person years of the women and more than half of the person
years of the children 50 51

among the ripples issuing from such pervasive polygamy
was a chronic shortage of marriageable women since there was no
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appreciable imbalance in the general sex ratio this shortage in
turn pushed down the average age at marriage for all females
whether polygamous or monogamous early marriage age of
course meant a longer average duration of childbearing which
pushed the st george fertility rate and by inference that ofutah
well above the national average for the time thus while it is true
that polygamous wives had no more children than did monoga-
mous wives and often fewer the average fertility of all wives was
increased by the general impact of polygamy on marriage age the
resulting abundance of children in the hand to mouth economy of
st george was no blessing as it might have been in other agricul-
tural sections of the country where children were sometimes an
economic asset

I1 found myself wishing that the author had explored some of
the other likely concomitants of polygamy bride shortages and
poverty two that come to mind are divorce and the forced out-
migration of the young men who were unable to score in either
the marriage market or the labor market we know that divorce was
not uncommon in polygamous utah and that it was often initiated
by a wife the author even cites one example 105 but the reader
suspects that more data on divorce must have been available to the
researcher such data especially in the able hands of this author
might have given us still more insights into the implications of
polygamy especially for disaffected women on the second issue
the predicament ofunattached young men one wonders where they
went did they stay in utah did they stay in the church did such
extensive polygamy have the ironic and unintended consequence
of driving off some of even the devout male youth

this book at the very least ought to add more weight to the
mounting evidence that one hopes will eventually bring the
collapse once and for all of so many of the myths that have
accumulated through the years about mormon polygamy to wit

I11 polygamy was not very extensive
2 polygamy was necessitated in part by a shortage of eligible men
3 polygamy was mainly a charitable institution to take care of aging

and widowed women
4 polygamy was practiced only by the more wealthy
5 polygamy worked to the economic advantage of at least the men
6 polygamy produced more children per woman than monogamy

did
7 polygamy was the resort mainly of old men an arrangement in

other words for patriarchal old geezersgeeters to exchange daughters
and granddaughters

8 polygamy originated and was sustained by a variety of motives
some of them pragmatic some of them ignoble but religion was
mainly a post hoc rationale
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all of these myths some of them mutually incompatible have
been propounded by either apologists or antagonists or both it
is hard to sustain any of them in the face of the evidence provided
in this fine study in particular the fundamentally religiousreligiobeligious basis
for polygamy becomes undeniable in the context of the extraordi-
narily unfavorable cost benefit ratio that accompanied it for almost
all participants at least in st george those people knew what the
law of sacrifice really meant

DAN VOGEL religious seekers and the advent ofofmormonismmormonism
salt lake city signature books 1988 xiii 237 ppap 9959.95995 paper-
back

reviewed by grant underwood director of the LDS institute of relirellreilreligiongion
pomona california

several years ago dan vogel published an article in the
journal of pastoral practice expressing his view that the book of
Mmormonormon is a nineteenth century religious fictional book filled
with anachronisms and other blunders there can be no other
explanation he wrote than that the book of mormon is a modem
composition rather than an ancient text 1 with religious seekers
vogel has produced a book length monograph viewing mormon-
ism in toto as modem religious syncretism while he has learned to
package his argument so as to make it more palatable to latter day
saints religious seekers is actually one more in a long line of
books attempting to show that mormonism was more derivative
than divine through a methodology comparable to a game of
definitional twister vogel is able to turn almost anyone into a
seeker and then to read mormonism as nothing less than seekaseek7seek-

erism redivivus
from the outset vogel is headed down the wrong path in

order to make his case for the enormous influence of seekerism
212177 he first has to reify it vogel is not content with the traditional

scholarly designation as lowercase seekers of those spiritual
nomadsnovads in any age for whom institutional christianity was effete
and who awaited a recrudescence of genuine religion the obser-
vation that such individuals were attracted to the monmormonmonnonnon church
is as old as john greenleaf whittier and has been made with
regularity ever since but vogel insists on portraying them as a
coherent sect or movement with a definite set of beliefs hence
his use of seeker rather than seeker
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yet the latest scholarship sees little objective evidence that
seekers or seekerism existed even in mid seventeenth century

england where heresy hunters first popularized the terinterm as an
epithet led by british historians frank mcgregor and J C davis
the past decade has witnessed a careful reassessment which vogel
overlooks of radicalism and religion in the era of the english
revolution 2 under attack is the appropriateness of attaching
sectarian labels often of hostile origin to people or groups
with little or no visible sectarian organization 3 according to
mcgregor there survive no seeker confessions of faith and
there exist no unambiguous statements of the seeker position as
a guide to religious life beyond a common inability to find
spiritual comfort in allegiance to a particular church and to some

degree a millenarian belief that an age of greater religious under-
standing was at hand such people are characterized by doctrinal
diversity simply put there was no sect of seekers in revolution-
ary england 4

the problems with vogels conceptualization only increase
as the book progresses inexplicably after some discussion of the
seventeenth century the reader is suddenly jolted into the nine-
teenth century as if there were no interim history to be negotiated
or continuity to be established once there nineteenth7centurynineteenth century
seekers are described in plurality and abundance yet time and

again it is only asa wild or occasionally erastus hanchett who is
being quoted where are all the others two unassociated and at
times doctrinally unrelated individuals do not constitute a sect let
alone a movement above all the fact that they had no documented
contact with joseph smith or other latter day saints places discus-
sion of their influence on mormonism in the realm of counter
factual speculation

once the objective reality of seekerism as either sect or
ideology is denied vogels basic thesis collapses and his constant
use of the term as a baseline referent with which to compare
mormonism becomes an exercise in artificiality the most that can
be said is that vogel has found certain individuals who at some
point in their lives seem to have held some views similar to those
of some early LDS converts while this may be interesting in and
of itself it certainly does not prove derivation admittedly asa
wild expressed views that would have been acceptable to most
mormonscormonsMormons but then so have a host of other individuals early saints
had a good deal in common with various christian groups in
antebellum america but that does not make them intellectually
dependent nor does it establish influence richard bushman has
wisely noted that the actual complexities of identifying the
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sources of mormon belief and experience make the attempt to
trace all the images ideas language and emotional structuremcturest of a
movement as elaborate as Monnonmormonismism manifestly elusive and
futile 5

while in and of itself religious seekers does not warrant a
long review the methodological mistakes it contains crop up again
and again inin such literature and need to be identified many years
ago perry miller declared that what one finds in seventeenth
century new england is one tenth puritanism and nine tenths a
culture common to all english people their attitudes towards all
sorts of things wrote miller are pounced upon and exhibited as
peculiarities of their sect when as a matter of fact they were normal
attitudes of the time 6 this is especially true of vogels treatment
of seekers much of what he implies is uniquely seeker has
actually been widespread in christian history prime examples
include an emphasis on spiritual gifts or millenarianism even
together such ideas have been present in diverse sectors of
christianity from the second century montanists to the nineteenth
century irvingitesIrvingites or consider asael smith vogel labels his
perfectly routine expressions of rational christianity as seeker
perspectives 262726 27 even the later family recollection undocu-
mented in asael smiths own writings of a vaguely seeker hope
that something would turn up to make known the true gospel
is hardly sufficient to set him apart from others christendom
has always harbored dissatisfied souls who yearned for a restora-
tion of pristine purity and who had given up on human efforts to
achieve it

another procedural problem is vogels procrustean efforts
to manipulate the past so that it always fits his thesis this is
apparent for instance when he strains to distinguish seekers from
primitivists since primitivists especially of the campbellite
kind have long been recognized as forerunners to mormonism in
order to have something new to say vogel has to contrive a separate
category for his subjects rather than allow them to remain where
other scholars have placed them on the other hand lucy mack
smith whose explicit and extended search for genuine religion led
both marvin hill and richard bushman to label her a seeker is
excluded from the seekers by vogel because she sought baptism
for him only those sufficiently anticlerical to forego the ordi-
nances qualify if one expressed intense desire to see true religion
restored but tarried with a church nonetheless he would be a
conservative primitivist yet if he had little more than a general

hope for an improved religious scene but was unaffiliated he could
be a radical seeker by vogels typology A more satisfying
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classification however is richard hughess distinction between
ecclesiastical primitivism wherein the forms and structures of the
apostolic church are of paramount concern ethical primitivism
wherein the lifestyle of the ancient christians is the chief concern
and experiential primitivism wherein the apostolic gifts of the

of ultimate 5171177spirit are concern
for a work pretending to be history there is also a profound

ahistoricalism about religious seekers vogel feels quite comfort-
able bouncing the reader back and forth between the centuries as if
seekerism were some kind of static unity a platonic archetype

entirely untouched by history A quote from the seventeenth
century is used just as readily as and often in juxtaposition to one
from the nineteenth century when attempting to make connections
with mormonism historians of thought and doctrine however
have long since abandoned such timeless linkages preferring to
see meaning as something inextricably bound up in history and
language rather than something that moves unchanged in and out
of minds across the decades speaking of seventeenth century
seekers scott reminds us that the particular and rapid sequence

of political and military events in civil war england was the very
backbone upon which radicalism was made flesh and in isolation

from which it cannot be understood 8 theology is inescapably if
at times imperceptibly related to social economic and political
situations though words may remain the same across the span
of years they can mask significant ideological differences and
intellectual historians constantly warn us to place them within their
proper community of discourse

yet vogel seems oblivious to the fact that when lucy mack
smith used the term seeker to refer to her brother jason mack
she had something different in mind than did puritan heresiogra-
pher thomas edwards or vogel repeatedly links erastus hanchett
with seventeenth century seekers even though the full title ofhis
tract discloses a very specific setting that would need to be fully
explored in order to understand him in context A serious call in
christian love to all people in the form of a letter to henry
colman minister of the unitarian independent congregational
church society in salem mass being an answer inpart to a book
which he read to his people on the 7thath december 1824 at the
opening of a new meeting house nineteenth century figures
simply are not ideologically indistinguishable from individuals
who lived two centuries earlier in a different religious world text
must never be severed from context for the full meaning of a tract
or treatise can only be captured by recreating the religious idiom
of the day it is this very critical methodological flaw that allows
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polemicists antagonist or apologist of every religious stripe to
rewrite history as if it were the systematic unfolding of their own
peculiar emphases

vogels inattentiveness to context not only allows him to
exaggerate the seeker phenomenon but mars his approach to
monmormonismnonismeonism as well here a different kind of ahistoricalism
prevails vogel falls into the common trap of assuming that
mormonmonnon scriptures can be used ipso facto as evidence of early
mormon belief while this is true in some respects it fails to
properly account for that crucial mediating link between the
written text and the actual life and teaching of the church
interpretation just as the declaration of independence was under-
stood very differently in the eighteenth century from the way
modem americans viewview it 9 so too it cannot merely be assumed that
what a modem reader sees inin a given passage from early mormon
scripture is what a latter day saint in the 1830s would have
understood by that same passage nor can it be assumed that both
individuals would have found the same passage noteworthy to
begin with perhaps it is a lingering nineteenth century belief in the
perspicuity of scripture that leads writers such as vogel to assume
an identity of understanding between themselves and their
subjects or perhaps he is simply unaware of the numerous primary
source interpretations from that period that do exist ranging
from passing comment to lengthy exegesis whatever the case
religious seekers is seriously marred by the fact that far too
often what is depicted in the book is vogels eisegetical reading of
the revelations rather than the views of those he purports to be
describing

there are also other reasons why religious seekers presents
a view of mormonism that many readers will find unpersuasive
former mormon vogel romanticizes the late 1820s and early
1830s much as former mormon david whitmer did a hundred
years earlier in an address to all believers in christ vogel does
not believe that joseph smith initially had any idea that a church
would be organized despite the fact that earlier in the book vogel
identifies concern for a restoration of authentic church forms as the
touchstone ofseekerismofseekerism in fact he cites doctrine and covenants
section 5 march 1829 as the first hint that god would establish
a church 34 in any case before sidney rigdon came on the
scene structure was minimal inspiration was general and joseph
was just one among peers then the bogeyman of institutionaliza-
tion set in gone were the halcyon days of popular charismatacharismata
gone was the personal nature of joseph smiths first vision or
encounter with moroni priesthood was invented as ecclesiology
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was elaborated and soon a full blown hierarchy with joseph at the
top of the pyramid was in place As the church grew and as joseph
took power to himself the early history had to be rewritten to reflect
the new state of affairs hence the unreliability of the prophets
1838 and 1842 accounts

these ideas however are not profound new historical truths
but old anti mormon chestnuts it is by no means settled as vogel
wishes to have it that only the 1832 and possibly the 1835 account
of josephs early experiences are historically accurate but even if
they were such apparent source scrupulosity is compromised by
inconsistency while rrepudiating1 the historical legitimacy of
josephs 1838 and 1842 narratives vogel uncritically accepts
numerous later recollections of other individuals as if they were
authentic historical accounts for instance he takes at face value
martin harriss 1870 recollections of an encounter with the spirit
in 1818 40 yet questions the prophets later descriptions of his
1820 encounter with god similarly david whitmerswhittersWhitmers memory of
men and motives at a remove of more than fifty years is given
unchallenged credence without so much as a nod at potential
problems not the least of which might be the sour grapes
syndrome yet other mormonscormons who remember the earleariearlyy years inin
more traditional ways are dismissed on the other hand when
vogel wants to stress the millenarian interests of joseph smith he
lets the 1838 account that the angel moroni quoted biblical
prophecies concerning the second coming and the destruction of
the wicked 185 stand as evidence despite the fact that the
scriptural recitation is never mentioned in the 1832 text or that he
elsewhere argues for a decline of millenarianism after zions camp
in 1834

in the final analysis religious seekers is not a volume that
can be recommended despite a veneer of learning and here it
must be noted that vogel has a tendency to create long footnotes on
the most trivial or noncontroversial points while letting crucial
claims go unsupported by evidence the book distorts mormon
and christian history alike flawed in conceptualization and forced
in exposition vogels thesis is a house of cards that ultimately
collapses under scholarly scrutiny the author and others working
in the same genre would do well to take a lesson from the history
of new testament studies for a time earlier in this century it
seemed that the sources of christianity had been located in the
hellenistic environment in which it developed scholars such as
wilhelm boussetboisset and kirsopp lake popularized the startling find
that christianity was heavily influenced both liturgically and
conceptually by the mystery religions today that claim draws
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little attention and less support identifying parallels is not the
same as establishing provenance in the end mormonism like
christianity must be accounted for in ways that neither deny the

arthen vessel nor reject the heavenly treasure placed therein
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cycle of mothers and daughters

last week I1 glanced in the mirror quickly
as I1 hurried by the bathroom with an armload
of dirty socks

but it was your face I1 saw
staring questioningly back at me
not mine

startled I1 istoppedstopped and drew closer
examining for the record
the few strands of graying hair
the puffy eyelids the creased face

and it was your weathered hand
that tried in vain to smooth back the wrinkles
not mine

I1 used to think our paths were worlds apart
you and 1I and now find that after all
I1 have met you on your path in the process
of finding mine

cherie L burket

cherie L burket is a poet living in fort thomas kentucky
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